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ANCIENT GREEK LOGOS: AN INVITATION 
TO mSTORICAL-COMPARATIVE DISCOURSE 
ON EDUCATION 

PELLA CALOGIANNAKIS 

Abstract - This stlfdy aims to present some aspects of the methodological and 
epistemological encounter of contemporary historical-comparative discourse on 
education with the ancient Greek historical-comparative logos; this encounter 
will pose a challenging stream of research in the area of compardtive education 
dealing mostly with the historicity, the methodology and the epistemology of this 
field. Such an approaci) will attempt to demonstrate that the contemporary 
historical discourse on comparative education does not remarkably deviate from 
a process of reasoning and research via the ancient concept of logos. 

Introduction 

11 tarting from the positions and the advancements of the ancient Greek 
historical comparative logos, it becomes challenging t9 search the origins of 
contemporary historical comparative discourse on_ education; key questions 
include the degree to which the latter is revamped and/or based on the former and 
to what degree it has acquired-a new meaning; finally, it is worth investigating 
how the contemporary discourse can fit into the various fonns of the ancient 
Greek logos: technology/methodology (the how it is), historiology(the what it is), 
epistemology/ dialectology (the reason, the whether it is), synkritology (the 
relevance/comparison). 

Contextualisation 

Ancient logos is tightly linked to the concepts of method, history/inquiry, 
knowledge/truth and comparison. The term 'method' is synonymous with the term 
'art' (techne) in AntiqUity. It constitutes a set of expressed nonns which aid 
someone to acquire art and science (epist€me) in depth and in a short period of 
time. Consequently, the term technology or methodology emerged with special 
reference to techne/method, which is a well structured expression of research 
components or of absolute knowledge and is characterised by continuity and 
consequence (Ong, 1957; Jardine, 1974; Kazazis 1992:185-209). Hence, the work 
of science came to be a work of art (Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 1094a5). 
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The historiology of discourse methodology was developed before Herodotus 
and the tenn logos was related to the Greek word history (historia); both of these 
terms - logos and history - referred to the inquiry into any matter or related area. 
Throughout The Odyssey, for example, someone finds a clear link between travel, 
inquiry and comparative knowledge and Odysseus is .portrayed as an explorer and 
curious investigator, and as a man of exploration: 'he saw the cities a/many men 
and learned their minds (or customs), and he suffered many pains in his heart 
while at sea' (Homer, Odyssey, i.3-4). 

In The Odyssey someone finds a primary fonn of comparative knowledge at the 
risk of toils and dangers; hence, the 'suffering' Odysseus is fmnly connected with 
the 'inquiring' Odysseus. This fact motivates Polybius to associate himself with 
Odysseus in a passage which is important for the relationship between odysseology 
and historiology of discourse (Polybius, xii.27.1-28.7).' So, in The Odyssey this 
logos seems primarily to influence the historiology of comparative discourse. 

Due to Herodotus' prominence. historical and comparative logos became 
much more specialised. Thus, throughout the years, history as logos and logos as 
history have to be understood as systematic comparative inquiry into past events 
and their interconnections. Herodotus was among the first who sought to record 
and compare events in the way they actually happened and to critically assess his 
sources of information. Herodotus, in his presentation of historical-comparative 
logos, worked in a different way than that of Thucydides. In his comparative 
studies, Herodotus offers illustrations of all subjects which interest him and 
engages himself in an examination of particulars (particularising) not just from 
history, but also from related domains. From his day forward, ttie value of 
historical and comparative study has been noted by Westerners, and the 
historical-comparative approach has held a firm place ever since. Qn the other 
hand, Thucydides constrains himself in the political history of the Peloponnesian 
War and hardly ever went beyond this. Instead he tries to find broad 
generalisations (generalising) that he could apply to other situations based upon 
the evidence that he had gathered. 

However, in Aristotle's works one finds elements of both men's methods of 
logos. When appropriate, Aristotle uses Herodotus' approach, giving specific 
details and comparative dimensions. On other occasions, he uses Thucydides' 
approach and tries to find constants that he can apply to all animals, not just' 
specific categories. This despite the fact that Thucydides and Aristotle discuss 
quite different subjects.' Thucydides first presents the evidence and his 
observations and then he draws his conclusions. Aristotle states his reasoning, 
presents the evidence and then supports his conclusions. Both make attempts to 
find generalisations that can be applicable beyond the specific examples that they 
cite in their studies. 
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To this advancement of historiology of ancient comparative logos, other steps 
of scientific knowledge (gnosis) were added: the diagnosis based on love of truth, 

. the parakolouthesis. which means to follow and investigate or compare a thing 
with another - Galen, the Greek doctor, uses this word for the investigation of 
symptoms - the 'autopsy' (Thucydides, 1.22.), that involved personal investigation 
or experience to obtain authentic comparative knowledge and the consideration 
of facts from the beginning, anothen. with reference to time. The above processes 
of investigation were accompanied by accuracy and objectivity (akrivos). a 
consecutive treatment of a matter and the idea of a chronological sequence 
(kathexes). Finally, the word epignosis is strongly related to full/absolute 
knowledge. 

Sintilarly, in Plato the epistemology of logos, concerning the knowledge of 
truth (gnosis) and the various areas of discourse of all the different classes of 
human souls, was supplemented by the knowledge of the different kinds of 
argument. Only the person who has acquired all this knowledge is a perfect lover 
of the truth, in so far as perfection is attainable by humans; but the acquisition of 
this knowledge is a great task and it is connected with the desire to serve the spirit 
of real art and science (techne and episteme) (Fowler 1982:407sqq.).' The process 
of collection and division, by which a number of particulars may be brought 
together under a generic concept. is also clearly stated. The latter is of much 
importance in the dialectic method which for Plato is the only acceptable method 
of reasoning. Plato's dialectic m~thod consists of four types: the definitive, the 
analytical, the divisible, and the demonstrative (Plato, Phaedrus, 265d sqq.). The 
key to the dialectic method appears in the Platonic Phaedrus, where Socrates 
articulates his opinion about the real art of rhetoric and describes two processes: 
the collection and the division, which characterise all the 'dialecticians'; that is, 
all who have the sense of sight of everything that Plato names deduction and 
induction. In reality the epistemologyldialectology of logos exposed in the above 
passage establishes not only the standards for the art (technology/ methodology) 
of rhetoric but ultimately the principles for all sciences and arts. Earlier, Socrates 
compares the method of the art of healing and the art of rhetoric and ascertains 
their common grounds, since both of them analyse nature (Phaedrus, in the 
passage 265d-277d). 

The above Platonic example of comparative method with the proposed criteria 
in this Dialogue is later adopted by Aristotle, in order to be completed and 
developed in greater depth. Furthermore, ooth Plato and Aristotle oppose reason 
to perception, but Aristotle explains that perception is of the individual as 
characterised by general qualities, and that reason apprehends general qualities as 
present in individual things. On the other hand, Aristotle (in the Prior Analytics) 
states and develops his theory of syllogism, analyses and illustrates the various 
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figures, moods and modes, and describes the conditions under which comparative 
inquiry is possible (Aristotle, Prior Analytics, 24aI6-25aI3); he examines the 
mechanism of technology and epistemology of r~asoning, while in the Posterior 
Analytics he turns to the problem of knowledge (gnosis): what -it is, how it is 
acquired, whether it i~ guaranteed to be true, how it is expanded and systematised 
(Aristotle, Posterior Analytics, .71al-72b25). 

All reasoned acquisition of comparative knowledge involves a process in 
which the mind advances from something that is already known. This 
starting-point may be knowledge of fact, or meaning, or both. In this way, 
Aristotle shows that some of our previous knowledge may be only' potential and 
prepares us for the structure of scientific comparative knowledge. In his theory, 
he supports that science should start with axioms as universal principles which are 
relevant only to quantities. He sometimes speaks of them as the source, at other 
times as the means, and as principles indigenous to the particular sciences which 
are either assumption, or nominal definitions of technical terms. On the other 
hand, scientific knowledge is concerned only with necessary facts; facts become 
necessary if they are proved as such; accordingly the premises from which they 
are derived must be necessary; they also must be scientific implying that certain 
relations between predicate and st.Ibject must exist. 

Furthermore, definition, division and systematisation are substantial elements 
of the Aristotelian comparative discourse (Aristotle, Posterior Analytics, 
89b23-90a34). Aristotle's object is to study and compare phenomena as carefully 
as possible and to put forward only such theories that have the potential to be 
proved. The kinesis (motion/transition, also -a central concept for Thucydides, 
without which there can be no history) and metabole (change) which were crucial 
in his theory, deals with the essence of the episteme and the cosmos per se 
(Aristotle, Physics, 194a36, 200b3 and passim). Aristotle places observation 
before theory, and makes the theory fit the facts rather than the reverse. Especially 
(according to Aristotle) in the more concrete sciences, which take account of 
secondary quaJities, much good work can be done through observation (theoresis 
!contemplation) long before quantitative exactness is a necessary condition of 
further progress (W.R.Ross, 1955:xi-xii). 

It was via these scientific comparative paths that the concept of synkrisis 
which, in recent times means comparison, a synkritology of logos emerged; it 
should be noted that in Aristotelian theory synkrisis expresses the process of the 
inter-, the cross- and the multi- dimensions of scientific inquiry, as well as the 
interconnection and synthesis of phenomena and it is opposed to the concept of 
diakrisis which means distinction and separation (Aristotle, Physics, 187a31, 
243b8-29, 260bll,265b20-22). In addition, within this context of logos, 
Aristotle poses five kinds of categories that each science should attempt to 
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answer via a dialectic reasoning: the fact, the reason, the whether it is, the how 
it is and the relevance. 

Contemporary historical-comparative discourse on education 

Modern researchers can' not limit themselves to national historicaI
comparative educational approaches. The comparison of international educational 
phenomena in different fields must be taken into consideration. The historical 
conditions which "also detennined the essence and content of pedagogical events 
must receive proper attention. The comparative approach in the hist0rical analysis 
of educational phenomena today is very important, because it allows us to define 
a revived glance of the historical-comparative discursive paradigm in education . 

. We discuss that a great need emerges in the field to work on 'a new comparative 
education' (Calogiannakis, 1993; Calogiannakis, 1988); hence, comparative 
education has to engage itself to reestablish/rethink the concept of comparison, 
placing it in the framework of ancient synkrisis/comparison and dialectic 
reasoning concerning the fact, the' reasQn, the whether it is, the how it is and the 
relevance, that is in an inter-/cross-/multi-context. The most important 
components.of this revived historical-comparative discourse on education could 
be presented in the following figure: . 
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According to the figure, some basic key-concepts can be carefully considered 
as the origins of contemporary historical comparative discourse. 

Firstly, the concepts of the 'general' and 'particular' which have been treated 
by the ancient comparative logos, are related to.the process of assessing to the 

. sources of information! facts/data in the context of the historical and comparative 
studies. These concepts also have to do with a category of problems that someone 
can find in the conceptualisation of contemporary historical educational 
comparisons. Besides, a concept can be considered as a logos approach, which is 
a part .of the process of definition, collection, division and systematisation by 
which the comparative mind grasps educational reality. This pqenomenon is 
particularly found in the fonnulation of theory which is a product of history; thus, 
it emerges under given historical conditions and history validates, or not, their 
relevance in the historiology of logos. Usually, a concept should be able to cope 
w~th the complexity and changes in various situations; to this the problem of 
meaning may be added. Thus, it is possible to establish similarities among 
differences and differences among similarities, that is to say to grasp the universal 
(generalising) in the particular (particularising) (Le Thilnh Kh6i 1988:87-113). 
Concepts which have been basic to historical analysis, historiology of logos, have 
become the basis for profoundly different treatment amongst social scientists, and 
amongst comparative scholars. Changed interpretation~ have also marked the 
historical-comparative discourse on education, since scholars have tried to 
'escape' from what they have perceived as oversimplified versions of the concepts 
and their use by historians. 

Secondly, dialectic reasoning in the context of ancient logos can be seen as 
solid ground for modern comparative scholars in the field of their epistemological 
and methodological approaches: collection and division, deduction and induction 
in the context of comparative dialectic reasoning is a challenge to. contemporary 
comparative analysis. In addition, the historical-comparative discourse today 
implies several features, such as the dynamics of multiple interpretations, the 
holistic approach, the dialectic comparison, cross-cultural/cross-pedagogical 
interactions, re-interpretation process, multi-metliodological revision. 
Researchers are continuously confronted with new challenges and opportunities, 
especially in the context of the postmodernism. Postmodern times elicit a new 
framework for alternative' interpretive discourse on "education, the dialectic 
reasoning, and different methodological procedures, different 'how'. This is due 
to various factors such as the following: (a) the consideration of each society as 
a dialectic unity/logos of biological and social components and as a set of relations 
ratherthan of objects or events; (b) the consideration of change not as an incidental 
outcome but inherent to the social process; (c) the use of different scenarios 
of evolution or comparisonlsynkrisis, of discontinuities or internal social 
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contradictions; (d) the use of different patterns for the investigation of educational 
problems; (e) the natural and .social environment as a dynamic relation. 
Consequently, modern 9.iscourse in the field rethinks! reevaluates on the concept 
of the cosmos!world and expands the locus of comparative dialectic reasonifl:g; 
concurrently .. it seeks to re-grasp its concern with culturalist studies, with the 
historical dimensions of its tradition, with its trans(tology that deals with the 
complexities of the transition from pre-modern! ancient to late-modern 
educational phenomena (post-modernity deals with the downfall of educational 
and pedagogical forms and principles) and finally, with the concept of globality, 
multiculturality, identity and alterity (Cowen 1996:151-170; Flouri~ 1977:17-39; 
Damanalds 1977: 23-112). 

Thirdly, the nature of scientific comparative knowledge is considered to be a 
key-concept for both ancient and contemporary logos. This kind of knowledge can 
be associated with the ancient dialectic knowledge that leads to the truth, the 
perfect truth which in modern logos has to do with different concepts/problems 
such as: the ideology of progress, the concept of science!episteme, the new urtits! 
objectives of comparisons, the historical comparative method, and so on. In line 
with the above issues, it can be stated that current research (Novoa, 1995:22-24) 
in the field of contemporary historical-comparative.logos is based on five axis: (1) 
the ideology of 'progress', the old principle which assumes that 'education is 
equivalent to the development and scientific progress is not valId any more'; 
therefore, the need for the revision of education's role is posed; (2) the concept of 
the 'science'!episteme, the argument that 'the adoption of general accepted nonns 
(generalising) for the function of the educational phenomena which led to the 
concepts of 'pre-said' and 'pre-seen" is not valid for the educational systems any 
more. -On the contrary, the so-called 'meta-modern realitie~' are based on the new 
concepts which promote the idea of interconnections supporting that nothing 
can be thoroughly understandable! known in an absolute way. 

This somewhat Herodotian thesis implies that there is not a unique accepted 
interpretation but different interpretations and parameters; the diagnosis of 

'an educational fact or problem suggests the idea of its contemplation 
(parakolouthesis), its autopsy, its accuracy and objectivity and finally its 
placement to a historical and local continuity in order that scholars have -an 
epignosis/ full knowledge of it; (3) the old concepts that are replaced today by 
other more relevant to the new concepts of reality, like 'the local', the 'universal', 
etc; this renewed orientation poses the problem of establishing new units! objec
tives of the comparison; (4) the emergence and the dissemination of renewed 
values rooted in the context of inter-, cross-, and multi- dimensions of educational 
comparison; (5) the. establishment of the historical-compar~tive method!methods, 
this axis poses the biggest conflict since contemporary historical-comparative 
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logos is considered to be an interdisciplinary field of research and hence it elicits 
various interpretations. 

Epistemological and methodological issues overwhelm inquiry in applied 
research. Some reports reflect the major topics of the theory of knowledge in 
relation to various perspectives. Since a rationale for eclecticism among 
perspectives is needed, it is argued that the falsificationist approach is better than 
any other theory of knowledge for overcoming the major problems in the domain. 
According to the reconsidered approach of ancient logos, analysis, definition, 
collection, systematisation~ diagnosis, design, and implementation could be the 
successive stages of the change process. Design-oriented researc,h, testing the 
developed design in comparable situations, is compatible with the positivist 
approach to science. It is also stressed that researchers may enhance the impact 
of their work by taking into account criteria of usefulness an_d clarity. 
Epistemological as well as methodo[og!cal issues raised by conceiving of such 
theories as nonnative rather than merely procedural are discussed, and a plea is 
made for all educational comparative scholars to recognise the place of their 
theories of inquiry in their research activities. A theory of process of inquiry 
should be both acknowledged and, in fact, chosen deliberately and consciously 
incorporated and conducted in a reasoned and open manner. In more qualitative 
research, there has been more acknowledgment of the role of theory of inquiry! 
logos. The fonn of inquiry that most carefully defines its nonnative perspective 
is known as critical inquiry. Furthennore, given the wide spectrum of ways of 
ancient knowing/acquiring the truth and the growing pluralism in the 
contemporary social sciences, several recent attempts have been made to reduce 
the epistemological diversity in historical-comparative educational approach. 
Because epistemology of logos is most usefully viewed as a tool in dealing with 
reality, scholars in historical-comparative educational approach may try to 
consider an ecumenical orientation that favors heterogeneity, open textuality, and 
tolerance for different ways of knowing (Meel, 1991). Besides, scientific, 
positivistic approaches to comparative education have often been circumv.ented, 
or even suppressed, and alternative comparative knowledge domains have 
emerged. Such views are supported in the post-industrial era where knowledge 
paradigms are becoming holistic, context-dependent, and integrative, narrowing 

. the gap between theory and practice (Masemann, j 990:465-473); this gap does 
not seem to mark ancient logos. 

Fourthly, the character of the contemporary comparison is strongly connected 
to the ancient concept of Aristotelian synkrisis dealing with the process of inter, 
cross- and multi- dimensions of scientific inquiry. In recent times, the 
historical-comparative discourse on education has acquired, internationally, new 
Of renewed areas of focus (international/global, cross-cultural, multicuItural areas, 
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etc.) coupled with new methodologies and historiographical interests (CIES, 
1995). In a global age we cannot have a concept of single homogenous approach 
in education, since the world is comprised of diversities and peculiarities failing 
to apply astandard operation of an intelligentsia to a single concept/image of 
cosmos. The condition of ancient conceptualisation of globality can no longer 
grant us common notions of earth-nature, or cosmos-world, as in the past (Flouris 
and Spiridakis, 1992). Instead, today's sense of globality is the integrated global 
space (topos) of educational practice and comparison! synkrisis. Education now 
puts the distinction and the synthesis of phenomena in a multiplicity of different 
economic, social, cultural, and political movements (Pirgiotakis .and Kanakis, 
1992; Winther-Iensen, 1996; Psacharopoulos and Calogiannakis, 1996:9-19; 
Calogiannakis and Makrakis, 1996; Vamvoucas and Hourdakis, 1997). In the past, 
such globality was the illusion of philosophers and scholars but now it has become 
the every day occupation of educational theory and practice. More particularly, 
cross-cultural! cross-pedagogical comparisons could be presented as a criterion by 
which to establish a renewed framework of historical-comparative logos. Yet 
throughout history, cross-cultural! cross-pedagogical interactions have influenced 
people's life and education across the boundary lines of societies and cultural 
regions. As comparative educational researchers view the past from broad. 
comparative, and global viewpoints, they will need, on one hand, to consider the 
roles of cross-culturall cross-pedagogical comparisons in history while on the 
other they might also recognise patterns of continuity and change that reflect the 
experiences in the field of education. However. it is known that every pedagogical 
probl~m has a global, ecumenical, and planetary nature and a set of values which 
are ·common -to the human race. The distinctive feature of this logos which deals 
with the entire globe rather than with a particular country or region, is a result not 
only of western or non-western thought but of that of all mankind (Hourdakis 
1996:157-182). 

Despite the plethora of research activities, however, a series of problems 
remain to a large extent unclear. The main reason for this situation can be traced 
firstly to the most prominent interpretive schemes which have been employed, and 
secondly to the methodological inadequacies in the majority of research projects. 
This variety of schemes and projects is reflected in the evolutionist paradigm, the 
un-historic and un-~ritical use of analogy, the reproduction of a fragmented past, 
the failure of most attempts to design research projects with an explicit definition 
of the internal social problem in mind; in the focus mainly on the site of 
educational phenomena as a unit of analysis and not on the region and the 
continuous landscape; in the failure to recover, study and integrate within an 
overall interpretation the Ivarious categories and the nature of historical evidence. 
These constitute a number of serious problems that contemporary 
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historical-comparative educational discourse must face, since this modern logos 
has to adopt some basic elements or" the odysseological and Herotodian 
di~ension. that is to find a link between 'suffering' and 'inquiring' and to trace 
the interconnections between particular educational events and phenomena. 

Generally, historical-comparative discourse/logos on education needs 
constant revision: new historical inquiries, conditions and interpretations lead to 
new inclusive definitions and knowledge (Kazamias and Schwartz 1977: 153-176; 
Kazamias and Massialas. 1992; Amove and Kelly 1992; Matheou.1993; Bouzakis 
and Koustourakis 1995:97-134), Renewed discoursellogos to define the 
boundaries and the content of the subject in modern perspectives ~nd the use of 
the latest research from cross-disciplinary areas constitute the basis of the 
historical-comparative discourse on education. This discourse can be placed in the 
framework of key-concepts already existing: systematic inquiry and comparison 
for the dialectic comparative knowledge/truth in the context of the inter-. the 
cross- and multi- dimensions of educational phenomena. 

Contemporary conceptualisation on historical comparative logos certainly 
takes into account some basic methodological and epistemological ideas of the 
fonner key-concepts dealing with ancient logos; furthermore, some of them have 
acquired a new meaning due to the new cultural, political, social and educational 
order. We have argued that the ancient ,logos can be presented as a general 
frameworklconceptualisation/problematic for modern comparative logos! 
discourse. At the end of the 20th century and the dawn of the 21 st, interconnections, 
interactions, comparisons and interdependence between countries and peoples 
have become closer than before. Peoples in the world are closely interconnected 
and constitute part of a global entity. A vital and urgent need exists to grasp the. 
essence of current changes and the way in which the desirable ends can be achieved. 
Future generations will live and work in a multinational and multicultural 
environment where the ancient concept of logos will always be presented as the 
reasoning of the what, the why. the whether, the how and the as to. 

Notes 

I 'Nature has given us two instruments ... by which we make all inquiries and obtain infoanation 
(hearing and sight) and sight is by far the more trustworthy, according to Heraclitus ... Personal 
investigation ... demands much exertion and expense, but it is very important and is the greatest part 
of history ... and the poet has been even more emphatic on this subject ... wishing to point out for us 
the qualities that a man of action should possess, he presents the image of Odysseus ... it seems to me 
that the business of history also demands such a man'. 
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2 In the History of the Peloponnesian War and the Generation of Animals, 

3 Cf. the 'Introduction' to Phaedrus in the stereotyped edition LCL. 
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JOB SATISFACTION, STRESS AND COPING 
STRATEGIES AMONG MOROCCAN IDGH 
SCHOOL TEACHERS 

NAIMA BENMANSOUR 

Abstract - Using 'a self-report questionnaire, d picture of stress, job satisfaction 
and coping strategies among a sample of 153 Moroccan 'high school teachers is 
established. Results of the study showed that 45% of teachers were satisfied with 
their job. When specific facets of job satisfaction were examine(l, teachers were 
most satisfied with the relationship they established with students and colleagues 
and we~e least satisfied with their social status. Results also revealed that over 
half of teachers reported high levels of stress and that stress and job satisfaction 
were negatively correlated. When teachers rated the intensity andfrequency of 18 
stress items, the two measures produced similar results. A principal components 
analysis was carried out on the stress items, and four factors were extracted: 
currtculum-related problems, student-related problems, classroom-related 
problems and work overload. A factor analysis of the 16 coping strategies 
produced four factors, labelled direct action, mental action, emotional action 
and physical ':lction. 

Introduction 

lihere has been widespread concern about occupational stress and low job 
satisfaction among teachers in various educational settings throughout t~e world 
(see Kyriacou, 1987, 1996). Numerous studies have investigated various aspects 
of teacher stress, namely its prevalence (e.g. Kyriacou and Sutcliffe, 1978), its 
causes, (e.g. Borg and Falzon, 1989; Chaplain, 1995) its effects and the strategies 
used by teachers to cope with stressful situations (e.g. Cockbum, 1996; Dewe, 
1984; Kyriacou, 1980; Wilkinson, 1988). Results typically indicate that a 
considerable proportion of teachers report relatively high levels of stress. Around 
a quarter of the teachers surveyed generally rate their job as either very stressful 
or extremely stressful (see Borg, 1990; Kyriacou, 1987). 

The vast number of studies which atte!1lpted to identify the main causes of 
stress facing teachers suggest that the sources of stress are many and varied and 
that they tend to change from one context to another (e.g. Kyriacou and 
Harriman, 1993; Manso-Pinto, 1989; Manthei and Gilmore, 1996; Okebukola 
and Jegede, 1989; Wilkinson, 1988). However, a number of stressors seem to 
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recur in most of the reported studies, such as pupil misbehaviour, work overload, 
time pressure, poor working conditions and role conflict/ambiguity (see 
Kyriacou, 1987, 1989). 

The question of how teachers actually attempt to cope with stress has been 
. addressed by a number of researchers (e.g., Cockburn, 1996; Dewe, 1984; 
Kyriacou, 1980; Wi1kinson, 1988). Two main ways in which a teacher can deal 
with stress have been identified: (a) direct action techniques, by which one tries 
to deal with the source of stress and (b) palliative techniques by which one tries 
to alleviate the feeling of stress. Examples of some of the most frequently reported 
coping strategies involve seeking social support, the expression of feelings, trying 
to keep things in perspective. and trying to relax after work. 

Inve"stigating the level of job satisfaction among teachers has also attracted 
considerable attention. Kyriacou and Sutcliffe (1979) reported that 21.% and 51.% 
of the teachers surveyed were 'very satisfied' and 'fairly satisfied', respectively. 
Borg and Palzon (1989) in a study of 844 primary schools in Malta found that three 
out of every four teachers were either 'very satisfied' or 'fairly satisfied' with their 
job. Chaplain (1995) in a survey of 267 primary school teachers in England, 
reported that 37% of the subjects were satisfied with their job ('yes' or 'yes 
definitely'), with a further 47% having mixed feelings (yes and no). 

Despite the proliferation of such studies, there has been as yet no parallel 
research interest about stress or job satisfaction among Moroccan teachers. 
Therefore, one of the major concerns of the- present study was to explore job 
satisfaction, stress and coping strategies among a sample of Moroccan high 
school teachers. 

Attempts to estimate the extent of teacher stress and job satisfaction have been 
plagued with problems of measurement (see Chaplain, 1995; Kyriacou, 1987). In 
this respect, two points relating to the methodology used to measure stress and job 
satisfaction are of particular interest to the present study. First, in attempting to 
measure teacher stress, numerous studies recorded teacher stress by asking 
teachers to rate the degree to which they experienced stressful aspects of their jobs 
(see Borg, 1990; Borg and Palzon, 1989; Okebukola and Jegede, 1989). Pew 
researchers have emphasised the frequency of experience of such stressors. 
Chaplain (1995) made the point that the introduction of a frequency dimension 
into the enquiry might yield different results. Another concern of the present study 
was to estimate both the intensity and the frequency of potential stressors among 
teachers in order to better assess the severity of teacher stress. 

Second, studies of job satisfaction among teachers have mainly used 
single-item instruments which measure teachers' overall job satisfaction. Little 
research has been done on teachers' satisfaction regarding various facets of their 
work, which is one of the major concerns ~f the present study. 

14 
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While teacher stress has been defined in various ways, a widely accepted 
definition that fits the purpose of the present study is that proposed by Kyriacou 
(1989): 'Teacher stress refers to the experience by teachers of unpleasant emotions 
such as anger, tension, frustration, anxiety, depression and n~rvousness, resulting 
from aspects of their work as teachers' (p. 27). This definition conceptualises 
teacher stress as an unpleasant state manifested by various negative. emotional 
responses. 

A number of models of stress have been elaborated in an attempt to gain a 
better understanding of the nature of occupational stress. Of particular interest are 
the following three approaches to stress proposed by Travers and Cooper (1996): 

(1) Stress as a stimulus. In this approach, stress is viewed ~s a condition of the 
environment, extraneous to the individual and impinging on him/her in a 
disruptive way. The individual's perceptions of the stimulus are not taken 
into account in this approach. 

(2) Stress as a response. Stress here is described in terms of the person's 
response to .some threatening or disturbing stimuli. Fisher, cited in Travers 
and Cooper (1996), suggests: that: 'A person can be deduced to have been 
exposed to stressful conditions if signs of strain are present.' (p.14). Of most 
interest in this approach is the manifestation of stress.\ 

(3) Stress as an inter~ction. In this approach, stress is not viewed as an 
environmental demand or as a response, but rather as an interaction or 
transaction between the person and the environment. Travers and Cooper 
(1996) pointed out that 'it is not the environment per se that is stressful, but 
the relationship between the person and the environment which may result in 
the experience of stress' (p. 17). In other words, it is the individual's 
perceptions of the stress stimulus, rather than the existence of the stimulus, 
which is important. 

This last approach is in line with the model developed by Kyriacou and 
Sutcliffe (1978a), who suggested that the experience of stress is the result of the 

. teacher's perception that demands are being made on him/her, that he/she is 
unable to or has difficulty in meeting these demands and that failure to do so 
threatens hislher mental and or physical well-being. The key element in this model 
is the teacher's perception of threat. 

In brief, the present study sought to an,swer the following questions: 

What were the overall levels of stress and job satisfaction in a sample of 
Moroccan high school teachers? 

• What were the major sources of job satisfaction reported by high school 
teachers? 
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What were the major sources of stress reported by high school teachers, in 
terms of (a) perceived intensity and (b) perceived frequency. 

• What were the coping strategies that teachers reported using most frequently to 
deal with occupational stress? 

Method 

Subjects 

The questionnaire was distributed to 215 teachers drawn from 13 randomly 
selected high schools in the city of Rabai, including single-sex, co-educational, 
city centre and suburban schools. Care was taken to include in the sample teachers 
in disciplines as various as maths, sciences, lao"guages, philosophy, technology 
and social studies in order to represent a cross section of the population. The 
questionnaire was to be answered in complete anonymity and returned to the 
author. A total of 153 teachers (49 males and 104 females) completed the 
questionnaire; accounting for a return rate of 71 %. 

Instruments 

The questionnaire items were mo~tly derived from semi-structured interviews 
conducted individually with 20 high school teachers drawn from six high schools 
in Rabat. The questionnaire was written entirely in French, the first foreign 
language that is widely used by teachers. The questionnaire was subdivided as 
follows: 

(I) Biographical information. regarding sex, age, and length of teaching 
experience. 

(2) Job satisfaction. Respondents were asked to rate on a five-point scale ranging 
from 'very satisfied' (score 5) to 'not satisfied at an' (score 1) their level of 
satisfaction with ~ixteen aspects of their profession, such as the curriculum, 
the teaching resources, and the communication and contact with the students. 
In addition they were asked a general question, rated in the same way, ab"out 
how satisfied they were' generally with teaching as a profession. 

(3) Stress. The stress scale comprised 18 potential sources of stress relating to 
students' misbehaviour~ work overload, curriculum-related problems and 
working conditions. Teachers were asked to rate how stressful they 
found each item: from 'extremely stressful' (score 5) to 'not stressful at all' 
(score 1). They were then invited to indicate the frequency of occurrence of 
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each item on a scale ranging from always (score 5) (0 never (score I). In 
addition, a general stress item was included which asked them to rate the 
degree to which they considered teaching stressful. 

(4) Coping strategies. A total of 12 coping strategies were listed. Teachers were 
asked to indicate how frequently they used such strategies to cope with stress 
at work. A five-point scale was used, ranging from 'always' (score 5) to 
'never' (score 1). 

Results 

Job satisfaction 

Overall job satisfaction 

In response to the question ,'To what extent are you satisfied with your job as 
a teacher?' 45.7% of the teachers reported being either 'very satisfied' or 'fairly 
satisfied', and only 7% reported being 'not satisfied at all'. Table I displays the 
mean satisfaction scores for the whole sample and the biographical subgroups. 
Results show that females scored higher than men on job satisfaction and that 
satisfaction scores increased with age. Results ~lso suggest a reduction in levels 
of job satisfaction to mid-career, which then tends to rise as teachers reach the end 
of their career. However, t-test and one-way ANOV A measures showed that the 
differences within biographical subgroups in respect of job satisfaction did not 
reach significance levels. 

Specific facets of job satisfaction 

Table 2 shows the rank order of the 16 aspects of teaching according to the 
percentage of respondents who reported being either 'very satisfied' or 'fairly 
satisfied'. The five top satisfying aspects reported by the sample were 
'relationship and communication with the school administrative staff', 'contact 
and communication with colleagues', 'relationship and commul).ication with 
students', 'the subject taught' and 'the professional experience gained'. 
By contrast, the five least satisfying aspects comprised 'the curriculum', 'the 
manuals', 'the resources/facilities', 'the financial situation' and 'the social status'. 
The remaining aspects of satisfaction such as 'the long holidays', 'the school 
ambience' and 'the results achieved by students' were' perceived as moderately 
satisfying. 
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TABLE 1: Job satisfaction scores for whole sampl~ and biographical subgroups 

Overall job satifaction 

N M SD 

Whole sample 153 3.35 1.09 

Sex 
Males 49 3.13 1.08 
Females 104 3.45 1.08 

Age 
<15 years 39 3.24 1.01 
35-45 years 104 3.35 1.10 
over 45 years 10 3.66 1.32 

Experience 
<6 years H 3.50 .85 
6-15 years 82 3.30 1.06 
16-25 years 53 3.29 1.20 
25 + years 7 4.00 .81 

All the facets of job satisfaction were found to correlate positively and 
significantly (r = 0.18 to 0.49, P < 0.03 to 0.001) with reported levels of overall 
job satisfaction. No significant differences within subgroups were identified for 
any of the sixteen facets of job satisfaction. 

Stress 

Occupational stress· 

A high proportion (58%) of the subjects rated their work as 'very' or 
'extremely stressful'. Table 3 shows the mean and standard deviation scores for 
the whole sample in response to the question 'To what extent are you stressed in 
teaching?' . It also shows results for the biographical subgroups. The mean stress 
score for the whole sample was 3.70 (SD = 1.04) out of a maximum score of 5. 
Female teachers scored higher than their male colleagues in respect of 
occ,upational stress, and a t-test indicated that the difference was significant (t ;:::: 
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TABLE 2: Rank-order of specific facets of job satisfaction 

Item 
% of respondents who rated 
items as 'very/fairly satisfying' 

Relationship/communication with the school staff 75% 

Contact and communicati0n with colleagues 73% 

Relationship and communication with students 73% 

Subject matter taught 70% 

Professional experience gained 70% 

The pedagogical role played / the mission accomplished 65% 

The long holidays 61 % 

The work ambience at school 61 % 

The progress and the competence I help students achieve 60% 

The results achieved by students 47% 

The teaching methods I use 43% 

The curriculum I teach 29% 

The manuals I use 26% 

The financial condition of teachers 16% 

The existing resources and facilities 13% 

The social status of teachers 4% 

- 3.31 (133), p < 0.001). Figures on Table 3 suggest that occupational stress 
reached its peak levels in mid-career and middle-age periods. However, using 
one-way ANOV A these results did not reach significance levels. 

Stress scale items 

In order to compare the results obtained by the two measures of stress used in 
the present study, the 18 sources of stress were rank-ordered, first according to the 
intensity levels and then according to the frequency levels. The two rank-ordered 
lists with the mean and standard deviation scores are shown in Table 4. 
Results suggest that the rank-order of stress items in the two lists is similar. The 
five most intense sources of stress and the five most frequent sources of stress 
were identical. 'Working under time pressure', 'teaching mainly for exams', 
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"TABLE 3: Occupational stress scores for the whole sample and"biographical subgroups 

Occupational stress 

N M SD 

Whole sample 153 3.70 1.04 

Sex 
Males 49 3.28 1.00 
Females 104 3.90 1.00 

Age 
<15 years 39 3.60 .97 
35-45 years . 104 3.73 1.02 
over 45 years 10 3.67 1.50 

Experience 
<6 years 11 3.55 .88 
6-15 years 82 3.63 1.04 
16-25 years 53 3.84 .97 
25 + years 7 3.57 1.61 

'emphasising quantity over quality', 'a curriculum which crams students more 
than it educates or trains them', and 'students who cheat in order to get good 
marks' were perceived by teachers as the most intense and also as the most 
frequent sources of stress. Similarly, five out ofthe six items which appeared at 
the bottom of both lists were the same. 'Student misbehaviour', 'students who 
cannot follow in class', 'difficulty in adapting pedagogical guidelines to the 
classroom reality', 'poor working conditions' and 'emphasis of theory over 
practice' were rated as the least intense and as the lea~t frequent sources of 
stress. 

Overall, there seemed to be much agreement between the measures of 
intensity and the measures of frequency of stress used in this study. in the sense 
that sources of stress which were perceived as the most intense were also 
reported as the most frequent, and vice versa. However, a closer examination of 
Table 4 reveals some mismatches between the perceived intensity and frequency 
of certain stress items. For example, 'discipline problems·' and 'pupil 
misbehaviour' which appeared to be moderately intense, were rated as the two 
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least frequent sources of stress. Conversely, 'too much preparation and 
marking'. which was perceived as the least stressful item in terms of intensity, 
was shown to hold a relatively moderate position with respect to frequency. 
Likewise, ~lack of pedagogical equipment' and 'lack of resources/facilities' 
were shown to be ranked substantially higher by the frequency measure than. 
by' the intensity measure. 

TABLE 4: Rank-order ofth~ sources of stress according to (1) intensity and (2)frequency 

SOURCES OF STRESS 

Reported intensity jM Reported frequency IM 
Working under time pressure 4.45 Working under time pressure 4.24 

Teaching mainly for exams 4.21 Teaching mainly for exams 4.22 
Emphasising quantity over quality 4.38 

The curriculum crams students 
The curriculum crams students more than it gives them a good 
more than it gives them a good education or training 4.04 
education or training 4.37 Emphasising quantity over quality 4.01 
Students who cheat to get Students who cheat to get 
good marks 4.36 good marks 3.93 
Students' lack of motivation 4.15 An overloaded curriculum 3.89 
An overloaded curriculum 4.14 Lack of resources or facilities 3.82 
Discipline problems 4.04 Lack of pedagogical equipment 3.75 
Lack of autonomy/initiative Students' lack of motivation 3.69 
in teaching 4.04 Lack of autonomy in teaching 3.68 
Lack of pedagogical equipment 3.96 Students who do not take their 

studies seriously 3.65 
Lack of resources or facilities 3.95 Too much preparation/marking 3.60 
Students' misbehaviour 3.94 Difficulty in adapting pedagogical 

guidelines to classroom reality 3.54 
Students who cannot follow in class 3.80 Emphasis of ~heory over practice 3.48 
Difficulty in adapting pedagogical Poor working conditions 3.36 
guidelines to classroom reality 3.78 
Poor working conditions 3.69 Students who cannot follow in class 3.35 
Emphasis of theory over practice 3.65 Discipline problems 3.12 
Too much preparation and marking 3.50 Students' misbehaviour 3.09 
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The measures of perceived intensity and frequency of stress used in the 
present study produced similar results, with the exception of a few items for 
which the results were relatively different such as 'discipline problems' which 
received moderately high rating on intensity (M = 4.04) but the lowest rating on 
frequency (M = 3.12). Intensity and frequency are two distinct dimensions 
which can usefully be used to look at stress from different perspectives. For 
the remaining analysis of sources of stress, only the- intensity measures of stress 
were used. 

To determine any underlying factor structure, the eighteen stress items were 
subjected to a principal compone:nts analysis, using a Varimax rotation. Four 
factors were extracted, accounting for 40.0%, 11.1 %, 7.5% and 6.4% of the total 
variance respectively. Items with significant factor loadings (> .4) were used as a 
basis for explaining the factors and are shown in Table V. 

As can be seen, factor 1 receives quite heavy loadings from five variables 
concerned with having to teach a curriculum which is exam-oriented, which crams 
students more than it educates them, emphasises quantity over quality, theory over' 
practice and limits teachers' autonomy or initiative. This factor could therefore be 
labelled curriculum-oriented problems. 

Factor 2 evidences substantial loadings from five items concerned with 
students who cheat to get good marks. who do not take their studies seriously, who 
have difficulty following in class, together with a lack of pedagogical equipment 
and resources/facilities likely to enhance students' motivation and learning .. So 
this factor can be given the label student-related problems. At first sight, it does 
not appear to be clear why the two items having to do with lack of pedagogical 
equipment and lack of resources loaded on this factor. One reason might be that, 
in teachers' minds, stress caused by weak, disaffected or helpless students is 
compounded by the lack of teaching facilities and resources. These are thought to 
be essential for meeting students" special needs, making learning and teaching 
more enjoyable and effective, and easing teachers of part of the tension and 
frustration they may face when teaching learners in difficulty. 

Factor 3 exhibits appreciable loadings from five variables having to do with 
poor working conditions, discipline problems, student misbehaviour. poor 
motivation, and difficulty in adapting the pedagogical guidelines to the reality of 
the classroom. This factor can therefore be labelled classroom-related problems. 

Factor A is defined by variables concerned with too much preparation and 
marking, curriculum overload and working under time pressure. It is then labelled 
work overload. 
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TABLE 5: Stress scale items rotated solution (vtirimax) showing significant/actor loadings 

Curriculum Student Classroom Work 
problems problems problems overload 

Item 
No, Item 

10 The curriculum crams students more than 
it gives them a good education or training ,83 

9 Teaching mainly for exams 81 
16 Emphasis of quantity over quality ,74 
14 Lack of autonomy or initiative in teaching ,73 
8 Emphasis of theory over practice .58 

15 Students who. cheat to get good marks 78 
18 Students do not take their studies seriously ,74 
17 Lack of pedagogical equipment ,69 
7 Students who cannot follow in class ,58 

13 Lack of facilities and resources AD .51 
4 Poor working conditions ,74 
2 Discipline problems ,72 

I Students' lack of motivation ,61 
11 Students' misbehaviour ,59 ,60 
5 Difficulty in applying the pedagogical 

guidelines to classroom reality ,44 ,50 
3 Too much preparation and marking ,79 
6 Teaching an overloaded curriculum ,73 

12 Working under time pressure .55 ,60 

The overall scale proved internallYTeliable (Cronbach's alpha = 0,91), as did 
each subscale with alpha coefficients of 0,87,0.80,0,67, and 0,76 respectively, 

The mean scor~ for each factor was computed by taking the average scor~ 
(minimum;:::: 1; maximum;:::: 5) for those items shown to load ~n each factor. 
Items that cross-loaded onto two factors were included in the index of the factor 
that they defined most highly, Curriculum-oriented problems had the highest 
score (M = 4,13, SD = .75) followed by student-related problems (M = 4.06, 
SD = ,71), work overload (M = 4,06, SD = ,82) and classroom-related problems 
(M = 3,91, SD = .74). 
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Differences between males and females in respect of stress factors reached 
significance in the case of curriculum-, student- and classroom-related problems. 
where males indicated less stress than females. The t.:.values were: 3.10 (p < 
0.003),2.02 (p < 0.05) and 3.45 (p < 0.008) respectively. No significant differ
ences based on age or experience were found, using one-way ANOV A. 

Coping strategies 

Table 6 exhibits tbe rank order of tbe 12 coping strategies according to 
teachers' perceived frequency. Results show that the four most frequently used 
coping strategies reported by teachers were: 'plan/organise lessons in advance', 
'suggest guidelines/strategies to improve students' performance', 'try to be more 
realistic and adapt to circumstances', and 'make double efforts'. These strategies 
seem to be concerned with taking direct action and putting things into perspective. 
The four least frequently used coping strategies reported by teachers were: 'relax 
after work', 'talk about the problems during the meetings', 'forget about the 
problems after work' and 'do sport'. These strategies appear to be concerned with 
minimising the effect of stress,' 

TABLE 6: Rank-order of reported coping strategies 

Item 

Plan/organise lessons in advance 
Suggest strategies/working procedures to improve 
students' performance 
Try to be more realistic and adapt to the circumstances 
Make double efforts 
Use more motivating methods in class 
Get used and adapt to the problems 
Talk about the problems with collegues or friends 
Try not to exaggerate the importance of the problems 
Relax after work 
Talb about the problems during the meetings. 
Forget the problems after work 
Do sport 
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M SD 

4.47 .77 

4.39 .79 
4.20 .89 
4.15 .85 
4.02 .93 
3.98 1.07 
3.84 1.19 
3.82 .94 
3.66 1.13 
3.04 \.30 
2.93 1.38 
2.73 1.48 
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To determine any underlying factor structure, the twelve coping 
strategies were subjected to a principal. components analysis, using a Varimax 
rotation. Four factors were extracted accounting for 25.2%,12.9%,11.8% and 
10.8% of the total variance respectively. Items· with significant factor loadings 
(> O. 40) were used as a basis for explaining the factors and are displayed in 
Table 7. 

Factor 1 was dominated, by items baving to do with 'making double 
efforts', 'planning/organising lessons in advance', 'using more motivating 
methods in class' and 'suggesting strategies/guidelines to improve students' 
performance', This factor was labelled direct action because it involves taking 
direct actions to deal with the source of stress, e.g., meeting the demands the 
curriculum. 
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Factor 2 was characterised by items concerned with 'trying to be more 
realistic and adapt to circumstances'. 'oat exaggerating the importance of the 
problems' and 'getting used and adapting to the problems'. It was therefore 
labelled mental action because it involves aitering how the teacher sees the 
situation. 

Factor 3 was mainly defined by physical actions such as 'doing sport' and 
'relaxing after work'. It was therefore labelled physical action. 

Factor 4 was characterised by items concerned with 'talking about the 
problems with friends or colleagues' and 'talking about the problems during the 
meetings'. This factor was given the label emotional action because it involves 
expressing feelings to relieve stress. 

Whilst the first factor involves direct-action techniques which deal with the 
source of stress, the three other factors involv.e palliative techniques which 
minimise the teacher's experience of the feeling of stress. 

The Cronbach's alphas for the four factors were generally moderate: .67 for 
factor I, .66 for factor 2, . 49 for factor 3 and .51 for factor 4. 

The mean score for each factor was computed by taking the average score 
(minimum;:: l; maximum;:: 5) for those items shown to load on each factor. Items 
that cross-loaded onto two factors were included in the index of the factor that they 
defined most highly. Direct action had the highest score (M = 4.25, SD = .60) 
followed by mental action (M = 4.00, SD = .75), emotional action (M = 3.45, 
SD = 1.02) and physical action (M = 3.10, SD = .94). 

Differences between males and females in respect of coping strategies reached 
significance only in the case of direct and emotional actions. Females scored 
significantly higher than males on direct action (t = 2.33, P < 0.03) and on 
emotional action (t = 2.13, P < 0.04). No significant differences were observed 
for age or .experience subgroups. 

Relationship between overall job satisfaction, occupational stress, 
stress factors and coping strategies 

As shown in Table 8, job satisfaction correlated negatively and significantly 
with occupational stress and three stress factors, namely curriculunz-. "classroom- . 
and student-related problems. Job satisfaction also correlated positively and 
significantly with three coping actions: direct, mental and physiClil. Overall, 
results indicate that job satisfaction related negatively to occupational stress and 

I
', . positively to all coping actions except the emotional one. 
, -
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TABLE 8: The Pearson product moment correlation coefficients between overall job 
satisfaction, occupational stress, stress factors and coping actions 

Occupational stress 

Curriculum-related problems 
Classroom-related problems 
Student-reiated problems 
Work overload 

Direct-action 
Emotional action 
Mental action 
Physical ~ction 

Overall job satisfaction 

-0.29*** 

-.20** 
-0.20** 
-0.19* . 

-0.15 

-.30**** 
0.03 
0.19** 
0.25*** 

*p<0.05; **p<0.03; ***p<0.0004, ****p<O.OOI 

Occupational stress 

0.35**** 
0.43**** 
0.21* 
0.55**** 

-0:10 
0.13 

-0.13 
-0.29*** 

Occupational stress correlated positively and significantly with the four factors 
of stress, but correlated negatively and significantly with just one coping 
technique: physical action. 

Discussion of results and conclusion 

The main objectives of the present study were to identify: (1) the overall levels 
of stress and job satisfaction in a sample of Moroccan high school teachers, (2) the 
major facets of job satisfaction and the major sources of stress reported by teachers 
and (3) the coping strategies that teachers reported using to alleviate stress. 

Results indicate that under half (45.7%) of the sample reported being very! 
fairly satisfied with teaching as a profession. This compares with Chaplain's study 
in England (1995) which found that over orie-third (37%) of primary teachers were 
satisfied with their job ('yes' or 'yes definitely'). However the figures appear 
somewhat lower than those found in the studies reported by Kyriacou and Sutcliffe 
(1979) and Borg et al.(1991), who found that around 70% of their samples found 
teaching 'very' or 'fairly' satisfying. In contrast with other studies (e.g. Borg and 
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Falzon, 1989; Chaplain, 1995), the present study found no significant differences 
within subgroups in respect of job satisfaction. 

Turning to specific facets of job satisfaction, teachers were found to be more 
satisfied with the communication and the relationship they established with 
students, colleagues and administrative staff, the subject they taught and the 
professional experience they acquired. This suggests that their professional career 
in itself, together with the human communicative dimension involved in their 
profession were the major sources of the satisfaction they derived from teaching. 
The teachers interviewed consistently pointed out that. these aspects of their 

. profession allowed -them to grow an.d develop botp. as teachers and as human 
beings. On the other hand, the curriculum, the manuals, the lack of facilities! 
resources, the financial situation and particularly the social status were reported 
as the major obstructions to teachers' job satisfaction. These results give weight 
to Chaplain's (1995) suggestion that the use of single-item measures may obscure 
differences in the sources of teachers' overall satisfaction. Teachers' different 
responses to the different facets of their profession was encapsulated in a comment 
from a: female biology teacher who argued: 

'Being a teacher is no longer a socially worthwhile job. Yet I like this job 
and I wOll.Id do it even if I were not paid for it. I am really satisfied when 
students understand in class. It is wonderful to be liked and appreciated as a 
teacher and as a person,' 

The present study offered evidence that over half of the teachers (58%) found 
their job very/extremely stressful. This figure is approximately twice as high as 
results reported in other parts of the world. Studies conducted in England (e.g. 
Chaplain, 1995), Malta (e.g. Borg and Falzon, 1989) and New Zealand (e.g. 
Manthei and Gilmor~, 1996) reported that 23%, 30% and 25% of teachers 
respectively felt that teaching was very/extremely stressful. Females in the present 
study reported significantly higher levels of stress. This contrasts with other 
studies in which no significant differences between the sexes ~ere observed in 
respect of occupatio'nat stress (e.g. Kyriacou and Sutcliffe, 1979). Consistent with 
the findings of other researchers ( see Borg and Falzon, 1989; Chaplain, 1995) 
stress and job satisfaction were found to be negatively correlated (r = - 0.29, P < 
0.001). High reports of occupational stress were related to low levels of job 
satisfaction. 

The present study suggested that there was much agreement between the 
measures of intensity and the measures of frequency <?f stress. Overall and apart 
from a few exceptions, the sources of stress which were reported as the most 
intense were also perceived as the most frequent, and vice versa. 
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The principal components analysis used in this study identified four factors: 
curriculum-oriented problems, student-related problems, c/assrofJm-related 
problems and work overload. Curriculum-related problems were identified as the 
major source of stress to tea~hers. 

The Moroccan high school curriculum has been subjected to major changes 
and attempts at improvement in recent years. Yet results show that it is 
perceived as the least satisfying and the most stressful facet of teaching. During 
the interviews, teachers asserted that the decisions and the changes about the 
curriculum were imposed on them from above and that they had hardly any 
influence on what to teach, how to teach and how much time to spend on 
teaching it. 

The baccalaureate exam system appears to be largely responsible for the 
pressure put on high school teachers. The exams extend over the three-year 
period of high school and involves two types of assessment: (I) formal 
examinations set twice a year by the academy and (2) continuous assessment 
set by the te:acher. Given that the students in a particular academy have to 
take the same formal examinations, some kind of unifonnity is thought to 
be necessary in the implementation of the curriculum. Accordingly; teachers 
are required to cover a specific number of units or chapters to be completed 
within specific time limits and to allocate a specific number of hours for each 
lesson. 

All the teachers interviewed argued that passing examinations appears to be 
the focus of what education is all" about. As a male physics teacher put it: 

'Everything is· determined by exams, the curriculum, the teaching 
methods and even the future of students. Access to many bi'gher education 
institutions is dependent upon grades. This is why students and their parents 
become obsessed with grades'.' 

This backwash effect on teaching appears to put great demands and 
responsibility on teachers. They have to work under pressure to cover all the 
curriculum for fear that examination questions might fall on something not treated 
in class Very often, at the end of the seme;ster, teachers have to arrange for extra 
hours in· order to complete the syllabus. All teachers interviewed expressed their 
frustration at 'having no time to do what education is really about'. A female 
teacher of French observed:' 

'We have no time left for teaching students how to express themselves 
correctly, to use their critical thinking and their creativity or to engage in 
cultural activities inside or outside the school.' 
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Similar frustrations concerning the curriculum were expressed by a male 
teacher of social studies: 

'Moroccan society and the media have tremendously progressed in recent 
years .. yet the curriculum of history and geography is still stagnating. I have 
no time to explore with students some of the topical issues that may be of 
interest to them. There is also a lack of co-ordination between social studies 
and other disciplines.' . 

In a similar vein, a male teacher of chemistry argued: 

'According to the curriculum, teaching consists of giving the students 
a packet of knowledge, just like a packet of sweets. As a result, we feel 
guilty and frustrated because our r91e as teachers does not serve good 
p1;1rposes, just helping students pass exams and cramming their heads with 
knowledge For example, we have no time to make the link in science 
teaching between the school and "the outside world or to organise research 
projects.' 

Working under pressure and teaching for exams seems to have undermined 
. teachers' self-esteem and perception of their role. The teachers interviewed 
consistently argued that their authority as teachers" had been dramatically reduced. 
In this respect, a female biology teacher observed: 

'The teacher has no weight. He is just like a robot working for the 
implementation of the curriculum.' 

Teachers advocated a number otreasons for their perceived loss of authori~y. 
They claimed that they had less control over students who were becoming 
generally more assertive. Another reason was that all the grades given by 
the teacher during the whole year accounted for only 25% of students' global 
grades. 

The interview comments quoted above lend support to the findings that the 
curriculum was perceived as the least satisfying and the most stressful aspect of 
teaching. 

As concerns coping strategies, the results revealed that some strategies were 
used more frequently than others. For example, the three most widely reported 
strategies were: 'planning/organis"ing lessons in advance', 'suggesting strategies 
to improve students' perfonnance' and 'trying to be more "realistic and adapt to 
the circumstances'. The three least frequently reported strategies were: 'talking 
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about the problems during the meetings', 'forgetting about the problems after 
work' and 'doing sport'. 

The principal components analysis of coping strategies employed in this study 
identified four types of coping strategies: one direct-action technique which 
involves taking· some initiative or action to deal directly with the source of stress 
and .three palliative techniques - mental, emotional and physical - which are 
concerned with reducing the emotional discomfort rather than altering ·the source 
of that discomfort. Teachers seem to have more palliative than direct strategies in 
their repertoire of coping. As Dewe (1984) observed 'there are situations, 
particularly in schools, where the teacher finds it difficult if not impossible to deal 
directly with the source of stress and thus the most effective strategy is one which 
attempts to regulate or dissipate the emotional discomfort' (p.38). Teachers in the 
present study seemed· to concentrate on direct and mental actions more than they 
did on the emotional and the physical ones. 

Female teachers were shown to be using the direct and the emotional actions 
more frequently than their male colleagues. This implies that women would use 
strategies such as planning, organising and talking about their problems more 
frequently than men. There seemed to be no significant differences for age and 
experience concerning the use of coping strategies. 

Job satisfaction was found to correlate positively and significantly with three 
coping actions: direct, mental and physical. This implies that teachers with higher 
levels of job satisfaction were more likely to be using these coping strategies. By 
contrast, occupational stress showed a significant and negative correlation with 
physical action techniques. This suggests that teachers with higher levels of stress 
would use physical coping strategies less frequently. Interestingly, physical action 
techniques seem to relate positively to job satisfaction and negatively to 
occupational stress. This may imply that teachers who relaxed after work or 
practised some sport were more likely to feel satisfied about their job and less 
likely to be stressed. 

If the issue of reducing the level of stress on teachers is to be considered, it 
would appear that the school curriculum which was reported as the main source 
of dissatisfaction and stress to the teachers needs to be re-examined. The aims 
and objectives which are more conducive to the growth and development of 
individual learners and a society entering the new millennium need to be 
highlighted and effectively implemented. In particular, knowledge-oriented 
teaching and testing need to be replaced by an educational approach which 
emphasises the attainment of skills and competencies and engages the learner 
in more active learning. 

The findings of this study need to be verified by studies carried out in other 
parts of the country and compared with other research on stress and job 
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satisfaction conducted in neighbouring African or Mediterranean countries in 
order to make the link between teachers in this part of the world and enable them 
to share their concerns. The present study indicates that there is a need for further 
research on the impact of the type and frequency of coping strategies used by 
teachers on their levels of stress and job satisfaction. 

Naima Benmansour is a lecturer at Faculty of Education, University Mohammed 
V, Rabat, Morocco. Address for correspondence: 47, Cite Ambassador, Rabat 
10 000, Morocco, 
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WHAT INFLUENCES STUDENTS TO CHOOSE 
THE ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR: 
THE CASE OF CYPRUS 

CONSTANTINOS PAPANASTASIOU 

ELENA PAPANASTASIOU 

Abstract - The purpose of this study was to identify and compare the factors that 
have motivated third and fourth year students at the University of Cyprus to 
choose the elementary school teaching profession. The sample consisted of 176 
students that were studying elementary education during the Fall of 1995. The 
questionnaire was administered to all students that were enrolled in cel1ain 
elementary education classes which were selected randomly. Responses to the 
questionnaire items were lactaTed using the principal components analysis with 
varimax rotation. Six/actors were retained and they accounted/or 63.3 percent 
a/the variance. The first factor was accounted for 18.3 percent of the variance in 
the six factor solution. Items in this factor with loadings greater than 0.50 
concerned the students' ideas about: love of teaching, love of the teaching / 
learning process, love of working with young children, and inbom talent for 
teaching. This/actor was called 'internal motives'. The second/actor accounted 
for 15.3 percent of the variance and included items describing vacations, 
immediate employment, job possibilities, secureJob. andfringe benefits, and was 
called 'job benefits'. The third factor accounted for 9.7 percent of the variance 
and was called 'status of the profession'. The fourth factor accounted for 8.3 
percent of the variance and was called 'relatives' influences'. The fifth and sixth 
factor accounted for 6.4 and 5.3 per.cent of the variance respectively and were 
called 'extemal motives' and 'teacher influence'. 

Introduction 

6 he philosopher Henry Adams stated that, 'a teacher affects eternity; he can 
never tell where his influence stops'. In addition, Smith (1986) adds that 
'[teaching] is a profession that profoundly affects the lives of every individual, and 
ultimately the strength and well-being of the nation.' (p.39). Furthermore societies 
today place a considerable emphasis on elementary schools, and expect a lot from 
teachers (MacLean, 1992). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that teaching 
should require complete dedication and utmost competence as far as the role of the 
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teacher is concerned .• A teacher is expected to be the possessor of knowledge 
which he [or she] can successfully impart to children; ... he [or she] must see 
clearly the major goals toward wh!ch education is to be directing his [or her] 
society and to do his [or her] part to see that these goals are accomplished.' 
(Edman, 1968, p.12). On the other hand, elementary school teaching reaches 
childr:en at an early stage when the students are more malleable, a':ld able to 
incorporate the attitudes and habits on which to build their fu.ture success 
(Orostein, 1978; Parelius, .1987). Therefore, the identification and recruitment of 
the appropriate people into teaching, and especially into the elementary.school 
teaching majors in Colleges and Universities should be emphasised as one of the 
most important educational concerns today. 

According to Niles and Herr (1989), the task of job selection requires the 
individual to be aware of how his or her interests, values, and abilities relate to 
specific occupations. Sometimes students choose to become teachers because they 
like teaching and working with children. Other students, however, choose to 
become teachers because they were not admitted in the major of their choice 
(Orostein, 1983; Parkay and Hardcastle, 1991). These major differences in 
motivation raise questions about factors that influence students to become 
teachers. Thus, the purpose of this study is to identify and compare the factors that 
have motivated third and fourth year students at the University of Cyprus to 
choose the elementary school teaching profession. An understanding of these 
factors can help improve the selection of the teaching force in Cyprus so that only 
the most and best qualified individuals will undergo training. Thus, this is where 
the significance of this study lies. 

For the purpose of this research, the factors that have influenced students to 
choose to major in elementary education at the University of Cyprus were 9ivided 
into three categories: intrinsic, extrinsic and alternative factors. The intrinsic 
factors are associated with the act of teaching itself, and with the values that 
students hold for themselves. These factors include the love of children, the inborn 
talent for teaching, and the excitement and interest in the teaching/learning 
process. The alternative factors are associated with interpersonal influences which 
refers to the cases where students choose to become teachers because their 
relatives had persuaded them to do so. Finally, the third category that is labelled 
as extrinsic factors, includes the benefits that are attached to the teaching 
profession, and which influence students to enter the teaching major. Such 
benefits are· the status of the profession, ·the relatively short working hours, 
vacations, immediate or definite employment, and salary, which are experienced 
by all public school teachers in Cyprus. 

Since teaching involves constant interaction and involvement with other 
human beings, a strong love for, and hi.terest in students is one of the factors that 
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influences individuals to enter the teaching profession. In a study that was done 
by Ashikali and Agathokleous (1995), elementary education students considered 
the factor labeIled as 'love of children' as the most important influential factor for 
choosing this profession. According to Parkay and Hardcastle (1991), people who 
love teaching are generally attracted by the process and the spontaneous aspects 
of teaching. They take full advantage of every teaching moment and make the 
most out of it. Teaching is also a.Iearning process since, one can learn any subject 
'in depth just by teaching it (Parkay and Hardcastle, 1991). Therefore, the 
fascination of discovering knowledge is stilI another attraction of teaching. As far 
as the love of the whole teachingllearning process is concerned, students 
according to Menelaou and Panagi(l994) had ranked it as the fourth out of 10 
probable influential factors that had influenced their decision to enter the 
elementary. education major. 

Teachers in Cyprus are frequently considered to have short working days and 
long vacations. The average length of the required five day work week for all 
teachers in Cyprus is from 7:30-13:30. This is one of the reasons why many 
college students are attracted to the working schedul~ of this profession 
(Michaelidou and Siakalli, 1994). Another important factor that attracts students 
to major in elementary education in Cyprus is because they are guaranteed by the 
government to be employed as teachers during the academic year after they 
graduate (Ioannou and Christodoulou 1994). In Cyprus, the beginning elementary 
school teachers earn $17,118, which is $6,692 higher than the per capita income 
of the country (Department of Statistics and Research, 1994). Therefore, teachers' 
salaries are also another major extrinsic attraction for entering the "teaching major. 
The factors of salary, fringe benefits and appointment are all major variables that 
determine the status of the teaching profession in elementary schools, just like any 
other profession (Edman, 1968). To the above, Demetriadou (1982) adds that the 
status of the teaching profession' also depends on the quality of the teachers' 
training, as well as on the quality of the services that teachers provide to the society 
in which they work. However, the status of the teaching profession, like that of any 
other profession, varies greatly from country to country. For example, Feistritzer 
(1986) found that this factor was ranked second in dissatisfaction among public 
school teachers who were drawn from a nationwide' poIl in the US. In Cyprus, 
however, Papaperikleous and Hatziyiannakou (1995) found that the elementary 
school teaching profession is among the most influential in Cypriot society 
generally. 

T~e alternative factors that influence students to major in elementary 
education include parents, and extended relatives. The strongest single influence 
for students is usually that of their parents or other extended relatives with 
whom they come in daily contact (Parkay and Hardcastle, 1991). Students, and 
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all children in general appreciate the advice of their elders, and often consider it 
indispensable. However, according to Menelaou and Panagidi (1994), students in 
the elementary education major in Cyprus do not seem to be influenced strongly 
by their relatives. 

The selection procedure of students for teacher training in Cyprus tends to be 
very competitive. In order to be admitted to the Department of Education in the 
University of Cyprus, students have to compete with approximately 2,000 other 
candidates in the fiercely competitive University Entrance Examinations. 
According to the Cyprus Ministry of Education, during the examinations for 
admission to the 1995-96 academic year, 2,334 candidates had competed for the 
elementary education major. Among these candidates, only 150 are admitted in 
the major every year. Since these examinations are highly competitive, the 
students that eventually get tho~e positions, are the best out of all the candidates. 
According to Papanastasiou (1989), the high-school GPA of the students that are 
eventually accepted into this major averaged 92 out of 100 while they were seniors 
in high school. These students have also ranked among the top 10% of the 
candidates that wanted to enter the elementary education major. Therefore, the· 
accessibility of entry can not be considered as a factor that influences stud~nts 
in Cyprus to choose teaching as a career. 

Method 

Subjects 

For the purpose of this study, the sample for the study consisted of 176 
students, out of 300, which is 58.7% of all third and forth year students that were 
studying elementary education at the University of Cyprus during the Fall of 1995. 
Half of the 300 students of the population were Juniors and the other half were 
Seniors. Among the 176 students of the sample, 51.1 % were third graders and 
48.9% were forth graders, 13, I % were male and 86.9% were female. 

Questionnaire 

The questionnaire which was designed -by the investigators, was based on a 
framework of three main factors, the intrinsic, the extrinsic and the 
circumstantial one, and used a five point Likert-type scale. The number one of 
the scale represents the statement that the students 'absolutely agree' with 
specific iten:J.s on the questionnaire, and the number five that the students 
'absolutely disagree'. The final version.ofthe questionnaire includes two parts. 
The first part includes 18 questions that ask for the students' opinions about 
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reasons that made them choose to major in elementary education. The second 
part of the questionnaire· includes only three questions that ask about 
demographic informa~ion. These questions ask about the student's gender, 
how many years they have been studying at the university, as well as their GPA 
while- they Y'ere Seniors in high school. 

Procedure 

In order to see if the questionnaire that was devised was adequate to 
accomplish the study's goals, a pilot study was carried out. For the pilot study, 10 
questionnaires were administered to students studying elementary educ·ation. 
The participants completed the questionnaires, and wrote notes on any questions 
they were unsure of. Those notes were taken into consideration when preparing 
the final version of the questionnaire. 

The questionnaires were handed out to all students who were enrolled in 
certain elementary education classes which were selected randomly from the 
university. For representative purposes, an equal number of Junior and 
Senior classes were selected for this study. The professors of the selected classes 
gave permission to the researchers to administer the questionnaires at the 
beginning of each period and they were handed back approximately 
fifteen minutes later. 

Statistical analysis 

The first type of analysis performed was factor analysis. The purpose of using 
factor analysis was to identify the factors that could be used to explain why 
students that are studying elementary education have chosen this specific major. 
In other words the goal was to find the main reasons that account for the desire 
of third and forth year students to become elementary school teachers. By finding 
these factors we could distinguish which factors are the most important and which 
are not. Before using factor analysis it was necessary to ascertain that such 
technique could be used. Two of the statistics that were used are the Barleu's test 
of spherisity and the KMO. The values from this analysis supported the use of 
factor analysis. 

The second type of analysis performed was MANOV A. The purpose of using 
this statistical technique was to test the hypothesis that there is no difference 
between the population means and the hyp.othesized values which is the median 
value of the Likert-scale used in the questionnaire. In other words we test the 
hypothesis that there is no influence on the students, based on the six factors which 
came out from factor analysis. 
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Results 

Responses to the questionnaire items were factored using the principal 
components analysis with varimax rotation. Six factors were retained based on the 
Scree test (Caltel, 1966), and they accounted for 63.3 percent of the variance. The 
rotated factor loadings are shown in Table 1. The first· factor was cleru.-1y the most 
important, since it accounted for 18.3 percent" of the variance in the six factor 
solution. All of the items in this factor with loadings greater than 0.50 concerned 
the students' ideas about the following; love of teaching, love of the teaching! 
learning process, love of working with young children, and inborn talent for 
teaching. This factor was therefore called 'internal motives'. The second factor 
accounted for 15.3 percent of the variance and included item~ ,describing 
vacations, immediate employment, job possibilities, secure job, and fringe 
benefits, and was called 'job benefits'. The third factor accounted for 9.7 percent 
of the variance, and the items with high loadings dealt with students' perceptions 
about the status.of the profession and people's valuation of teachers. This factor 
was called :status of the profession'. The fourth factor accounted for 8.3 percent 
of the variance, and consisted of items referring to the students' encouragement 
by their families to enter this major. This factor was called 'relatives' influences'. 
The fifth factor accounted for 6.4 percent of the variance and concerned students' . 
ideas about the high salaries, the few working hours, and the possibilities of 
reaching high steps in the hierarchy of the profession, and was called 'external 

. motives'. The sixth factor accounted for 5.3 percent of the variance and included 
two items describing the encouragement of the teacher and the teacher as such. 
This factor was called 'teacher influence'. 

The results of using MANOVA indicate statistical significance (Hoteling's T' 
= 8.5, p<O.OI ) which means that the hypothesis that the population means do not 
differ from the hypothesised constant is rejected. Since the hypothesis of no 
difference is rejected the univariate test was used to get some idea of where the 
difference may be. The results are summarised in Table 2. According to the results 
shown in this table, it is clear that the factor 'relatives influences' is not significant. 

Based on the results of both tables it seems that the students in Cyprus agree 
to strongly agree that the factor 'job benefits', had influenced them the most to 
choose the elementary education profession. The factor of 'job benefits' consisted 
of the following items: long vacations that are available for teachers, job sec~rity, 
immediate employment after graduation, as well as many fringe benefits that are 
associated with the teaching profession. Statistical significant difference was 
found with this factor. 

A second result shows that the students indicated that they merely agree that 
they have chosen the elementary education major because of internal motives. 
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TABLE 1: Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix 

Questionnaire items FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 X s 

05 I love teaching 0.89 2.07 0.93 

06 I love teachinglLeaming process 0.81 2.13 0.91 

07 I love working with young 

children 0.80 1.93 0.91 

18 I believe I have an inborn 
talent for teaching 0.73 2.59 0.91 

03 Teachers have long vacations 0.53 1.76 0.89 

12 Teachers are employed 
. immediately after graduation 0.86 1.32 0.70 

13 Teachers have many job 
possibilities 0.74 1.57 0.91 

16 Teaching is a secure job 0.74 1.54 0.78 

17 Teaching profession includes 
many fringe benefits 0.51 2.02 0.93 

o I Teaching is a high status 
profession 0.78 2.57 0.96 

15 People in other occupations value 
teachers ·0.78 2.85 0.96 

10 My parents have encouraged me 
to become teacher 0.79 2.35 1.24 

11 A relative of mine has 
encouraged me to become teacher 0.80 3.48 1.47 

02 Teachers earn high salaries 0.62 . 2.52 1.00 

04 Teachers do not have to work 
for many hours 0.56 3.99 1.21 

14 Teachers get promoted easily 0.62 3.73 0.87 

08 A teacher of mine has encouraged 

me to become a teacher . 0.86 4.18 1.10 

09 I want to model a teacher of mine 0.80 4:13 1.08 
, 

-
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TABLE 2: Cell means, sand univariate F-tests 

Factors X s I Hypoth.SS Error MS F P 

Fi. Internal motives -0.81 0.75 116.0 0.56 207.2 .00 

F2. Job benefits -1.35 0.61 319.3 0.37 849.9 .00 

F3 Status of the profession -0.29 0.84 14.6 0.70 20.8 .00 

F4 Relatives influences -0.08 1.17 1.0 1.37 0.8 .38 

FS External motives 0041 0.69 29.9 0048 6204 .00 

F6 Teacher influence 1.15 0.93 232.0 0.87 265.2 .00 

This suggests that the students have chosen the elementary education major 
firstly because of the job benefits, and secondly because of internal motives. 

The next significant factor was the 'status ofthe profession'. The students that 
took part in this study were influenced to a lesser degree by this factor, which 
includes ques.tions about if teaching is a high status occupation, as well as 
questions about how highly teachers are valued by society in general. The fourth 
result shows that the 'relatives' influences' factor is not statistical significant 
which means that the students are uncertain about the extent to which parents as 
wel.l as more distant relatives influenced them. The students neither agreed, nor 
disagreed that they were influenced by this factor to enter the elementary school 
teaching major. A fifth result shows that the students have disagreed with the 
factor labeled as 'external motives', which includes the items of high salaries 
available for teachers, of few working hours, and of easy promotions. Finally· 
the students disagree to strongly disagree that the factor 'teacher influence' has 
influenced them to choose elementary education as major. 

Discussion 

The major purpose of this study was to identify and compare the factors that 
had influenced students at the University of Cyprus to major in elementary 
education. The strongest factor that influenced students to major in elementary 
education was that of 'job benefits'. The next most influential factor for the 
students were 'internal motives'. The items 'teachers are employed immediately 
after graduation', 'teaching is a secure job' , 'teachers have many job possibilities' 
and 'teachers have long vacations' were ranked higher than the 'love of teaching 
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children' and the 'love of working with young children'. This might be because 
the extrinsic aspects of elementa,ry school teaching positions are so rewarding in 
Cyprus, that most people associate the teaching profession with those factors (e.g. 
secure job, guaranteed employment, fringe benefits), instead of associating the 
professiOIl ~ore. with internal motives and with their personal interests. Students 
in Cyprus are guaranteed employment after graduation, while their teaching 
position is also secured after two years of teaching. Therefore, it is reasonable for 
Cypriot students to strongly agree that they have entered the elementary school 
teaching major because of the job security. In general though the students tend to 
agree that the love of teaching, the teachingllearning process and working with 
young children are important elements that influenced them to become teachers. 

Another result from the responses is that in general the students were uncertain 
about the amount of influence of their parents to choose the elementary education 
profession. This means that some of the students were influenced by their parents 
to become teachers and some they were not. On the one hand it seems that the 
parents who influenced the students to become teachers did so b'ecause, they 
believe that this profession will be beneficial for their children, especially since 
there are so many Cypriots with college degrees who cannot find employment in 
Cyprus. On the other hand the reason that some other parents were not so 
influential on their child's choice of majoring in elementary education could be 
because of the independence of the new generation, which is based on their 
abilities, as well as their knowledge of society. 

By reviewing the results of this study, one can see that the students from the 
University of Cyprus have been influenced mostly by two factors: by the job 
benefits and by internal motives. It is quite discouraging, though, to observe that 
the Cypriot students give more emphasis to the factor 'job benefits' and less to the 
internal motives factor. It is true that by providing attractive extrinsic benefits to 
candidates' who want to enter the teaching major, the most qualified individuals 
are eventually accepted. However, these motives also manage to attract 
students that are motivated by intrinsic factors as well, which seems to be the 
case in Cyprus. 
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THE IMPACT OF MEASURES TO PROMOTE EQUITY 
IN THE SECONDARY EDUCATION CERTIFICATE 
EXAMINATIONS IN MALTA: AN EVALUATION 

FRANK VENTURA 
ROGER MURPHY 

Abstract - When the national Secondary Education Certificate (SEC) 
examination system was established in Malta in'1994 as an alternative to the 
General Certificate of Education Ordinary Level (GCE O-Level) offered by 
English examination boards, the opportunity was taken to promote equity among 
cqndidates of different attainment levels, gender and social backgrounds. The 
measures included the setting of examination papers at different levels; the 
introduction of an element of school-based assessment in several subjects; 
relatively low examination fees; avoidance of cultural and gender bias in the 
examination papers, and restriction of registration to "those candidates who were 
either in the final year of compulsory schooling or aged J 6 or over. These 
measures were expected to attract candidates with a wider range of abilities and 
social backgrounds than those sitting for the GCE examinations, and to avoid 
cultural and gender bias. These targets had to be reached against a background 
of scepticism about the worth, credibility and viabi~ity of examinations set by a 
local examination board when compared to the prestigious GCE examinations set 
by well-established English examination boards. This paper evaluates the results 
of the first three years of operation of the SEC examination in order to gauge its 
impact on equity. The analysis is'based on examination statistics, examiners' 
reports and comments on each of the measures. Access and performance in six 
major subjects (Maltese, English, Mathematics, Physics, and Italian) are 
analysed by gender and type. of school. Some conclusiQns are offered about the 
influence of examinations on promoting equity in an intrinsically inequitable 
education system. 

Introduction 

Dor over forty years, the external certification of Maltese secondary school 
students depended almost entirely on examinations set by English examination 
boards, notably the Oxford Delegacy of Examinations, University of London 
School Examinations Board and the Associated Examinations Board. In 1987/88, 
education authorities in Malta decided to phase out the English General Certificate 
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of Education (GCE) Ordinary- and Advanced-level system and replace it 
gradually by a 10caUy based system of examinations. The new system was to be 
built on the foundations of the existing Matriculation system of examinations 
based at the University of Malta. This decision followed the substitution of GCE 
O-level wi(h GCSE in Britain as it was realised that the GCSE system would not 
be suitable for local circumstances (Zammit Mangion, 1992). In particular, GCSE 
relied heavily on school-based assessment, for which local schools were totally 
unprepared. Furthennore, its syllabuses were closely connected to the National 
Curriculum for England and Wales, which differed significantly from the Maltese 
National Minimum Curriculum that was being developed at the time. Equally 
important, it was deemed desirable to replace the English GCE A-level system, 
which led to early, narrow focllsing on specific fields of study. with an 
International Baccalaureate-type system, without compromising the opportunity 
for students to achieve A-level standard in subjects required for further study. 

The new system became known as MATSEC (Matriculation and Secondary 
Education Certificate), with the SEC examinations r.eplacing GCE O-levels and 
the Matriculation Ce.rtificate examination providing the IB-type system instead of 
GCE A-levels. The innovation was achieved in two stages over a period of eight 
years between 1988 and 1996. This paper only concerns the Secondary Education 
Certificate (SEC) system of examinations for· 16 year-olds at the end of 
compulsory schooling, which was developed graduaUy during the first stage until 
it became fully operational in 1994. The paper attempts to (a) describe the 
chal1enges and opportunities offered by the innovation, with special focus on 
issues of equity, (b) evaluate the first three years of operation, mainly in order to 
assess the impact of measures taken to promote equity, and (c) identify patterns 
and trends that may need to be corrected. For the purposes of this study, equity is 
understood to cover all stages of the examination: access, the assessment process, 
th~ results and their interpretation. This understanding is derived from the analysis 
of the concept by Gipps and Murphy (1994) who stress that equity is not just 
equality of opportunity and it is certainly more than equality of outcomes. For 
them equity 'implies that assessment practice and interpretation of results are 
fair and just for all groups'. 

The context of the innovation 

The focus on the change in examination policy may give the impression that 
assessment emerged as a dominant strategy of educational change, as happened in· 
England in the 1980s (Hargreaves, 1989). In Malta, the innovation served several 
purposes: political, economic and curricular. In the first place, the setting up of the 
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new system was essentially a declaration of independence from English GCE 
examination boards whose syllabuses had practically controlled the secondary 
school curriculum since 1951. Now, the curriculum fell completely under local 
control and could be given _the direction desired by local educational authorities 
thus opening new opportunities for educational debate and contestation. In an 
interview about the new system, the Minister of Education clearly ~et out the 
direction that the examinations should take (Cachia, 1991). He suggested that the 
move away from the GCE examinations, which had become associated with 
African and Asian countries, should be followed by a move towards a common 
European examination about which discussions had been taking place within the 
Erasmus programme. This policy was understandable in the light of Malta's 1989 
application to join the European Union. However, the hope of an impending 
agreement on a common European examination at the secondary school level 
was clearly misplaced. 

Secondly, there was concern about the substantial outflow of foreign currency 
to pay the GCE examination fees. At the same time, it was realised that many 
families of capable students could not afford the expensive fees, so that access to 
foreign examinations depended on family income. A local system of examinations 
promised to stem the financial drain and become more affordable because it 
could be administered at a lower cost than a foreign system. Thirdly, the new 
examination policy was ~:mly one aspect of a wide-ranging educational change 
culminating in the Education Act of 1989 that recast the University of Malta on 
new foundations, recognised teaching as a profession, and provided for curricula 
at all levels from kindergarten to post-secondary educatiori. At· the secondary 
level, in particular, the curriculum review made it possible to extend access to the 
external examination at age 16 to about 80% of the cohort of students and to give 
some weighting to oral skills in languages and practical skills in some other 
subjects. There remained, however, the dominance of academic and scholarly 
knowledge that characterises practically all secondary school subjects (Goodson, 
1995). In fact, the National Minimum Curriculum assumed that such knowledge 
would be suitable for the whole cohort of secondary school students and there was 
no attempt to strike a balance between academic and scholarly knowledge on one 
side, and practical and utilitarian knowledge on the other. 

Challenges of the innovation 

The first" challenge of the innovation was to modernise the already existing 
Matriculation O-level syUabuses in eight subjects that were more suited to local 
circumstances than the corresponding English GCE examinations. The subjects 
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included Maltese, Social Studies, Maltese History and Religious Knowledge, which 
clearly catered for a distinctly Maltese cultural base, and others such as Italian and 
Arabic, which could reflect better the strong links of Malta and the Maltese language 
with neighbouring countries and their languages. The examinations in these subjects 
were already considered equivalent to other GCE subjects for further and higher 
education. Yet they were in need of modernisation, which actuaHy meant giving the 
syIJabuses a new fannat with clearly defined objectives. schemes of assessment, 
content and descriptions of the criteria used for awarding particular grades. The. 
process encountered resistance from practically all the subject committees since 
their members were unfamiliar with the assessment tenus that were used. This led 
them to think that the suggested changes were unnecessary and would probably 
lead to a lowering of standards. Eventually, the basic elements of the new structure 
were accepted, however, the grade criteria, which were meant as an initial move 
towards criterion referencing. never materialised. 

The exper~ence gained in the first step served as a good preparation to meet the 
challenge of extending the number of subjects offered for examination, In 1990, 
following pressure by the Ministry of Education to speed up the implementation 
of the new system, syllabuses for English Language, Mathematics and Physics 
were drawn up by the two Subject Area Officers for Arts and for Sciences. These 
were modelled on the corresponding GCE syllabuses used in the schools. With 
these additions, in 1992 the new system offered all the compulsory subjects -
Maltese, English Language, Mathematics, Physics - that were needed for entry to 
the Upper Lyceum, an academic sixth-form college preparing students for entry 
to university. The next extension took place under less pressure. Syllabus Panels 
were set up for twelve new subjects as well as for the subjects already on offer. 
Wherever possible, each panel had equal representation from the University 
subject departments and the Ministry of Education, as well as representation from 
the Private Schools Association. Generally the work proceeded smoothly and 
produced syllabuses of a fairly standard format, under the direction of the Subject 
Area Officers, both of whom worked on the innovation on a part-time basis. A 
third group of subjects was added the next year, so that the full range of 
twenty-nine SEC subjects were offered for the first time in 1994, two years after 
the publication of the new syllabuses as required by the regulations. Of course, 
such an expansion generated a considerable load of administration to cater for the 
development, approval and publication of the syllabuses, and for the prodigious 
increase in the number of registrations. Unfortunately, this workload could not 
be easily absorbed by the purposely set up MATSEC Support Unit because 
the existing administrative structure for Mairiculatjon examinations was not 
strengthened in proportion to the increase in .commitment, with the result that 
the administrative staff came under a lot of pressure. 
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In additioJ;1 to the administrative constraint, a general air of scepticism 
accompanied the innovation that increased the stress factor. Schools and the 
general public aired their concerns through the media, and also some members of 
the board entrusted with the implementation of the innovation were not sure that 
it was a wise the decision to substitute foreign examinations with local ones. 
Doubts were expressed about the credibility of a locally based system of 
examinations because it was argued that in a small community it was impossible 
to ensure security and objectivity in marking. Another limitation that was 
highlighted concerned the availability of expertise in curriculum development and 
assessment. The innovation entailed a number of tasks such as designing and 
updating syllabuses, setting and marking of papers, and moderation that needed 
to be carried out professionally, and it was feared t~at there were not enough local 
experts to ensure the quality expected at this level in all subjects. Previously, these 
tasks had largely been ignored by local educationalists because they were carried 
out by the English GCE boards. A related issue that was not given much publicity 
was the question of possible stagnation in the long run. With the GCE 
examinations, continuous up~ating was ensured because this happened 
automatically as soon as the English examination boards changed their syllabuses 
to address national and international changes in educational thinking. It was not 
clear how SEC exantinations would be updated and how the process of updating 
would be initiated. Closely linked to the preceding issues was the question of 
accreditation and international recognition of certification, an issue that featured 
prominently in public debate. The GCE certificates had world-wIde currency and 
a n.umber of people had used them to join foreign universities and to find 
employment abroad. With the new system, local examinations would not carry 
automatic international recognition and it was argued that this would place 
certificate holders at a disadvantage. 

Naturally there. were counter arguments and answers to the questions 
raised but a discussion of them is beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice to 
note at this stage that all the challenges and the actions taken to meet them 
were very similar to those encountered in other small states in the 
Commonwealth who at some stage in their political development decided to set 
up their own local or regional system of examinations as a substitute for English 
GCE examinations (Bray and Steward, 1998). In the case of Malta, the 
challenges were met fairly successfully and after four years in operation one 
can safely conclude that the innovation has taken root. In the words of an 
independent observer: 

'Despite the constraints that size imposes, and the apparent lack of 
alternatives available to small island groups, Malta has succeeded, beyond 
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the hopes and expectations of many on the island, to set up, a promising and 
independent examinatiori structure which has set into motion synergies 
affecting various aspects of the local educatio,n system. ... the new 
examinations have given the policy-makers the opportunity to be more 
autonomous in establishing an organic and holistic vision for e.ducational 
practice on the islands; they have encouraged the development of curriCula 
and textbooks that take local culture and realities into account; they have 
expanded the professional roles of teachers, who are partners in the assess
ment of their own students; and they are likely to modify the traditional and 
deeply ingrained pedagogical culture of magisterial lesson delivery' 
(Sultana, 1996). 

Opportunities for equity 

The innovation offered an opportunity for setting up an examination system 
that was more equitable than the e:xisting on.e. For many years since it was 
introduced in 1951 (Vassallo, 1955), the GCE system had provided an excellent 
service to the secondary education level by supplying syllabuses of the proper 
level, professional assessment, and widely recognised certification. It was also 
an equitable system ·as long as secondary education was highly selective, since 
GCE examinations were meant for the top 20% of the cohort. This was the case 
until 1970 when secondary education was extended to all pupils and it was 
decided that the secondary school curriculum should stilI be regulated by the 
requirements of the GCE Ordinary-level syllabuses so that nobody would be 
excluded a priori from reaching the required level (Department of Education, 
1972). This situation created a lot of difficulties for teachers, who were not used 
to teaching a highly demanding syllabus to low achievers, and to the students, 
who were not intellectually prepared for it and lacked the motivation to face the 
challenging curriculum of secondary education. Unfortunately, the local 
education authorities had ignored the CSE (Certificate of Secondary Education) 
system when it was introduced in England in the early 1960s because at that time 
it was considered unsuitable for high ability students in the secondary schools. 
The CSE system, which was meant for the next 60% of the co~ort, could have 
provided a good basis on which to design a curriculum for the average and 
below average students that filled the new secondary schools in 1970. Yet there 
was no attempt to tap the potential of the CSE system and the secondary 
school curriculum in Malta remained under the influence of the GCE until 
the early 1990s. 
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Accessibility 

The new SEC system promised to redress this inequitable situation in two 
ways: by making the examinations more accessible, and at the same time more 
valid and equitable. One of the first decisions was that the new examination should 
cater for about 80% of the population of 16 year-old students in the finai year of 
compulsory education and thus provide them with an opportunity to q"ualify for 
post-secondary education. The implementation of this decision had to take into 
consideration that secondary education in Malta is multipartite and selective, with 
students in the state sector attending junior Iyceums (grammar schools), general 
secondary schools, and trade schools (vocational schools), and about one-third of 
the population attending· private schools. Examinations were to be offered in 
twenty nine subjects covering the whole range of subjects (except for craft and 
trade subjects) taught in the schools. Despite the administrative constraints, the 
main examination session in May was to be followed by a supplementary session 
in September in the four compulsory subjects needed to qualify for the sixth-form 
college. Of course, the great majority of subjects were still to be examined in 
English as it was tacitly agreed that the language was essential for post-secondary 
and higher education. Generally, however, the system avoided cultural bias by 
setting examinations that reflected the local culture and offering subjects that 
responded to local needs. 

As a further incentive and to facilitate access to the examination, fees were set 
as low as possible and were calculated to enable the Board to break even, in fact 
they were less than one-third of the GCE examination fees. This action, however, 
backfired possibly because education in Malta is free at all levels and books are 
loaned free of charge to all students in all state secondary schools. Following a 
students' protest in 1994 which received wide publicity in the press, the fees were 
lowered further and have not e:hanged since then. The introduction of the new 
system also offered the opportunity to reduce the widespread incidence of private 
tuition to coach students to pass examinations before they finish the full course of 
secondary education, which takes five years. It was quite common for students in 
the fourth year to take private tuition and attempt a number of subjects at GCE 
level, and it was even more common for fifth year students to attend private 
lessons so as to sit for GCE examinations at the beginning of their final year at 
school and again at the end, if necessary. Besides the considerable disruptions in 
the schools, this practice led to the perception that unless students attended 
expensive private lessons they did not stand a chance to pass the examination. This 
perception was one of the reasons that discouraged students who could not afford 
private tuition from sitting for the examinations. The MATSEC Examinations 
Board addressed this problem in 1992 when it decided that only students who had 
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finished their fifth year of studies or who were already sixteen years old are 
allowed to sit for the SEC examinations. This measure was well-received by the 
school authorities and in 1995 it was extended by the Ministry of Education 
to cover GCE examinations as well (Muscat, 1995; The Times editorial Feb. 26, 
1995). 

Validity and reliability 

Following the international trend in similar examinations, the SEC adopted the 
fundamental principle that the- examination should enable candidates to 
demonstrate what they know and can do rather than expose their shortcomings. 
This philosophy led to the introduction of papers at two levels of difficulty, and 
candidates being asked to select the appropriate level for their ability in each 
subject when they register for the examination. With this provision. candidates 
were required to sit for two papers in each SEC subject: Paper 1 being a core paper 
containing questions within the ability range of aU candidates; then in the case of 
Paper 2, candidates select between two versions, Paper 2A or Paper 2B. Paper 2A 
comprises questions that are more demanding than those of Paper I, and Paper 2B 
comprises less demanding questions than Paper I. Clearly, high achievers in the 
subject were expected to register for Paper 1 and Paper 2A and qualify for Grades 
1 (the highest) to 4 that were allocated for that option. While low achievers were 
expected to sit for Paper 1 and Paper 2B and qualify for Grades 4 to 7. Anybody 
not reaching the lowest grade allocated to either combination of papers 1 and 2 
was to remain unclassified. This arrangement has many positive aspects, not the 
least of which is that whatever the option that is selected, all candidates could· 
obtain the lowest acceptable grade for entry to the academic sixth-form college, 
which is Grade 5. On the negative side, conflicting views were expressed from the 
very beginning about the possibility that some candidates opting for the higher 
level (that is, sitting for Paper 1 and Paper 2A) fail to obtain Grade 4 and remain 
unclassified, while their actual achievement could be comparable to the 
achievement of candidates who obtain Grade 5 by taking Paper 1 and Paper 2B. 

Besides written papers, the SEC syllabuses in all languages introduced an oral 
and aural component that accounts for about 20% of the global mark of the 
examination. In the case of another ten subjects, such as Business Studies, 
Computer Studies, Environmental Studies, Geography, and the sciences, marks 
given by the teachers for course work. including project work, fieldwork. and 
practical work. contribute 15% to the global mark. These innovations enhance the 
validity of the examination because they assess skills that cannot really be 
assessed by written papers. They also contribute to the diffusion of teaching 
methods that promote educationally valuable skills in research. problem-solving 
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and communication. It is common experience, however, that coursework can be 
copied and school-based assessments introduce an element of unreliability in 
marking even in countries where teachers have been purposely trained to use 
well-defined criteria to make a fair assessment. For this reason, the contribution 
of school-based assessment has been kept as low as 15% in all subjects. This 
solution may seem quite reasonable except that the inclusion of coursework 
assessment also entails ,a substantial amount of moderation and administration by 
the Board. This raises the criticism that the administrative 'cost' is too high for 
such a low contribution to the final grade, forgetting that coursework has other 
educational benefits that cannot be easily quantifie"d. 

Research questions 

The foregoing measures have been in operation for three full years, and it is 
now proper to start evaluating their impact, exploring whether they have achieved 
the desired aims, and whether they need to be modified to avoid any unintended 
outcomes. With these purposes in mind, the following reseatch questions have 
been formulated keeping in mind equity through accessibility, validity and 
reliability: 

Has the number of candidates sitting for the SEC examination increased over 
the last three. years? Has it reached the desired 80% of the cohort? 
Have the proportions of candidates from Junior Lyceums, General Secondary 
Schools, Trade Schools and Private Schools changed in favour of the weaker 
candidates? 
Is the system of differentiated papers 2A and 2B achieving its aim of offering 
the opportunity to candidates of different attainment levels to show what they 
know and can do? 
Has the provision for school-based assessment improved teaching and learning, 
and how reliable is it? 
Do the examination results reflect an equitable examination? In particular, are 
there s.ignificant differences in achievement between boys and girls, and 
candidates from the state and private sectors? 

Method 

Answers to the research questions have been obtained by analysing a selection 
of data collected and published by the MATSEC Support Unit. These include data 
from registrations, examination results, and Markers' panels reports of at least the 
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first three years of operation. Only the six subjects for which there were the highest 
registrations are considered here. These comprise Maltese, English Language. 
Mathematics and Physics. which are core .subjects for all secondary school 
students, as well as Religious Knowledge and Italian, which are the most popular 
optional sQbjects among candidates. 

Registrations 

The number of registrations for the six subjects can be taken as a global 
measure of the accessibility of the SEC examinations. ~n this case, it is possible 
to consider registrations for the main May session of examinations of five years, 
starting from 1993, when the full range of subjects and scheme of assessment was 
not yet in operation', up to 1997. The data is plotted in two graphs. Figure 1 shows 
registrations for Maltese, Religious Knowledge and Italian, which had been 
offered for many years as matriculation subjects and had replaced the 
corresponding GCE examinations as far back as 1975. Figure 2 shows 
registrations for the new SEC subjects English Language, Mathematics and 
Physics, which the candidates could still take separately as GCE exantinations. 
The total number of 16-year-olds recorded in the Demographic Review of the 
Maltese Islands (Central Office of Statistics) for the respective years is also 
included in both graphs for comparison. 

FIGURE 1: !'lumber of candidates registering for SEC Maltese, Religious Knnwledge 
and Italian for the years 1993 to 1997 
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FIGURE 2: Number of candidates registering for SEC English Language, Mathematics 
and Physicsforyears 1993 to 1997 
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Both graphs indicate an increase in the number ofregistraiions, but as expected 
the growth in the established subjects was smaller because these subjects already 
catered for a high proportion of secondary school students (Figure I). In fact, in 
the case of Maltese, 53.9% of 16-year-olds sat for the subject in 1993 and this 
increased to 72.2 % in 1997. The new subjects (Figure 2) showed a more rapid 
growth with English Language catering for 39.8% of the population in 1993 to 
88.1% of the population in 1997, Mathematics from 26.0% in 1993 to 77.3% 
in 1997, and Physics from 23.0% in 1993 to 61.9% in 1997. 

There may be several explanations for this general growth in the number of 
registrations in all subjects> One reason, is that more students of a wide range of 
a~ilities are becoming interested in obtaining certification which they need for 
further education and for employment, and the SEC examinations are seen as a 
challenge which they can face with some confidence. Certainly, however, the 
standard of the examinations is not lower than that of the GCE examinations, as 
can be seen from the low pass rates in some subjects. But the fact that students can 
sit for either Paper 2A or Paper 2B could be encouraging students to attempt the 
examinatiol).. Previously they would have given up studying because they would 
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have been discouraged by the prospect of sitting for the same paper as students of 
high academic ability. The remarkable increase in the registrations for the new 
subjects must also be due to the fact that they have gained credibility and trust, and 
are now seen as a valid substitute for the GCE examinations. Of course, some of 
the growth in these subjects may-be due to re-sits after a year, especially in subjects 
such as English for which the failure rate is very high. This means that the figures 
of registration given as percentages of the population are an over-estimate . 

. Keeping this in mind, it is quite clear that the target of SO% of the population 
sitting for the examination has not yet been reached, at least in the core subjects 
and it would be useful to investigate whether .the shortfall depends on factors 
such as gender and type of school. 

TABLE 1: Average percentage of candidates by type of school for 1994-1997 

Maltese Eng. Lang, Mathematics Physics 

Junior Lyceums 47.6 42.6 42.9 51.9 

General Secondary 10.5 15.S 13.3 6.4 

Trade Schools 2.3 4.0 2.5 0.7 

Private Schools 39.7 37.5 41.4 40.9 

Taking the number of candidates from the secondary schools and excluding 
those from post-secondary schools and private candidates, most of whom would 
be re-sitting the examination, two factors emerge quite clearly and consistently for 
all the six subjects being considered and for the successive years 1994 to 1997. 
Firstly, as a general rule more girls than boys sit for the examinations, except 
for English Language, Mathematics and Physics in May 1996 where, in the 
population of 16-year-olds, the numbers were almost equal with a slight 
predominance of boys. Secondly, the number of candidates from the General 
Secondary schools is small and that fro~ Trade Schools is minimal. This ca~ be 
deduced from a comparison of the average percent~ges of the total number of 
candidates from secondary schools during the period 1994-1996 for the core 
subjects given in Table 1, and the percentages of 16-year-olds during the same 
period obtained from published sources that show 53.S% attending junior Iyceums 
and general secondary schools, 16.3% attending trade schools, and 29.9% 
attending private schools. 
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The shortfall of candidates from particular types of schools needs to be 
addressed in order to make the SEC examination more equitable. Action is needed 
especially in the case of boys from General Secondary schools and students from 
Trade Schools. Of course, a technical solution can be and should be found for 
offering a fair and impartial assessment for these students, however, it must not 
distract attention from wider equity issues, such as equality of access to learning, 
'biased' curricula and .inhibiting classroom practices. The ,recent curriculum 
refonn of the Trade Schools promises equality of educational opportunities for 
students attending these schools (Department of Education, 1993). Its effect 
should appear in a few years time when the percentage of candidates from Trade 
Schools is expected to increase. 

Differentiation 

One of the major innovations of the SEC examinations was the introduction 
of differentiation between papers in all subjects. such that the combination of 
Paper I and Paper 2A was designed for the high achievers and the combina~ion 
Paper 1 and Paper 2B for the low achievers. This structure emerged from the 
application. of the fundamental principle that the examination should be an 
opportunity for candidates to show what they know and can do. With 
differentiated papers, high achievers would concentrate their efforts on .the 
more challenging questions without having to spend time on less demanding 
ones, while the Iow achievers would be faced with questions which are still 
dennanding at their level but not so difficult as to discourage them. In other 
words the system sought to elicit the maximum effort from candidates without 
distracting them with questions that were either too simple or too difficult for 
them. 

Grading candidates sitting for different pqpers 

This new system raised two important issues and introduced a degree of 
uncertainty in its operation. The first issue concerns the problem of establishing 
an equitable procedure for awarding Grade 4, which can be obtained by 
candidates sitting for different papers. At least two solutions are possible. One 
is to set out clear criteria for the award of Grade 4 for each subject and applying 
them uniformly to the performance of candidates, whether they sit for Paper 1 
and Paper 2A or Paper I and paper 2B. The other solution is a quantitative one 
which involves a statistical analysis of performance. All candidates are graded 
provisionally according to. the marks obtained in Paper I, which is common to 
both options. Then, the average mark~ of the provisional Grade 4 candidates 
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in Paper 2A or Paper 2B are added to the range of marks obtained from 
Paper 1 in order to arrive at ranges of global marks for which a Grade 4 is finally 
awarded. The second solution is the one that has been adopted by the SEC· 
examination so far. 

Selecting Paper 2 

The second. more important issu~ concerns how c,andidates choose Paper 2A 
or Paper 2B and who should advise them which paper to choose. Naturally, 
candidates and their parents expect advice and guidance from the'teachers. for 
whom the conditions of the examination are also new. Teachers are generally 
reluctant. to give a clear-cut advice, however, especially because registration takes 
place about five mo~ths before the actual examination. They argue that even 
though past performance in tests and examinations co'uld give a clear indication 
as to which option would be more suitable for an individual candidate, the crucial 
period of preparation between registration and examination has a decisive effect 
on the candidate's performance, and as it is not possible to predict the effect, it 
would be inopportune to advise about the choice ofPaper2A or 2B. Despite these 
objections, some schools decide for their students by advising them to register for 
a particular option either because they think that the reputation of the school could 
.suffer a loss of status or because they have a clear idea of their students' potential. 
Either way, it is not certain that candidates choose the option that matches their 
ability in the subject. Moreover, some high achievers may deliberately decide to 
take the 'easy' route, study less and be conterit with Grade 4 or Grade 5. By 
abusing the system in this way, they may be blocking the middle grades and 
effectively reducing the chances of average candidates from obtaining a Grade 5. 
This behaviour creates an unfair situation that defeats the whole- purpose of 
differentiated papers. There is also the possibility that candidates' selection of 
option is based on their self-esteem, which depends on psychological and 
social factors. 

Trends in the choice of Paper 2A and Paper 2B 

With these considerations" in mind, an analysis of the available data can be 
carried out in order to find out whether the system of differentiated papers is 
actually offering candidates of different abilities the opportunity to show what 
they know and can do as intended. During the years 1994 to 1997, the registrations 
of candidates for the long established subjects SEC Maitese, Religious Knowl
edge, and Italian show a different trend from that of the new subjects English 
Language, Mathematics and Physics (Figure 3). 
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FIGURE 3: Percentage of candidates opting for. Paper 2A in SEC Maltese, English 
Language, Mathematics, Physics, Italian and Religious Knowledge 
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The trends sh.ow that in SEC Maltese, every year abotit tw.o thirds .of the 
candidates (67% .on average) register far Paper 2A, the difficult paper. In Italian, 
registrati.ons far Paper 2A dr.opped from 66.2% in 1994, t.o an average .of 56% in 
1995 and 1996, to a l.ow.of 42.8% in 1997. The same d.ownward trend is .observed 
far Religi.ous Kn.owledge as registrati.ons far Paper 2A fell from a clear maj.ority 
.of approximately 58% in 1994, t.o ab.out53% in 1995 and 1996, dawn t.o amin.ority 
.of 48% in 1997. In the new subjects, a min.ority .of candidates register far Paper 
2A in all subjects and the proportion of candidates is fairly constant, about 37.6% 
in English Language, 35.2% in ·Mathematics, and 39.4% in Physics, except far 
1995 when these values were all less by an average .of 7%. 

There may be several explanations for the observed trends. One interpretation 
is that candidates for the new subjects realised from the very beginning that Paper 
2A is meant far high achievers and .only between 35% and 40% believed that they 
can obtain at least Grade 4 in English Language, Mathematics, and Physics. 
Candidates sitting far Italian and Religi.ous Kn.owledge are als.o bec.oming used t.o 
the idea that Paper 2A is meant far high achievers, and that average ability 
candidates stand a better chance of obtaining a useful grade for further education 
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by sitting for Paper 2B instead. This realisation has probably been brought about 
by a simple analysis of the published examination results. The majority of 
candidates sitting for Maltese persisted in believing in their ability to obtain a good 
grade by sitting for the difficult paper. Of course, this belief is also based on the 
perception of difficulty of the various subjects. which is gained during the course 
of studies at school and reinforced by the actual performance in the examination. 

Another interpretation is that quite a few high achievers are opting for Paper 
2B, the easy paper, because they· do not want to take the risk of remaining 
unclassified if they happen to perform badly on Paper 2A. This interpretation is 
particularly applicable to the decreasing trends observed in Italian and Religious 
Knowledge, especially as these subjects are not offered in the supplementary 
session in September. For these subjects, a failure in the May examination can 
only be remedied by re-sitting the examination a year later. The same 
interpretation can be applied to the new subjects. as high achievers may be 
'playing safe' by opting for Paper 2B. In the case of these subjects, there is no 
definite trend in the choice of papers. More importantly, however, there is ·no 
indication of the proportion of candidates one wquld expect to sit for the difficult 
paper. There is therefore nO way of assessing whether there is a shortfall of 
candidates sitting for Paper 2A in any of the subjects just by analysing 
registrations. An estimate of the proportion of candidates one would expect to sit 
for Paper 2A can be obtained a posteriori by an analysis of the raw scores obtained 
by candidates in Paper 1 (the. core paper) and comparing it with their scores in 
Paper 2A or 2B. This analysis would show up not just the shortfall, if any exists, 
but also whether ea~h individual candidate made a wise option of Paper 2. Such 
a statistical analysis has not yet been undertaken but the Markers' panels have 
expressed their opinions about the issue in the reports they submit after each 
examination session. 

Markers panels opinions about differentiation 

When the choice of Paper 2 was first offered in J 994, the Math.ematics report 
commented that 'the restructuring oflhe examination (Paper2A and Paper2B) did 
not have any ill-effects on the registration and the candidates' perfonnance'. 
Furthermore 'the 32.8% opting for Paper 2A was in the right direction'. The 
English Language panel estimated that 'about 10% who took Paper 2B would have 
performed equally well had they selected [the more difficult] Paper 2A', but 'by 
and large, candidates made the right choice [of Paper 2]'. The Physics panel were 
not so optimistic as they reported that 'a significant number of students did not 
make the right choice of Paper 2A and 2B'. Similarly, and more vehemently, the 
Italian panel remarked that on account of the 'illogical division of Paper 2 into two 
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alternatives' , they experienced 'the unfairness of seeing 158 candidates who opted 
for Paper 2A and failed to get a Grade 4 going Unclassified when their level was 
equal to those who got a grade 5 the previous year', and 'actually those who have 
been deprived of Grade 5 in Paper 2A are not inferior to those who have obtained 
Grade 5 through Paper 2B'. They thought that this was 'a gross injustice and the 
candidates and their parents would be furious if they knew about it'. They also 
called for an immediate remedy by means of a revision of the grading system. 

A year later, in 1995, when on average the proportion of candidates opti~g for 
Paper 2A dropped by about 7% in five of the six subjects, the Markers' panels 
commented favourably on this development. The Physics panel remarked that 
'candidates acted more wisely in the choice of paper in this session'. A similar 
comment was made by the Italian panel though they added that 'there will always 
be borderline [candidates] who could just make it or not'. The English Language 
panel noted that 'In Paper 2A, 81.3% obtained a grade between I and 4 within a 
fairly nonnal distribution curve, indicating that the candidates, on the whole made 
the right choice of paper'. This result is remarkable when one considers that only 
35.7% of all cimdidates managed to obtain a grade between I and 5. Yet the panel 
went on to remark that on closer scrutiny it appears that ' 'relatively good' 
candidates are probably 'playing safe' - that is they are choosing 2B as the easier 
paper and settling for a Grade 4 in this paper rather than attempting to get a better 
grading on 2A .. , One noticeable effect of having potential '2A' candidates sitting 
for the 2B paper [is] that the grading scheme for the 2B paper had to be pushed 
somewhat on the 'high side' - thus minimising, to some extent, the chances of real 
2B candidates of obtaining better results, or, a least, results which adequately 
reflect their performance.' 

In the next session of examinations, it was the turn of the Markers' panel of 
Religious Knowledge to hint'at the same inequitable situation when they remarked 
that 'a good number of candidates who obtained Grade 4 in Paper 2B 'could have 
made at least the same grade in Paper 2A'. Also in 1996, the panel for Italian was 
still worried'that about 100 candidates out of those who opted for Paper 2A and 
remained unclassified could have qualified for a Grade 5 were it possible for the 
panel to award that grade. 

The analysis of the data and markers' comments about differentiation between 
candidates by means ,of two versions of Paper 2 show that: 

(i) the pattern of choice is stable in the case of Maltese and the new subjects 
English Language, Mathematics, and Physics, while candidates are still adjusting 
to the new system in Italian and Religious Knowledge; 

(ii) markers complain that the system is not equitable for some candidates 
opti"ng for Paper 2A who remain unClassified even though they deserve Grade 5; 
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(iii) markers also complain that the system is also not equitable for a number 
of candidates opting for Paper· 2B who are 'pushed out' of Grade 5 by other 
candidates who are 'playing safe'. 

Assessment by teachers 

Oral and aural examinations 

One of the aims of introducing oral and aural examinations in all language 
examinations was to emphasise the communicative nature of language by 
highlighting the importance oflistening and speaking skills and showing that they 
deserve to be assessed as much as reading and writing. Before the SEC 
examinations. oral tests were held in foreign languages only but now they have 
been introduced in MaItes~ and English as well. Generally, the assessment 
consists of a part which is marked by the Markers' Panel and another assessed by 
class teachers recruited by the MATSEC Board to conduct the examination. This 
system facilitates moderation since the marks obtained by individual candidates 
in the two parts can be compared and moderated as necessary. 

Reports by the Markers' Panels show that generally the aims are being 
reached, though it has been noted that the class teachers tend to give inflated marks 
for reading and conv~rsation skills, which they assess. Some extracts from these 
reports support this general conclusion. In the 1994 SEC English Language 
examination, candidates obtained a median score of about 12 marks of 15 in 
listening comprehension, which was an exercise in which all papers monitored 
and moderated. In picture interpretation arid role play, candidates obtained 
between 5 and 7 marks out of 10, although some only managed to obtain 2 or 3 
marks, indicating a deficiency in oral production. In 1995. in the same subject, the 
Markers Panel noted that by and large class teachers perfonned their assessment 
with credit. yet there was a discrepancy between marks given by the official 
markers for listening comprehension and the marks for picture interpretation and 
role play given by teachers. The latter tended to give higher marks. Overall, the 
results in English Language showed that some 80% of the 16 year olds who sat 
the examination ·could understand and speak English without any serious 
breakdown in communication. 

A similar situation was noted by the Markers' panel for SEC Italian. Their 
report for the May 1995 examination explained that the listening comprehension 
exercise was less easy than previous years because candidates had shown that they 
were capable of tackling stiffer materiaL Few candidates obtained less than 5 
out of 10, but the overall score showed that some of the teachers involved in the 
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assessment were too lenient in marking the (eading and conversation tests. This 
obseivation was followed with the valid suggestion that teachers needed more 
training to help them to apply criteria that reflect the expected levels of attainment. 

School-based assessment of projects, fieldwork and practical work 

The introduction of school-based assessment in the SEC examinations was a 
complete departure from GCE examinations, which were based solely on written 
papers. Considering that "a few years previously, GCSE examinations we!e 
rejected 'mainly because they incorporated a substantial element of school-based 
assessment, the innovatio~ did not encounter any serious objections. Headteachers 
and teachers accepted the change and expressed their agreement with it when 
members of the MATSEC Board visited schools. They felt that the element of 
practical and project made a valid contribution to learning, and the extent of its 
contribution to the final mark (i.e. 15%) was prudent. Some schools with poor 
laboratory facilities immediately took action to upgrade their facilities. Other 
schools which did not have laboratories took action to provide decent facilities for 
their students without complaining. There was, however, a negative reaction from 
the Malta Union of Teachers (MUT) which could have wrecked the new 
examination system. In March 1993, the MUT noted that the changes were made 
witho':!t consultation and agreement with it and without proper preparation of the 
teachers. Moreover, the uhion argued that teachers in state schools were being 
asked to do extra work which was not part of their normal duties. For these 
reasons, the union warned teachers not to tackle any work connected with 
MATSEC examinations before there was agreement between the University, the 
Department of Education and the Union (MUT, 1993). The agreement was 
reached in November 1994 when it was decided to consider the assessment of 
projects and practical work as part of normal school work. As a consequence of 
this decision, it was agreed to exclude set practicals and reference to criteria for 
assessing the work from the published syllabuses since the schools would be 
responsible for them. Teacher Assessed Practical Score (TAPS) fonns that 
recorded the marks for work carried out by the pupils, which were meant to be 
signed by the teachers and stamped by the school were also to be withdrawn. 
Following this agreement, schools sent in their marks and members of the Markers 
Panels" visited the schools about four weeks before the SEC examination to 
moderate the candidates' work. This system has worked without serious hitches 
since 1995. 

The results of the school-based assessment show that most of the marks fall in 
the range 12 to 14 out of a maximu~ 15 marks. There are, however, differences 
between schools regarding the level ofthe practical work that is set and the quality 
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expected. Clearly, school-based assessment is an area which requires further 
development in order to ensure that the educational benefit derived from the active 
participation of students in learning is not marred by inconsistent standards and 
unreliable marking. Some of the issues that need to be addressed include 
clarification of ~riteria for assessing and marking the work, professional 
development of teachers as assessors, and a definition of the role of moderators 
and their interaction with teachers. !n particular, it is should be widely recognised 
that 'moderation depends on the achievement, by discussion and negotiation 
within a group, of a socially constructed consensus about how work is to be valued 
and criteria interpreted' (Radnor and Shaw, 1995). The MATSEC Support Unit 
then has to act accordingly by organising activities during which discussion and 
negotiation can take place. In this way, the moderation process will not remain a 
one-off, end-of-year judgement but develop into a dialogue between moderators 
and teachers. Besides promoting equity and reliability, this process should lead to 
teacher development with a backwash effect on teaching (Harlen, 1994). 

The candidates' performance 

Equity in the examination presumes that there is nO discrimination among 
candidates except on the basis of merit. In particular, there should not be any 
differentiation on .the basis of personal attributes (e.g. sex, colour. ethnic 
background), religious belief or social class. In Malta, there are practically no 
differences in colour. ethnic background and religious belief. but it is important 
to assess whether the SEC examinations are producing unexpected differences in 
perfonnance by gender and provenance from different types of school. Gender 
differences in various subjects can be compared with results from international 
studies (for example Keeves. 1992) and local research. The analysis of any 
differences on the basis of provenance takes into account candidates from state 
schools and others from private schools. This analysis must bear in mind that both 
sectors include schools that accept only ·students who pass a select!ve examination 
at the age of 11 +. The state sector also includes schools for candidates who do not 
pass the selective examination. and the private sector also has schools for students 
who need not sit for an 11+ examination. GeneraBy. there is also a difference in 
social Glass between students in the different sectors, with students in private 
schools coming from a higher social class. 

The analysis is based on the published results, which are given as Grades 1 to 
7 or Unclassified, and not on the actual marks obtained in the examination. For the 
purpose of computation. grades are translated into points, with 7 points for Grade 
1.6 points for Grade 2, and so on, while Unclassified is considered as zero points. 
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TABLE 2: Examination Results by Gender 

Male Female 
1994 1995 1996 1994 1995 1996 

X 3.407 3.827 3.330 X 3.930 4.280 4.027 
Maltese SD 1.980 1.770 1.849 SD 1.767 1.517 1.641 

N 1247 1380 1422 N 1583 1700 1713 
••• • •• • •• 

X 2.530 2.233 2.170 X 2.394 2.627 2.439 
English SD 2.077 1.977 2.170 SD 1.987 2.175 2.240 

N 607 837 1232 N 803 975 1284 

••• •• 
X 3.033 2.952 3.694 X 2.688 2.545 3.252 

Maths SD 2.101 1.854 1.861 SD 1.706 1.712 1.838 
N 426 693 1163 N 504 774 1138 

•• • •• • •• 
X 2.456 2.722 2.913 X 2.896 2.638 2.839 

Physics SD 2.041 1.905 1.787 SD 1.867 1.898 1.739 
N 340 587 1056 N 347 638 1037 

•• 
X 3.472 3.579 3.492 X 3.351 3.448 3.196 

Italian SD 2.249 2.047 2.120 SD 2.250 2.148 2.022 
N 996 1075 1107 N 1245 1295 1261 

**11< 

X 3.121 3.642 3.243 X 3.132 3.480 3.623 
Rei Know SD 2.026 1.986 2.107 SD 1.895 2.015 2.047 

N 902 1094 1162 N 1294 1479 1559 
• • •• 

NOTES: 
1. X = Mean. Score, SD = Standard Deviation, N = Number of candidates 
2. Only the results of t-tests for differences between mean scores which reach statistical 
Significance are recorded. The significance is indicated by means of asterisks ~nderneath 
the group with the higher mean score, such that p<O.05 is denoted as *, p<O.Ol as **, and 
p<O.OOl as ***. 
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TABLE 3: Examination Results by School Sector 

State Private 
1994 1995 1996 1994 1995 1996 

X 3.553 3.864 3.614 X 3.925 4.390 3.853 
Maltese SO 1.911 1.606 1.813 SO 1.815 1.666 1.703 

N 1716 1835 1865 N 1114 1245 1270 

'" *** *** 

X 1.968 1.993 1.742 X 3.452 3.131 3.135 
English SO 1.712 1.854 2.000 SO 2.250 2.247 2.243 

N 950 1084 1495. N 460 710 1021 

*** *'* *** 

X 2.608 2.472 3.048 X 3.218 3.104 3.970 
Maths SO 1.761 1.629 1.633 SO 2.056 1.937 1.986 

N 567 851 1234 N 363 616 1067 
*** *** '" 

X 2.595 2.377 2.577 X 2.843 ·3.078 3.213 
Physics SO 1.887 1.802 1.556 SO 2.109 1.956 1.916 

N 457 698 1108 N 230 527 985 
*.* *** 

X 2.876 3.109 2.915 X 4.021 3.912 3.745 
Italian SO 2.193 2.043 1.889 SO 2.157 2.088 2.162 

N 1206 1194 1171 N 1035 1176 1197 
*'* '*' *** 

X 2.941 3.365 3.128 X 3.378 3.797 3.936 
ReI Know SO 1.866 1.903 2.058 SO 2.031 2.108 2.022 

N 1260 1477 1600 N 936 1096 1121 
.*' **' ,,* 

NOTES: 
1. X:::: Mean Score, SD :::: Standard Deviation, N :::: Number of candidates 
2. Only the results of t-tests for differences between mean scores which reach statistical 
significance are recorded. The significance is indicated by means of asterisks underneath 
the group with the higher mean score, such that p<O.05 is denoted as *, p<O.01 as **, and 
p<O.OOl as ***. 
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The mean scores and standard deviations in the six subjects under consideration 
for 1994 to 1996 are presented in two tabies. Table 2 presents results by gender 
and Table 3 shows results by ~chool sector. Differences between groups are 
investigated for statistical significance by means of t-tests. When significant 
differences emerge, they are indicated in the tables by means of asterisks placed 
under the groups that have the highest mean score. ~e analysis also includes a 
two-way analysis of variance to detennine the strength of the effects of gender and 
school sector and any interaction effects between the two variables (Table 4). 

Gender differences' 

The results in Table 2 show that there are gender differences in examination 
performance in all subjects. Some differences are consistent and follow the 
expected trends, others are either sporadic or run counter to international trends. 
The significant differences in Maltese and English are always in favour of girls, 
which agree with international trends that show the girls' superiority in verbal 
abilities. However, in a study of scholastic achievement of Maltese secondary 
school students in the first three years of state junior lyceums (grammar 
schools), Borg (1996) only found a significant difference in favour of girls in 
Maltese but no difference in English by the end of the third year. In SEC 
Mathematics the differences are undoubtedly in favo,ur of boys, again in general 
agreement with international trends. This result is also in contrast with that 
obtained by Borg (1996). This is not surprising since his sample consisted of 
younger students in state schools only. In Physics, Italian and Religious 
Knowledge there are only sporadic differences, so a reasonable conclusion 
would be that there are no consistent gender differences in the subjects. The 
result in Physics runs c.ounter to general international trends but is in agreement 
with local results (Borg, 1996; Ventura, 1992). These have shown that since the 
early 1980s, when Physics became a compulsory subject, the performance of 
girls was not very different from that of boys with a slight difference in favour 
of boys in the pass rate at GCE O-level. With the SEC Physics examination, 
girls have managed to close the gap. 

Differences by school sector 

The differences by school sector are yonsistent and decidedly in favour of 
candidates from private schools in all subjects. The results of the two-way 
analysis of. variance (Table 4) confirm that the main effect contributing for 
differences between groups of candidates is due to school sector and not to 
gender differences .. 
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Various explanations may be given for these differences, but these can only be 
hypotheses which need further investigation. An important factor that could 
account for the differences is that the populations of private schools and state 
schools are different as regards ability, motivation, resources at school, and 
support from the home environment. Another factor may be that private school 
candidates are better coached for the examination at school and with the help of 
private tuition. A third factor could be that more private school candidates sit for 
Paper 2A and consequently obtain better grades, which then boost their mean 
score. Conversely, there may be equally able state school candidates who prefer 
to 'play safe' and sit for Paper 2B, which enables them only to obtain Grade 4 at 
best, thus lowering their mean score. Differences in self-esteem and expectations 
may be driving candidates to register for the· paper which is not matched to their 
ability in the subject. The strength of these factors need to be investiga~ed before 
one concludes that the examination is favouring candidates from private schools. 
An understanding' of the factors allows the examination system to take action to 
alleviate the inequitable situation already prevailing in the schools, but it cannot 
eliminate it. 

Towards equity 

The search for equity in educa~ional assessment procedures is complex and at 
times elusive. The preceding account of the development and work of MATSEC 
raises very many dimensions of the equity in assessment debate. Although this 
case study explores in some detail developments within the unique context of this 
small state, there is much that can be derived from it and applied to other contexts. 
In conclusion, it is therefore appropriate to highlight the equity issues, which have 
been discussed in this historical and analytical account of MATSEC's activities 
to date. 

The study shows that difficulties exist in addressing fairly the local needs, 
context. and knowledge of students through large scale systems of assessment. In 
this case these have been countered by the creation of a local examination board 
whose prime mission is to provide syllabuses and examinations with high local 
validity and relevance; The new examinations move away from an 'elite 
assessment system' towards one that attempts to offer access, relevance and 
appropriate assessments to the wide range of students studying within the local 
context. Linked to access is the question of the cost of assessment, which in this 
case has been kept as Iow as poss'ible in order to prevent discrimination on the 
grounds of wealth and poverty. Alongside the concerns of access to the 
assessments, the study also considered issues related to the acc~s's that the 
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TABLE 4: Two·way Analysis o/Variance by Gender and School Sector 0/ Examination 
Results in SEC Subjects/or 1994-1996 

Gender Effect School Effect Gender X School Eff_ 
Subject F value signif. F value signif_ F value signif 

Maltese '94 55_874 ••• 56.836 ••• 0.864 n.s. 
'95 60.933 ••• 128.668 ••• 1.106 n.s. 
'96 127.959 ••• 47.094 ••• 27.118 ••• 

English '94 1.799 n.s. 190.392 ••• 7.949 •• 
'95 17.445 ••• 165.947 ••• 5.230 n.s. 
'96 10.558 ••• 312.197 • •• 3.521 n.s. 

Maths '94 7.743 •• 18.531 • •• 0.002 n.s. 
'95 19.560 ••• 35.506 • •• 0.497 n.s. 
'96 34.768 ••• 126.008 **.* 13.417 ••• 

Physics '94 8.768 •• 6.018 • 0.427 n.s. 
'95 0.622 n.s. 41.950 ••• 0.680 n.s. 
'96 0.949 n.s. 70.445 ••• 0.007 n.s. 

Italian '94 1.711 n.s. 157.540 ••• 3.155 n.s. 
'95 2.354 n.s. 88.508 ••• 0.750 n.s. 
'96 13.692 ••• 83.566 • •• 1.049 n.s. 

ReI Know '94 0.018 . n.s. 30.318 ••• 10.474 ••• 
'95 4.137 • 25.893 ••• 2.287 n.s. 
'9b 23.595 ••• 144.969 • •• 2.786 n.s. 

The significance ofthe F-values is indicated by means of asterisks. such that <0.05 is denoted 
as *. p<O.OOI as **. p<O.OOl as ***. and non·significant values are noted as n.s. 
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qualifications may give to further educational and employment opportunities. The 
world-wide currency of examination results represents another equity issue. " 

Students can be d~sadvantaged in examinations by not being clear enough 
about what they need to do to succeed. In this case, steps were taken to make the 
assessmen~ objectives and standards clear to potential candidates. In local 
examinations, students can be discriminated against by examiners, who may know 
them or their schools and colleges personally. Fairness inmarking and grading is 
anothO!' highly important equity issue addressed in this case. Finally, the study 
shows that examinations can focus upon a narrow range of achievements, 
disadvantaging students whose main achievements lie outside this range." The 
provision of coursework opportunities and alternative assessment methods have 
been considered as an approach to modifying the discriminatory effects of 
examinations. 

MATSEC's history has been a short one, when compared to many national 
examination boards. It is clear, however, that much has been learned and achieved, 
not least in relation to addressing the question of equity in assessment. 

Frank Ventura is an associate professor in the Department of Maths. Science 
and Technical Education at the Faculty of Education at the University of Malta. 
Tel. +356.331761; Fax: +356.336450. 

Roger Murphy is professor of education and currently Dean "of the Faculty 
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POLICY AND MODEL ANALYSIS: THE CASE OF 
SOVIET IMMIGRANT TEACHER RE-TRAINING 
IN ISRAEL 

IRIS GEV A-MAY 

Abstract - This paper presents an evaluation study of the re-training 
programme for immigrant science teachers from former USSR (FSU) that took 
place in Israeli universities and teacher-training colleges for the first time 
during 1990-1991 following the mass immigration from FSU. The main 
criterion for this evaluation was the degree to which the re-training 
programmes catered to professional, social and cultural inherent. affecting 
factors and met the aims of the re-training policy. On the basis of this study, a 
list of policy recommendations is offered. The re-training considerations and 
the models identified in this study might be applied in countries where major 
social changes, such as immigration or recession, occur. 

Introdnction 

D n 1989-1991, the mass immigration from former USSR (FSU) brought a large 
number of academics to Israel. According to the publications of the Israeli Center 
of Statistics, in 1991, out of 400,000 new-immigrants, 160,000 were academics. 
Four and a half percent were teachers from different fields of expertise. The 
absorption needs of the new immigrants on the one hand, and on the other hand 
the needs of the Israeli school system for teachers, especially in science and 
technology, led to the initiation of special teacher-training courses in several 
teacher-training colleges and universities. The overall number of new-immigrant 
teachers in this pilot teacher re-training project was over 1,200. The main aim of 
the policy that led to the initiation of this project was to enable the new immigrant 
teachers to find employment; in so doing, it also aimed to facilitate soc,ial 
absorption and to reinforce the education system so that it could benefit from their 
experience and professional skills. 

This teacher re-training policy was initiated and financed by the Divisions of 
Teacher-training and Immigrant Absorption of the Ministry of Education and 
Culture. The training courses were designed by each of the institutions of higher 
education individually according to its own academic teacher-training philosophy 
in the particular subject matter, and according to their institutional requirements 
for confennent of a teaching certificate. At the end of the re-training course the 
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scientists were expected to obtain a teaching certificate similar to that received by 
Israeli students attending the same department. 

Six random sample institutions were involved in this study: two university 
Schools of Education and four Teacher-training Colleges, each In a different 
geographical area of the country. The Schools of Education offered ,teacher-training 
programmes to teachers of physics and of chemistry; one of them also offered 
programmes in electronics and mecllanics; two of the colleges offered mathematics 
and physics progranunes; one offered teacher-training' in technology, and finally 
another college offered a programme for elementary-school science teaching. 

Such a re-training programme had not been previously attempted in Israel, and 
in the academic year 1990-1991 it was considered a pilot project. Therefore, the 
Ministry of Education and Culture decided to commission an evaluation study for 
purposes of both accountability and formative feedback. 

The analysis of the re-training models evaluated in this study were meant to 
provide decision-makers with feedback infonnation concerning the degree to 
which the re~training programmes helped to implement the re-training policy. 
Therefore the focus of the study was on the impact of the course on teacher 
re-training and on appropriate preparation for coping in the new school-sys'tem. 
The main variables operating within such a teacher re-training context were 
identified 'with methodological expertise and to pedagogical/content-matter 
knowledge as a springboard for professional integration; the socio-cultural aspect 
of the re-training related mainly to change of status (socio-occupational 
considerations) and to preparation for teacher socialisation. 

Immigrant teacher re-training: affecting factors as 
evalnation variables 

The projects presented in this study are referred to as re-training programmes 
because of the major adaptation patterns the immigrant science teachers needed 
to adopt in respect oftheir profession. These go beyond mere teacher-training and 
involve affective factors ranging from sociological and cultural to professional 
and methodological (Geva-May, 1996). The degree to which these affective 
factors-curn-variables, were catered for at the re-training programme level and 
prepared for future professional attainments served as our criterion for the 
potential success of this re-training enterprise. 

Soda-occupational considerations 

Socio-occupational considerations should be of major importance when 
proposing re-training and hence related professional status change. In this case, 
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the re-training of teachers in their own profession implied a shift from the 
distinctive career patterns identified in studies related to the teaching occupation. 
More than other professions, the teachers' occupation follows a career pattern 
characterised by an orderly path of horizontal stable movement (Wilensky, 1962; 
Form and Miller, 1-962) where experienced teachers usually move within their 
own network towards the improvement of the school environment: teachers 
change schools until the institution in which they work suits their professional, 
social .or personal needs. This type of change means betterment of work 
conditions, prestige, power or other awards (Wilensky, 1962). In the case of the 
immigrant science teachers, the re-training process implied following a different 
path characterised by a starting-point low professional status and by future 
employment in institutions that do not necessarily suit expectations or teaching 
experience. 

This study looked into the manner by which the programmes managed to 
alleviate possible feelings of frustration or unease connected with going down the 
occupational ladder. Interviews with programme directors showed that they.made 
serious attempts at finding adequate jobs for their trainees, although this was not 
the.ir responsibility. The trainees expressed their appreciation for the sense of 'one 
among equals' imparted by the lecturers, and the respect, consideration and 
support with which they had been welcomed (see Findings below). 

Teacher socialisation 

Another important aspect of effective absqrption into any new professional 
system is that of socialisation ability. Re-training programmes, therefore, should 
consider means at bridging the gap between the immigrant mentality and 
socialisation patterns in the old country and in the new one. Since teaching 
requires more than' knowledge of the subject matter and methodological 
techniques (Lacey, 1977), effective teaching behaviors depend also on an 
understanding of attitudes, values, norms and beliefs which underlie teaching 
behavior (Berliner, 1986) particularly in a new society. If a teacher is not sensitive 
to these cultural components slhe is likely to be alienated from herlhis students 
(Silberman, 1970) and this may become, in time, an impediment in effective 
teaching. Therefore, it follows that re-training courses in teaching should make a 
special case for facilitating future socialisation in schools - possibly by a series of 
activities meant to throw light on the mentality and behavior of Israeli. students and 
peers, immersion in schools over long periods of time, and so on. 

The socialisation aspect of re' training bears particular potential difficulty in 
view of the custodial socialisation patterns generally held by FSU teachers. 
Research touching on the socialisation patterns of immigrant teachers in Israel 
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(Silberman, 1990; Horowitz, 1990; Geva-May, 1996) points to a comparatively 
custodial orientation in the case of FSU teachers. For instance Horowitz's study 
suggested that Soviet teachers teaching in Israel indicated a more custodial 
attitude, as opposed, for example, to teachers who immigrated to Israel from North 
or South America. Custodial orientation was identified with the traditional school, 
which is autocratic, maintains order and provides a' tightly controlled setting, 
where a distance is kept between teacher and students, and in which the teacher 
is the provider of information. and the guardian of discipline and order. The 
problem, in the case of this re-training project, lies in the fact that the Isn'eli school 
environment strongly supports a humanistic/naturalistic approach (WiIlower, 
1965; Oliver and Butcher, 1962) which allows flexible status roles, learning 
through experience and self-discovery, and encourages self-expression and less 
strict codes of behavior. For example, other studies undertaken in Israel point out 
that a major problem faced by the FSU teachers was discipline and that this was 
the result of the clash between the socialisation codes of the students and those of 
the teachers (Horowitz, 1990; Geva-May, 1993). 

Since developing awareness and sensitivity to new nonns it was an important 
pre-requisite to adequate perfonnance in tenns of effectiveness and student 
achievements (Ryan, 1960; Morrison and McIntyre, 1980), managing to cater 
for this development was considered an important prerequisite. As such it was 
considered an equally il11:portant criterion in our evaluation. 

Yet, socialisation being a long and. complex process, adults in mid-life may 
have difficulty in their future professional life to adapt to the new gestalt or 
develop societal sensitivity. We estimate in this evaluation "stUdy that a higher 
degree of exposure to activities that foster such sensitivity, should facilitate future 
sociaHsation. 

Professional considerations and stages of expel1ise 

In teaching, professional mastery has always been considered a problem 
particularly in science teaching (Henry, 1947; Helgeson, Blosser and Howe, 1977; 
Shulman, 1986). Efficient teaching requires primarily mastery of subject matter 
(Schwab, 1978; Shulman, 1986). It shOUld be correct, rich in relationships, 
organised" by a conceptual model of the domain and transferred to the students by 
a person who is able to translate her knowledge into teaching. In this respect, as 
the new immigrants' profile shows (Table ·1) the background experience of the 
immigrant teachers could be a good indicator for their future success in the new 
school system. On the other hand, 'own content-matter knowledge' (in ScIiwab's 
terms, 1978), and methodological patterns that the new-immigrant teachers bring 
with them, being deeply rooted and supposedly difficult to change, may present 
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difficulty in the design ~f the re-training programmes. This aspect connects with 
the issue of teaching expertise discussed below: although the immigrant teachers 
might be experienced, some of their fanner approaches and methodologies might 
not be what is currently adhered to in the West. The manner in which the 
deconstruction and methodological updating were dealt with in the re-training 
programmes served .as another criterion for evaluation. 

Nevertheless, the discrepancy between past experience and the requirement to 
use new pedagogical tools in the new science classroom may lead to an inevitable 
lack of the necessary mastery or 'artistry' (Schon, 1978) in some acceptable 
teaching techniques used in the West. This, in addition to the socialisation 
difficulties and awareness of mentality and Israeli students' behavior patterns, 
pla,ces the immigrant teacher, atleast in the beginning, in the position of a beginner 
teacher at the classroom management level. 

Recent literature concerned with the first year of teaching considers this period 
particularly difficult for any new teacher, whether native or immigrant. It is a 
major cause Jar teachers' resignation, lack of motivation, burnout and eventual 
dropout. A number of reports and studies concerned with attempts at 
institutionalised support for non-immigrant new teachers showed significant 
positive results (Annstrong, 1983; Farber, 1984; Goodman, 1987; Hulling
Austine and Emmer, 1988; Odell, 1988; Amir and Tamir, 1992; Geva-May, 1993; 
Geva-May and Dori 1997). Future long-tenn professional absorption may 
therefore be facilitated by provision of appropriate support during the first year of 
teaching. The ability to take this factor into account in the retraining design served 
as another criterion for programme and policy potential success. 

Study method 

The study was undertaken at six institutions of higher education and comprised 
292 immigrant science teachers. These represented about a third of the immigrant 
teacher population taking these courses in Israel in the first year of re-training 
policy implementation. 

The findings provided fonnative infonnation for the decision makers on two 
decision levels: on the macro-level it was concerned generally with the 
implementation of the re-training policy and with the programmes' potential 
contribution to integration, and benefit to the Israeli school system; on the micro
level it was concerned with the suitability and efficiency of each of the six 
programmes in preparing the immigrant teachers for the new environment and for 
providing appropriate guidance towards professional" integration. The feedback 
received as to the efficiency and s~itability of this first attempt at re-training was 
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meant to jltovi<le <lata lOt llltllte teachet te-ttainin\', colltses, as i"<lee<l it <l\<l. The 
findings also allowe<l inter-institlltional exchange of ideas of a formative kind, i.e., 
what componeo·ts of the various courses better served the' purposes of the 
re-training either at the methodological or at the future assumed socialisation level 
and could be taken up by the other institutions. Since the research has not been 
followed up, this study cannot provide data concerning the impact of the courses 
on the actual social absorption in the school system, i.e., degree of employment 
after certification or performance in schools. Such future research is 
recommended.' This study was intended as no more than a fonnative evaluation 
of the re-training courses undertaken in Israel as part of the professional and 
related social absorption policy for the immigration wave at the beginning of the 
19905 and with implications for future implementation in similar circumstances. 
The variables and the related criteria for efficiency and' suitabi1i~y used in the 
questionnaires and interviews have been drawn from the variables identified as 
affective factors influencing immigrant-teacher absorption (see Evaluation Tools 
description below). 

The evaluation model adopted followed the Phi-Delta-Kappa Committee 
model and included three stages (Stufflebeam et aI., 1971): identification of 
decision-makers' infonnation needs, collection of data, and finally provision of 
analyzed data to the parties concerned. The infonnation needs pertained to the 
effectiveness and contribution of the re-training courses to potential professional 
absorption and to potential contribution to the school system. The evaluation tools 
devised for this purpose referred to questions of efficiency and suitabiHty. The 
criteria applied referred to the degree of efficiency and suitability with which 
the re-training courses could cater to the .probIematics of immigrant 
re-professionaJisation. Examples are: what support was given t9 find a job; what 
new methodologies were acquired; mastery of Hebrew; exposure to the school 
system and to Israeli students' mentality; interaction between course lecturers and 
teacher trainees; gaps, if any, between the needs of the trainees and the amount of 
exposure (weekly hours)in subjects ofimportance such as Hebrew, methodology, 
psychology; and practice teaching; visits to gain acquaintance with the country 
and its people; trainees' attitudes towards the general and particular level of the 
programme~ and their rapport with its lecturers and organisers. 

Feedback questionnaires administered to all 'the immigrant teachers and to all 
the course directors were used to obtain factual information about course 
components, i.e., acceptance criteria, course titles and subject taught, time 
allocation for each subject, evaluation' criteria, lecturers' credentials and 
qualification for teaching new immigrants, and so on. 

The attitude questionnaires administered to the new-immigrant teachers were 
concerned with the degree to which the c.ourses answered their present and future 
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,\?tofesslona\ needs. The l\uestlons ,\?ertalned to the conttlbutlon of the 'latlous 
courses and to their efficiency. They consisted of statements on a four-point Likert 
scale, ranging through strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree. Care 
was taken to use the kind of language that the new immigrants would be able to 
understand yet without oversimplifying the statements in a way that would affect 
the message implied. The questionnaires administered to the immigrant 
participants, the programme directors and lecturers offered a number of parallel 
statements so that the validity of the statements could be assessed. 

A series of semi-structured interviews with all six programme directors and 
:with a random sample population of 21 lecturers and 58 immigrant teachers were 
designed so as to validate and expand on the infonnative and quantitative data 
obtained in the feedback and attitudes questionnaires. 

Thus, in accordance to the problematics identified in immigrant teacher 
re-training contexts above, a number of operational variabl~s were addressed in 
both the questionnaires (q.) and the interviews (i.). The following are examples of 
some parallel interrelated operational questions and statements that we asked 
trainees (I.), lecturers (I.) and programme directors (d.) as regards four main 
variables of concern: 

Socio-occupational implications: 

(i.t.) Have you been assisted in finding employment? Is the pOSition offered 
suitable in your view? 

(i. Ld.) What attempts have you made in presen~ing or immersing the immigrants 
into the Israeli school system? Have they become acquainted with it, in 
your opinion? How do you know? 

(i.d.) Has the programme included meetings with teachers, students and teacher 
training students from other institutions? 

(q.t.) I don't mind teaching a weak class. 
I will feel very upset if I don't teach in the (Tel Aviv) area. 

(q.l.) There have been quite afew trainees absentfrom my classes over the year. 

Socialisation: 

(i.t.) Has the course provided you with a better understanding of the Israeli 
student? 

(i. I.) Do you attempt to prepare the trainees for the future encounter with the 
Israeli student? How? 

(i. d.) In what way has the model designed by your institution acquainted the 
trainees with the Israeli student and herihis mentality? 
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(i.d.) Has your institutlon offered trips around the country and meetings with 
peers on an informal basis? 

(q.t.) This programme has assisted me to understand Israel and its culture. 
This programme has assisted me to understand the Israeli school 
learner. 

Professional considera.tions: 

(i.t.) Do you feel that you have mastered the Hebrew language for teaching 
purposes? 

(U.) Have you been 'flexible' in your implementation of the course syllabus? In 
what issues? 

(i.d.) Will your institution provide teaching guidance in the first year of 
teaching? 

(q.t.) I have indeed acquired some new methods of teaching that I had not used 
before. 

(q.l.) What were the aims and contents of your course? 
(q.l.) Have you taught the same topics as in yo~r classes given to native Israeli 

teacher trainees? In what respect? 

Stages in teaching expertise: 

(Lt.) What difficulties, if any, do you envisage to have" in your future work at 
school? 

(i.t.) How do you assist the trainees in overcoming future potential difficulties 
in school? 

(i.d.) What is in your view the percentage of trainees that can start working 
successfully? 

(q.t.) My Hebrew is good enough to teach. 
I am not worried about starting to teach in an Israeli school. 

Study findings 

The findings obtained in this study pointed to a number of factors that could 
affect the implementation of the re-training policy and its goals. In general, 
whether at the administrative or at the professional level, the main difficulties 
were in meeting the socio-cultural rather than the methodological needs of the 
immigrant teachers. 
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Prevalent components in the re-training models 

Acceptance criteria and required participant profile 

In order to assess the adequacy of the re-training programmes and their match 
with the re-training policy it was imp'ortant to find out who the target population 
was and whether the programmes could adapt their standards to their needs. 
Participant, profile assessment could throw light on the potential contribution 
of the trainees to tht? educational system, and in fact, was deterni.ined by the 
institutions' acceptance criteria. 

Only 292 candidates were accepted by the institutions involved in this study; 
476 others were not accepted. The qualifications of the applicants were 
particularly high in comparison to those of Israeli teachers aspiring to the same 
employment positions. The majority of participants held M.Sc. or Ph.D. degrees, 
and some had publications in their field of expertise (see Table 1). In this respect, 
it could be accurately predicted that the goal of the re-training policy with regard 
to reinforcement of the Israeli educational system will be attained. An additional 
factor of importance in this respect relates to the fact that in most teacher-training 
institutions a prerequisite for acceptance was also previous teaching experience, 
and a degree or certificate in teacher-training or education studies. The majority 
of participants in the project were found to have a teaching ex.perience of over ten 
years (Table 1). However, from interviews with.the programme directors and the 
lecturers it clearly transpired that the trainees needed upgrading mainly as regards 
methodology, use of computers, and developments and standards acknowledged 
in the West. " 

Although none of the institutions required standard achievement in Hebrew, an 
examination for mastery of the first language. i.e., Hebrew, was required by all 
institutions. All the applicants were supposed to have taken a six-month intensive 
course of Hebrew offered to all immigrants by the Ministry of Absorption prior 
to enrolling in this programme. The level of linguistic mas~ery was mainly 
assessed during the preliminary acceptance interviews with the applicants. From 
interviews with the programme directors we learnt that after the first year of 
experimentation, all the institutions acknowledged the need for entrance exams 
not only as a criterion for acceptance but also as a diagnostic tool for planning the 
Hebrew courses in accordance with the needs of the learners. 

Age limit as an entrance criterion was the only controversial issue among the 
institutions. The directors of two of the institutions bluntly pointed out that they 
believed that above the age of 50, trainees for teaching cannot master the language 
well enough, the generation gap would be too big to deal'with the mentality of the 
students in the new environment, and the adoption"of comp!et~ly new professional 
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habits would not be possible. This view was not shared by the other teacher
training institutions. Rather, 'openness'. ability to cope with teaching, and 
willingness to adapt to the new environment, i.e., personality factors, were 
assessed in personal interviews held with the candidates. Indeed all the 
programme directors and lecturers interviewed pointed to the unusually' high 
motivation and hard work of an the immigrant teachers, regardless of age . . 

The following is a table showing the trainees' profile according to institutional 
acceptance criteria: 

TABLE 1: Participant profile according to acceptance criteria (i!l percent) 

Institute N Degree 
Education 

Teaching Experience Degree 

B.A. M.A. Ph.D. 1-5 6-10 11-15 16'20 

Weizman 
Physics and 67 - 87 13 100 11 7 24 58 
Chemistry 

Technion 
Physics 27 26 59 15 81 20 24 .28 28 
Chemistry 23 45 50 5 73 17 33 28 22 
Electricity 12 - 100 - - - - - -

Mechanics 18 - 94 6 11 - - - -

Oranim 
Physics and 46 1- 83 7 15 not required 
Mathematics 

Yelin 21 24 71 5 not required 33 - 5 62 

Minhal 
Technology 52 - 93 7 50 19 5 3 8 

KibbutZim 

Physics and 
29 3 90 34 not required Mathematics 7 
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Re~training programme design - subjects and requirements 

The main concern ~n this study was the impact of the re-training programmes 
and the degree to which they succeeded in catering to the trainees' present and 
future professional needs. Those who commissioned this evaluation study 
believed that the profile of these programmes and their suitability could predict the 
feasibility of this re-training policy. The evaluation focused on the re-training 
models. and on their rationales, on major re-training components and on time 
allocation. In view of the affective factors identified, the following re-training
components were considered to be of particular importance: exposure to 'anguage 
and culture, subjects taught, practice teaching and pedagogical and 
methodological updating. 

Academic requirements 

The re:-training courses in each of the teacher-training departments' were 
designed according to the individual teacher-training model used for their Israeli 
students. The academic requirements were the same both as regards subject matter 
mastery and teaching perfonnance. -Additional programme elements were those 
required by the Ministry of Education and Culture concerning a minimal number 
of weekly hours for Hebrew language classes and for exposure to the culture, 
history, and geography of Israel. The degree of emphasis on these additional 
subjects varied according to the convictions of each training institution. 
These course components were assumed to assist in familiarisation with the 
new country's society and culture. 

Interviews and open-ended questions in the attitude questionnaires showed 
that this decision was only partly adequate. Whilst it assured that both Israeli and 
immigrant trainees receive exactly the same teaching certificate for the same type 
of teacher training, additional emphasis was needed in the immigrant re-training 
in order to reach the same target. For instance, the trainees suggested that more 
Hebrew language and exposure to the school system should have been included 
in these programmes. 

Subjects 

The major subjects taught at all universities, although at different levels of 
emphasis, were: profession oriented subjects, (Le., basic subject matter review in 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, mechanics or electronics, subject matter 
updating, and methodology); the use of computers for teaching; and general 
education subjects such as introduction to teaching, the education system of Israel, 
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social psychology, cognitive psychology and the psychology of the child. In the 
majority of institutions, a considerably high number of weekly hours (20%-40%) 
were allocated for language classes (Figure I). 

First language 

Following the experience of the first year all teacher-training' institutions 
agreed that a considerably larger number of hours should be allocated to the study 
of the first language. The attitude questionnaire pointed to a generally positive 
feeling of oVer 50% of the respondents about the impact of these classes for 
linguistic ability. An obvious correlation can be traced between the number of 
language hours and the attitude of the respondents (Figure I and Table 2). It was 
recognised that good mastery of the language is a primary and most important tool 
for teaching, i.e., for professional and for social integration. Interviews with the 
trainees suggested that an important feature of any future re-training programme 
for new immigrant teachers should be the acquisition of professional and 
classroom terminology and student slang, and exposure to listening 
comprehension. These were not sufficiently catered to by the re-training 
programmes. A majority of trainees suggested that they did not fear not being 
understood when explaining in class ('[ could prepare thoroughly at home, look 
up words in the dictionary, etc.'), but that they were concerned with not being able 
to understand their students ('What if a student asks me a question, and [ 
misunderstand what s/he says?'). Moreover, the immigrant teachers feared that 
lack of thorough linguistic mastery might hamper their coinmunication with their 
students' parents and with their. students. All these factors point to a certain degree 
of anxiety about functioning on the professional and communication levels, 
and to a deficiency the preparation for socialisation. 

Culture 

In all institutions a number of hours per week were allocated to Israeli history, 
culture and geography. These classes were given in Hebrew and the discussions 
assisted in forming a better understanding of the cultural context of language use. 
Despite the importance of the topic, some institutions allocated class hours 
ranging from 4 to 180 only. In the interviews the trainees attested that these 
subjects were particularly important for integration in the new society and in the 
school system, as well as for gaining an understanding of the mentality and the 
behavior of the host professional and social system. The immigrant teachers felt 
that these courses helped them to obtain a sense of orientation, identity and 
belonging (see T~ble 3). The trainees as well as the programme directors stressed 
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that since socialisation and absorption are of major importance for immigrant 
re-training, these subjects should be given far more emphasis in any future similar 

. re-training efforts. They also· pointed to the particular impact of guided tours. 
and in the case of one college. a three-day seminar held at a kibbutz guesthouse 
i.nvolving an encounter with Israeli artists, writers and politicians. 

TAB£.E 2: Trainees' attitude towardprogramme contribution to mastery 0/ Hebrew 
(in percent) 

Institute N Enough Hebrew Lessons Hebrew Teaching Mastery 

agree to a seldom agree to a seldom 
large extent agree large extent . agree 

Weizman 2 33 77 54 46 

Tecbnion 59 53 47 58 32 

Oranim 33 21 79 39 61 

Yelin 9 75 25 88 12 

Minhal 52 79 21 66 34 

Kibbutzim 17 - 100· 82 18 
- -'-- '--- -_. ~. 

TABLE 3: Trainees' attitude toward programme contribution to knowledge o/the host 
country (in percent) 

Institute N Contribution to Exposure to the History of Israel and Its Culture 

agree to a large extent seldom agree 

Weizman 25 76 24 
Technion 59 34 66 

Oranim 33 85 15 

Yelin 9 lOO -
Minhal 52 34 -
Kibbutzim 17 lOO 66 

--
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Pedagogy and methodology updating 

Pedagogy, subject-matter related, and methodological updating were 
considered central components in the re-training courses. From the feedback 
questionnaires we learnt that the percentage of hours per-week devoted to this 
subject ranged between 17% and 36% of the overall number of programme hours. 
The methodology courses usually followed the pattern used in the regular 
teacher-training classes of the teacher-training institution. Additional stress was 
put on acquainting the new-immigrant scientists with books and materials used in 
schools and with teaching approaches for different learning levels, and for 
different student populations. In our interviews with the immigrant teachers, and 
from the information received from their lecturers, it transpired that deductive and 
inductive learning. cooperative versus individual learning, and group work 
procedures were aspects of methodology rarely employed by the Soviet teachers 
in their country of origin. So were evaluation and assessment. In this regard the 
trainees said that 'in the Soviet school system it was mainly the state that handled 
the evaluation procedure's, and teachers were, on the whole. not required to 
perform these tasks'. The interviews held with them suggested that these aspects 
needed more emphasis, especially as part of practice teaching and involvement 
in schools: 

According to the programme directors, the rationale for emphasising 
methodology was based on the assumption that the teachers participating in this 
programme are acquainted only with the subject-matter but not with 
metho~ological approaches and educational processes practiced in the western 
world. With the exception of one institution, (see Table 4) the participants 
expressed highly positive attitudes towards the contribution of the programme to 
subject-matter exposure and to teaching techniques. Trainee attitudes towards 
the impact of the courses related directly to the extent of exposure, that is, to the 
number hours allocated for these subjects. 

Psychology 

Psychology classes were offered by some of the institutions in their curriculum 
for the regular teacher-training courses. The immigrant teachers reported that they 
had not been exposed to educational psychology in the former USSR. They 
regarded the issues raised in these classes as interesting and important for the 
teaching profession. The attitudinal findings (Table 5) point to the fact that future 
,re-training courses for immigrant teachers should provide a more comprehensive 
look into the mentality and the social behavior of the absorbing country. 
which would then enable new -immigrants to develop more appropriate tools 
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TABLE 4: Trainees' attitude toward programme contribution to teaching: subject matter 
and practice teaching (in percent) 

Institute N Contribution to Subject Matter Contribution to Teaching 

agree to a seldom agree to a seldom 
large extent agree large extent agree 

Weizman 25 72 28 96 4 
Technion 59 21 79 86 14 

Oranim 33 33 67 35 65 

Yelin 9 9 45 100 -

Minhal 52 52 13 93 7 

Kibbutzim 17 17 24 100 -

of communication and facilitate their integration. Overall, in the interviews it was 
strongly recommended that more concern should be given to understanding the 
social behavior of .children in Israeli schools. as well as to the disciplinary 
practices used in "handling problems. In this respect, again, the suggestion given 
by the trainees was that in parallel to the theory classes, more field practice could 
cater to this need. 

Teaching practice 

Initially. according to the directors' feedback questionnaires. the standards for 
the teaching practice, in all institutions, were the same as those expected of the 
Israeli students, including 42-50 annual hours trainees were required to spend at 
schools under the supervision of an experienced teacher/mentor (Figure 1). The 
role of the mentors was to assist the trainees in analysing classes and situations 
observed, to advise on the planning and the teaching of lessons, and to involve 
them in school activities. Beyond the field training, this would provide the best 
opportunity for exposure to and understanding of the professional environment, 
and with its communication modes and requirements. 

The immigrant teachers admitted that: 

• I got ideas and new tools to handle problems in class; it did not always 
help me'; 

, [learned new methods to deal with discipline probiems'; 
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TABLE 5: Trainees' attitude toward programme contribution to an undestanding of 
educational psychology (in perce.ntJ 

Institute N 
Contribution to an Understanding of Educational 

Psychology and Mentality 

agree to a large extent seldom agree 

Weizman 25 33 67 

Technion 59 71 29 

Oranim 33 67 33 

Yelin 9 48 -

Minhal 52 48 52 

Kibbutzim 17 53 47 
- .- -- - .- --- .. _- --

'The practice teaching expos.ed me to a variety of teaching strategies'; 
'The practice teaching helped me a lot in understanding the usefulness and 

importance of applying 4ifferent teaching aids such as transparencies and 
demonstrations'; 

'/ worked with the mentor on designing a test and she h.elped me see where 
students may encounter difficulties'; 

'I learned to understand that although the Israeli kids are less disciplined they 
can be handled if they are approached as sensitive and reasonable human beings'. 

The attitudes of the new immigrants towards the impact of the teaching 
practice, as expressed in their questionnaires and in the interviews, supported the 
proposition that future programmes should allow for a considerably longer period 
of time on this activity (Table 3), They argued that an adequate re-training model: 

'should give immigrant teachers the opportunity to participate far more 
actively in school activities and experiences'; 

'should promote an accurate understanding of the mentality of children in the 
new country and of appropriate ways of approaching their various difficulties'; 

'should help to internalise everyday language including professional 
school-language and panicularly children's slang'; 

'should offer field experience of the school system hierarchy, requirements 
and acceptable procedures'. 
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All these were believed to allow for the development of socially acceptable 
communication skills with students. parents and peers. 

A related topic raised by all the respondents both in interviews and in the 
'Suggestions' section of the questionnaires was the envisaged need and 
importance for a built-in induction/support programme for the first year of 
teaching. The respondents perceived this as the best way 'for support', 
'consultations', 'planning', 'sharing of frustrations', 'advice on handling the 
students discipline-wise', 'coping with the hierarchy in the educational system: 
whom to approach/or what', 'handling the parents'. 

Faculty training 

When these flIst programmes were started, only a third of the faculty staff had 
had previous experience in working with immigrant teachers. In some teacher
training institutions faculty members held weekly meetings 'to share doubts and 
problems' but interviews with the lecturers showed that' this was insufficielu'. 
Initially, faculty were not required to take any training in order to work with 
immigrant trainees. Moreover, only in few colleges did faculty members hold PhD 
degrees. In this respect they were outnumbered by the immigrant teachers. Some 
of the lecturers and teacher-trainers considered this 'reverse' role situation highly 
unusual. Although there was a sense of unease among faculty, the academic gap 
was not an impediment to adequate interaction between the lecturers and the 
trainees. 

Whereas the immigrant teachers did not state this in their interviews, the 
programme directors declared unanimously that course organisers should strive to 
employ faculty who hold similar academic degrees to those of the immigrant 
teachers; mostly they felt that the re-training programme could be more efficient 
if 'empathy and an understanding of the immigrants' mentality. culture and habits 
are created/or well in advance' - i.e., if the faculty members are fully ready for 
the interaction with the immigrant trainees prior to their lecturing in these classes. 

Summary and conclusions 

The re-training of new immigrant FSU .teachers to teaching in their new 
country was undertaken in a number of colleges and universities in· Israel 
following the massive immigration of 1989-1991. Given the great influx of 
immigrants from the former USSR, and the large numbers of immigrant teachers, 
this pilot retraining programme bore particular importance for assessing the 
efficiency, suitability and feasibility of the re-training policy and recommending 
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ways of improving its implementation~ Six random teaching-training programmes 
were studied during the first year of the implementation of this policy in order to 
evaluate its viability. 

On the basis of the data obtained, a number of conclusions and 
recommendations that can be adopted andlor adapted in other similar re-training 
contexts are offered: 

The aims of the re-training policy were to facilitate social absorption 
through professional absorption and to reinforce the Israeli educational system. 
The re-training policy can be considered a feasible proposition provided 
that certain changes_ are made at the micro-policy level, i.c., at the level of 
programme design. 

At the macro-policy level, the motivation, skills, academic qualifications and 
professional- experience of the immigrant science teachers could be considered 
good predictors for positive iritegration into the Israeli school system. Given 
these qualities, adequate components at the implementation stage of the 
re-training policy had the po'tential of proving successful when the immigrant 
teachers started to teach in schools. 

In general, the re-training models implementing this policy proved to be 
suitably composed. In all the institutions evaluated in this study, they addressed 

. the major operative factors in an immigrant teachers' re:.training programme, 
namely sOcio-occupational sensitivity, socialisation, language mastery and 
methodological and pedagogic expertise. Moreover, the recommendations 
giv.en following this evaluation study were intended to be of formative benefit 
and improve future re-training COurses. 

According to the interviews with the trainees, the majority of immigrant 
teachers were ready to teach in any type of school, including primary schools, 
schools in difficult socio-economical areas and vocational schobls. No hard 
feelings were expressed about having to 'start at the bottom of the ladder' in 
the school system or in less prestigious schools. They felt committed to their 
profession and ready to contribute. The great majority were chiefly motivated 
to becoming involved in the new trend of methodological thought, which was 
very different from that in the FSU. Hence, it may be inferred that the 
socio-occupational variable did not interfere with the success of this 
programme's implementation. 

Furthennore, the willingness of the immigrant teachers to work in schools and 
in socio-economic areas where teachers of their calibre do not normally teach 
points to the attainment of the second goal of this policy, namely contribution 
to the educational system in Israel. 
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• :The issue of teacher socialisation proved to be a major concern for the 
immigrant teachers. They were mainly worried about being unable to cope with 
discipline problems and with understanding the mentality of their students. 
This is why one of the major recommendations they offered for re-training 
contexts is longer practice sessions with .more involvement in schools, and 
support programmes during the first year of actual teaching in schools. 
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In view of the different authoritarian socialisation patterns of the FSU teachers 
as compared with the humanistic/naturalistic Israeli Western context, the 
process of adjustment and sensitivity development is regarded as complex, 
lengthy and personality-dependent. Immigrant re-training programmes need, 
therefore, to foster involvement in all school activities during long and 
intensive teaching practice periods, so that immigrant teachers may apply the 
socialisation codes of the new environment. Particular emphasis should be put 
on acquainting the trainees with the educational system of the new country. 
This could be attained through course hours devoted to the subject, as well as 
through visits to a variety of school types and institutions throughout the 
country. Only then can immigrant teachers, re-trained to teach in anew country, 
understand and adopt codes of behavior and communication suitable for the 
new environment. 

According to the trainees and lecturers interviewed, for more efficient adoption 
of soeialisation patterns, and for better understanding of the mentality of the 
host society, such a re-training course should also require a minimal number of 
years in the new country as part of t~e acceptance criteria. A basic 
understanding of the, new society, its culture and its mentality is necessary a 
successful encounter with school students. 

All the respondents agreed that the re-training policy has good chances of 
success if sociaIisation patterns are put forward in the re-training programmes. 
This can be achieved by presenting and discussing the geography, history, 
culture, tradition and mentality of the new country in the context in which the 
immigrant teachers are going to work. Exposure to the new society and initiated 
absorption procedures (e.g., new immigrants being invited to the homes of peer 
teachers or to join extra-curricular school activities, visits to places of interest 
and longer practice periods) could further potential positive socialisation and 
social absorption. 

Although age as an acceptance criteria was found to be a controversial 
consideration, it was not reported to be an impediment either 'at the learning 
performance level during the re-training course or at the teaching level' in 
schools during the training period. This feedback infonnation is supported by 
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Loevinger's Adult Development Taxonoiny (Loevinger, 1986). Development 
and growth are considered to be the outcome of motivation and interest rather 
than a chronological factor. Indeed, the same sweeping motivation and 
exuberant involvement was found in the interviews held with a mother and her 
son taking the same re-training course. Both had the same chances of success. 

On the professional level, re-training programmes for immigrant teachers from 
FSU should put added emphasis on methodology updating related to school 
subject-matter reorientation. In addition, they should promote the use of 
computers and multi-media as a teaching tools and for problem solving and 
facilitating deduction/induction processes; the Soviet educational system did 
not highly value these tools and approaches. 

First language mastery and content-matter knowledge should be assessed prior 
to acceptance and should serve as an evaluation and dissemination tool, as well 
as a diagnostic means for any appropriate programme planning. In some cases 
pedagogic content-matter mastery was found lacking, according to the lecturers 
interviewed. 

Intensive language classes given prior to the beginning of regular courses, as 
well as throughout the programme, can facilitate the socialisation and 
absorption process. Emphasis should be put on the teaching of professional 
language and on learners' slang. Listening.comprehension activities to improve 
this skill in the first ianguage should be provided more extensively. 

The first year of teaching, whether for a new-immigrant or Israeli-born teacher 
should be regarded as a peiiod of adjustment and transition, and during this 
period possible shortcomings in classroom management should be identified 
and dealt with in the re-training period. Professional teacher-training literature 
suggests support programmes for beginning teachers to assist them in their 
work and prevent dropout. The same post-training considerations should apply 
even more to the immigrant teachers than to native beginning teachers, because 
immigrant teachers need counseling on basic acceptable ways of coping with 
class management, problem solving patterns, al)d communication styles 
inherent in the mentality and social patterns of the new country. Immersion in 
the school environment for longer time periods during the teacher-training 
programme can also provide the immigrant teachers an opportunity to become 
acquainted with student language and slang, and can facilitate the acquisition 
and internalisation, through use, of the professional language theoretically 
learnt. . 

The decision to offer the same type of teacher-training instruction and 
assessment to immigrant science teachers as to native students in the teacher-
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trammg departments was considered suitable. In this way the immigrant 
teachers could not be discriminated against when seeking employment. 

Particular attention should be paid to acquainting the immigrants with the 
mentality and social behavior of the host country. If this is done at the 
micro-level qf the re-training programme design, the macro-goals of the 
re-training policy will have mOre chances of success. On the other hand, lack 
of appropriate preparation for personal confrontation with students, parents and 
peers, may jeopardise the whole enterprise. 

In view of appropriate re-training models at the policy implementation level, 
and in view of the potential benefit likely to be provided by highly qualified, 
experienced and motivated immigrant science teachers to the school system, this 
re-training policy seems to have attained its goals: 

1. The courses evaluated adequately addressed the components requir:ed in such 
a context. 

2. As such the trainees were given suitable potential tools to perfol111 well in 
schools. 

3. In effect, the high qualifications and experience of the immigrant teachers, 
as well as their motivation to integrate in the educational system at any 
level, proved that the aims of professional integration and contribution to the 
school system were likely to be implemented. 

4. It is obvious that when immigrants are given the opportunity to find suitable 
employment, social integration has a fair chance. It is a known fact that 
employment and professional integration, in turn, foster social absorption. 

True, some of the conclusions reached in this study could have been nicely 
calculated out by the sensible decision-maker. But this is what studies in social 
sciences and particularly in policy studies are all about: they combine previous 
knowledge with common sense and intuition, and validate and strengthen 
assumptions through objectively gathered data (Weimer' and Vining, 1989; 
Bardach, 1996; Geva-May and Wildavsky, 1997). This was the main purpose of 
this evaluation study. Moreover, the recommendations and conclusions reached in 
this study can be considered beyond their local context. The model and its 
components can be adapted, either at the general macro-policy level or at the 
micro teacher re-training level, according to the socio-political context in 
which such a re-training programme is needed. It~ implications and conclusions 
can offer a suitable proposition in the case of any count~y where migration or 
recession occurs. 
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Notes 

* This research has been sponsored by the Ministry of Education and Culture, Jerusalem, Israel. 

I In other follow-up studies concerned with scientist re-training to teaching, the data obtained 
showed positive tendenc~es in this regard (Geva-May, 1993). 
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THE STRUCTURING OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SPACE 
WITHIN THE EDUCATION SYSTEM IN AUSTRALIA 

YIANNIS DIMITREAS 

Abstract - This paper considers the fortunes of Southern European, 
Mediterranean migrants in Australia throughout this century. from the 'White 
Australia I regime to the "gains made thanks to the Ethnic Rights Movement in the 
sixties, and to the present economically-inspired focus on catering for migrants 
from the Asia and South Pacific Rim. It is argued that the neo-corporatist 
concerns of the Australian government, when global capital dictates privileged 
relations with supra-national entities beyond the traditional nation-state 
configuration, have led to reduced budgets for educational programmes that had 
been set up from the mid-60s onwards to caterfor the language and cultural rights 
of ethnic groups of Mediterranean origin. 

Introduction 

IIhis paper examines how Southern European migrants attempted to contribute 
to the making of an education system which would cater for their real or imagined 
cultural ecology and educational curriculum in the context of the modern 
Australian social space. It argues that the model of multiculturalism adopted by 
Australia since the mid 1970s and the impact on education of subsequent 
economiq rationale based on increasing privatisation and corporatisation of 
government property and services, and the general kinds of marketing which 
characterises modem societies is not exceptional in Australia This economic 
rationale, which increasingly leads to the economic integration with the countries 
of Asia and South Pacific, and the continuing transnational migrations from these 
countries, are challenges to government and scholarly thinking because they raise 
serious questions concerning the role and ability of the people of the modern 
Australian nation state in defining their own national identity and their relations 
with 'otherness', while the polity finds it increasingly difficult to implement 
social, educational and citizenship policies of current regional as well as global 
geopolitical context. 

This new economic order has forced Australia to shift from its initial 
pro-British education based on the European enlightenment model, because the 
emerging social, and economic reality, needs to be reflected on the state's 
educational curriculum to enable regional economic integration to occur more 
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successfully. In light of these challenges, the cultural and language education 
interests of non-British Europeans and more so of Southern Europeans, are being 
increasingly marginalised because the marketing mechanisms of the new eco
nomic rationale have created new zones of exclusion of 'othemess', forcing many 
outside the contours of policy making to face the new social and economic reality 
with scepticism or fear, while trying to accommodate' themselves to the develop
ments of Australia's' European education. This anxiety has presently been inten
sified for those who remember the days of monocultural~sm under the coalition 
government which is presently in power once again after thirteen years in oppo
sition. 

Historical backgrouud 

Although from the beginning of the European settlement of Australia over two 
hundred years ago the population was muIticultural because the nation's settlers 
came from various parts of Europe, with the increasing migration from the British 
isles, this country became better recognised as an outpost of the British Empire in 
the Southern Hemisphere (Borrie, 1954), namely, a monocultural society. This 
recognition became apparent in terms of the size of British settlement, the ethnic 
blending that followed through intermarriage between English, SCO!!S, Welsh and 
Irish, the establishment of a dominant cultural ecology as well as control and 
exercise of power since the previous century. This picture remained intact until 
1947 by which time Australia had managed to operate as a 'melting pot' of 
cultures, by having largely homogenised its population, with approximately 90 
per cent of its population identifying with some kind of British-Australian 
ancestry (Borrie, 1954; Price, 1963). As a result, Australian cultural hegemony 
remained strong until about the mid-1960s when the nation ~s industrial expansion, 
the European migrations under way en masse upset the demographic and cultural 
balance amongst national groups and generated obvious related differences in 
the home· front. 

Until the early 1970s all non-British migrants were expected [Q enculturate and 
assimilate in Australia, socially and linguistically. The onus of migrant 
accommodation and integration within the mainstream Australian society was left 
on the newcomers themselves with minimal if any government assistance, and 
with no one to blame if assimilation failed other than the migrants themselves. The 
notion of assimiJation rested on the White Australia poJicy implemented by the 
Commonwealth Government in 1901. The same policy empowered the States to 
apply the so called Dictation Test if they wanted to· expel any· undesirable or 
unwanted migrant from the country. This test included the dictation of 50 words 
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in any language the Commonwealth Immigration authorities regarded as 
appropriate at the time - albeit, no migrant was by law allowed to speak or teach 
their language aod culture to other people, including their own offspring (Price 
1963; Dimitreas, 1995). 

Because Australia had a rather small population inhabiting a whole cont~nent 
with a fairly long coast line which was difficult to guard or defend in case of 
invasion from Asia, this feeling of insecurity had created fears of foreigners', a . 
xenophobic spirit with lasting effects upon the settlement of immigrants and their 
space location in Australia whether in literal geographic or educational context. 
One of the best examples that highlights the Australian xenophobia towards 
non-British immigrants is better illustrated not by a Southern European example, 
but by the fate of the German schools during WWI. The German schools, 
otherwise known as the Lutheran schools, were closed down as a result of the War 
Precautions Act when Britain declared a war against Germany. Furthermore, 
during this time, 'Germans were denied the right to vote in the referenda and the 
right to claim actions of libel and slander' (Harmstrof and Cigler 1985: 122, 127). 
The xenophobic spirit against non-British however lingered high and 
British-Australians often did not differentiate against friends and enemies or 
anyone who did not speak English in public. An example ofthis has been provided 
to me in an interview with Stathis Raftopoulos. Raftopoulos, a veteran 
Greek-Australian businessman and a poet who together with many other Hellenes 
was serving the Australian armed forces during WWII, on reflection of his 
experience, recalls an episode with British-Australians connected with the use of 
the Hellenic language in Melbourne: 

'I remember an instance outside Yiannopoulos' bookshop in Lonsdale 
Street in the city of Melbourne. We were a group of Hellene-Australian 
soldiers and had formed a circle and were speaking in Hellenic. We-all were 
of Hellenic origin serving in the Australian Army. As we were speaking in 
Hellenic and also making certain physical communication gestures, another 
group of British-Australian soldiers was passing by, dressed in khaki-similar 
to ours with the same crown on the uniform ... but because we spoke in 
Hellenic, they attacked us and we were caught by the anns, although we were 
all the same kind' of soldier, and all of us were struggling for the same cause, 
the same purpose (Raftopoulos, Interview 10 October, 1988). 

Often too, documented in popular media were outlines whose content was 
highly misleading and provocative. Such media accounts exert even greater 
concern about foreign languages, whether spoken or written, with the exception 
of Latin and Ancient Greek. Argus, a Melbourne English language newspaper in 
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expressing the views of a local body, namely of the 'Australian natives 
Association' in 1950 wrote: 

'Our Association believes that the publication of foreign newspapers is 
one' of the most potent fac-tors increasing and maintaining minority groups, 
We feel, too, that the teaching in primary schools of any other languages 
than English, classical Latin and Greek should be absolutely prohibited' 
(28 January,1950). 

In fact, until 1958, migrant groups faced all kinds of racism and 
discrimination against their own schools or· if they spoke their language in 
public. Existing rion-British schools operated as underground schools or at best 
were justified by the authorities as Sunday schools which were supposed to be 
teaching religious catechism (Tamis, 1988). 

The social scenery of the Australian landscape changed suddenly in a period 
of just over twenty years as a result of the post-war mass migration. Hundreds 
of thousands of new immigrants arrived in the country year after year for over 
forty years after the war. In the context of these- large mIgrations, Australia 
received large populations from non-British countries of Europe. ,For example, 
approximately 41 per cent of the Australian population in 1981 was associated 
with immigration (Hugo 1986: 232). Over 3 million migrants arrived in 
Australia between 1947-1981 and of them only about 85,000 of the second 
·generation were of Asian descent. There was no substantial migration from the 
Asian region'until the 1980s. Furthermore, although the United Kingdom and 
the Republic of Ireland were the largest contributors of migrants with over one 
million people or approximately 37 per cent of all migrants, only 44.7 per cent 
of the second generation Australians are of British ancestry, the rest are mainly 
from other parts of Europe with approximately 324074 of Hellenic origin 
(figures inclusive of two generations), 534,705 Italians, 107,546 Maltese, and 
so on. To quote Hugo: 

'The impact of Southern European immigration is striking, with over one 
miIlion Australian being first or second generation Italian or Greek or from 
what is now [sic] Yugoslavia. Southern Europe accounts for a quarter of all 
the first and second generation of immigrant ·population. Th.e next large, 
group comprises people from the continental Western European countries' 
(Hugo 1986: 231). 

As a consequence, by the late 1981,4 in every 10 Australians were immigrants 
or children with one or both parent being immigrants.' 
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The creation of Mediterranean social space 

Attempts to create a Mediterranean space in Australian education from the 
early 19705 to the present time, as we will show further on, continue to enter new 
and challenging phases, While many argue that non-British children should have 
the right to learn and maintain their parents' language, government education 
strategies and schools system and not least the political forum within which this 
service has been promoted and provided remains a challenge in itself for 
non-British ethnic population groups. 

Historically, the volume of different migrations and settlement along with their 
residential patterns and cultural activities had an unprecedented social and 
demographic· impact on the Australian landscape. Non-British immigration from 
Southern Europe became largely evident within the urban industrial centres of the 
larger cities of Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, with the creation of a fairly 
specific cultural ecology, suitable to their socio-economic and cultural needs at the 
time, were highly concentrated se~tlements in residential neighbourhoods, with 
their conspiCuous features, collective life style and diverse cultural activities, 
made themselves easy targets for discrimination. These migrations in conjunction 
with the nation's industrialisation and consumerism which practically conquered 
Australian'life, the myth propagating material affluence for all, the politics of the 
cold war enhanced by a systematic government and media propaganda spreading 
anticommunist hysteria and fears of invasion from nearby communist Asia, in 
conjunction with the increasing private and suburban life style at the same time, 
for~ed Australian society to experience an unprecedented social change. 
According to Alomes et al.: 

'The reaction against alien 'foreign immigrants' was similar to fears 
about communism and invasion. Images of decease, or at Jeast dirt and smell, 
of race and of evil were common in popular perceptions of immigrants' 
(Alomes, Dober and Hellier 1984: 13), 

In light of the changes that followed in the subsequent decade or two, several 
governme"nt reviews addressed questions dealing with immigrant education. 
Central in the official debate on education remained questions of integrating or 
Anglicising immigrants and their children through institutional training. Australia 
remained unwilling to reach any form of compromise by accepting that these 
different immigrant settlers may have had specific language and cultural needs 
and aspirations and if denied such rights, they could be forced to return home, 
something which Australian authorities had not foreseen would occur in large 
numbers. 
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Apart from the increasing remigration rate, there where the high levels of 
failure of immigrant children at all school levels, the disinterest or apathy for 
schooling for many others, the failure of society to tolerate the cultural and 
linguistic differences along with the failure of assimilation as expressed by 
the White. Australia policy, the residential 'ghettoisation' of most immigrants 
residing in the so called 'slums' of the inner or industrial suburbs. Immigrant 
employment was concentrated in sectors dominated by unhealthy and 
high-risk jobs. This, together with other factors, created the need for 
organised community mobilisation to confront the rather indifferent state 
administration which failed to address the issues affecting the new corners to 
Australia. 

Mobilisation for Mediterranean space in Anstralian edncation 

Most of the community mass and organised mobilisation which occurred 
during the 1970s came from churches, some local professionals, from the Left, the 
labour unions, and, above all, from representatives from the migrant communities 
themselves. Thi.s mobilisation became known in Australia as the Ethnic Right 
Movement (ERM). It involved the different .migrant communities, with the 
participation of people from the different organisations, and through their 

. mobilisation for 'rights' they attempted to bnng to the negotiating table the 
representatives from the Australian government. The views ,of the ERM found 
expression through a document' formally laun,ched in 1973, which became better 
known as the Ethnic Rights manifesto (Storer, 1975; Papadopoulos, Interview, 
18 November 1993). This manifesto, addressed a multiplicity of labour, 
educational and cultural rights issues (Storer 1975). 

In an unprecedented campaign in the Australian political history, the ethnic 
communities' leadership struggle for rights found a fairly re;ceptive listener at the 
time. That was the newly elected Labour Government in 1972 under Prime 
Minister Gough Whitlam. Labour, in its efforts to win the elections after 23 years 
in opposition, sensitised itself to demands of Ethnic Rights. Whitlam. himself·a 
popular statesman amongst ethnic communities, responded to the already 
mobilised ethnic communities for rights because his administration recognised the 
obvious need for cultural change in Australia through the introduction of fairly 
radical public policy. He succeeded to show this in practice when he firstly 
dismantled the White Australia policy in 1972, thus opening the way for 
consultations with the various ethnic communities. This strategy was to continue 
until the mid 1970s, in some cases during the 1980s, and in somewhat different 
form until the 1990s. 
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Claims for rights by ethnic leadership was .a mission of continued -struggle 
involving a strong challenge to the otherwise closed 'gate', so to speak, and at best 
a bureaucratic attitude to migrant viewpoint. The aim was to open up the 
bureaucracy to respond to the special migrant needs and thus put an end to their 
exclusion from the contours of policy making. Furthermore, there· were a 
multiplicity of claims for equal rights which British Australians enjoyed but of 
which ·migrants were deprived. For example, there were citizenship rights 
previously denied to many, language and cultural maintenance rights, welfare and 
pension rights, and their rights to create and develop a Hellenic or Italian and other 
fonus of Mediterranean space .in the Australian education system so far denied 
to those who were non-British. 

In fact, the early 1970s marked the beginning of a whole new era for Australia 
in addressing questions of the immigrant experience such as identity of 
'otherness'. Government administrations found themselves under constant 
community and professional pressure to define migrant identity appropriately, that 
is, not as transient images in search of a new identity but as integral identities in 
their own right according to their own ethnic origin. Consequently, concepts such 
as 'others' or 'otherness', like the concepts 'migrant' or 'immigrant' were tenus 
which were often used in a derogatory manner aimed at playing down the Image 
of non-British-Australians, those who exercise power and controlled or 
administered the Australian polity. 

Some scholars and ethnic communities' representatives argued that it was 
unacceptable to lump largely all new settlers from different countries as 
'migrants', 'immigrants' or 'New Australians'. The last term was for official use 
by ·the government assimilationist policy bureaucrats and politicians for public 
consumption and often used as a metaphor for discrimination against newcomers. 
Instead, different national groups of migrants identified as they did in accordance 
with their ethnicity of origin - because migrants were migrants but never 
anonymous identities (Dimitreas, 1995). Finally, the tenns migrant and immigrant 
were redefined and given their rather specific connotations as a result of the 
introduction of the word 'ethnos' (nationhood) in the Australian social sceince 
dictionary. Thus, each migrant or national group was defined as ethnic group, with 
the tenn ethnicity used interchangeably. The Hellenic tenn 'ethnos' was imported 
from the United States and officially coined in Australia by the Labor government's 
charismatic Mi.nister for Immigration Al Grasby in his inaugural lecture titled 
'Family of Nations' in 1973, were a commitment was made to tenninate 
discrimination cause the use of the such words as 'migrant' (Grasby, 1977). 

The ERM campaigns for the introduction of Mediterranean space within the 
Australian education system, was, as I described previously, an issue of 
recognition of the difference within that space. Its campaigns for the attainment 
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of migrant education rights maintained a prominent position in debates amongst 
different ethnic communities throughout the 1970s. 

The year 1974 was the highlight for migrant education because, for the first 
time in national history, the ERM, along with the workers' unions, dealt with 
migrant education by organising a national conference (Martin, 1978). The 
conference addressed migrant education, the introduction of ethnic languages2 and 
cultures within the curriculum of government schools, both as an issue of right and 
as an issue of pedagogy. It was argued that such schools provided trained teachers 
and also students could attend classes during nonnal day hours, instead of having 
to spend their evenings or Saturdays studying their parents language when at the 
same time British-Australian chldren could do other things, including having 
time off from school. 

General confusion prevailed since the 1970s as to whether the t~aching of 
different ethnic languages and cultures should or should not be part of government 
schools' curriculum. There was the position of the Right and the position of the 
Left expressed both within and outside the Ethnic Right Movement. The Left 
insisted largely in favour of the introduction of migrant (ethnic) languages into 
government schools, its reasoning based on the view that government schools 
provided an all embracing inclusiveness for Australian children and, as indicated, 
could also ensure better quality of professional teaching school environment, all 
funded by public money. Many - especially from within the Right - argued that 
non-British children or anyone for that matter,-should be able to learn or maintain 
a language and culture as part of their training in afternoon, after hours and 
Saturday or Sunday schools (run by immigrants themselves). It was maintained 
that such schools provided pedagogically more natural social and cultural space· 
for the learning of languages (Southern European or Mediterranean), thus 
enhancing the development of identity of otherness by strengthening their self 
image in the context of Australia's cultural diversity. 

In fact, from the mid 1970s an increasing number of state schools introduced 
Greek, Italian and many other languages according to demand (in the early days, 
there were problems with shortages), staffing and resource availability, attitudinal 
problems with members of school councils towards the introduction of 
Mediterranean space in government schools. In addition to teaching in afternoon 
and after hours schools in general by ethnically owned schools, some state 
governments introduced and funded the teaching of languages other than English 
at Saturday schools. In the absence of qualified language teachers, government 
provision remained such that staffing sufficiency was completed through the 
employment of University language students. 

By the late 1970s, there was a mixed system in operation. Some" ethnic 
population groups, including the Hellenic community, kept teaching Modern 
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Greek in state or government schools, in private day or bilingual schools and in 
ethnic schools run by private individuals, lay community organisations. and the 
Greek Orthodox Church. The tripartite model reflects the nature of the 
Mediterranean language school education space in Australia. For all its pitfalls, 
the model provided a rather complex and interesting combination of school 
choices than anyone single school system dominated by the state bureaucracy and 
cultural hegemony. This system provided greater space for diversity to develop in 
the nation althoug~ such systems may infringe on the quality of education 
provided or even lead to a rise in school fee costs, unless otherwise careful control 
mechanisms existed. Such school models are not necessarily existent for all ethnic 
minority population groups. The reason for this is that some language and ethnic 
population groups either have minimum cultural and linguistic maintenance or 
are on the way of almost total assimilation. This is the case for the Gennans, 
Dutch, and the Maltese, for instance. 

The views of supporters and critics of one or another school system for the 
teaching of courses in the best way to maintain ethnic languages and cultures of 
any given Mediterranean ethnic population group; have largely reflected in the 
local ethnicaUy owned and controlled newspapers, especiaUy from the 1970s to 
the present time. Evident in the content of articles and debates is infonnation about 
the 'great conflict' between ethnic community leaders and the government sector. 

The ethnic community leadership had been expressing their preference for or 
against the establishment of day time bilingual schools run privately by diverse 
ethnic communities or such individuals, while many, especially the Left favoured 
the .incorporation of L.O.T.E. (Languages Other Than English) in government 
schools. The implementation ofL.O.T.E. policy is a matter of careful planning and 
the co-ordination between the various L.O.T.E. providers - government 
mainstream schools, the Victorian School of Languages (VSL) and after hours 
ethnic schools (Languages Other Than English in Government Schools, 1995). 
According to a Victorian government report released in 1995, for example, 

'Eighteen languages were taught in primary schools in 1995, 17 in 
secondary colleges and 41 through the Victorian School of Languages 
(former Saturday Schools of Languages). In addition, the Distance Education 
Section of. the Victorian School of Languages provided 7 languages. 
Fifty-two languages were provided through after hours ethnic schools. 
Italian, Japanese, Indonesian, German, French, Chinese (Mandarin), Modern 
Greek and Vietnamese continued to be the languages in the greatest demand 
in 1995. However, the Directorate of School Education hopes to maintain a 
breadth of high quality programs and languages and after hours ethnic 
schools ... After hours ethnic schools were not covered by the survey, but 
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some idea of their role can be gauged from enrolments. There were 25,550 
students attending the 196 ethnic schools funded for 1995' (Victorian 
Directorate of Education, ]'995). 

This excerpt indicates that there are at least four Asian-pacific languages 
currently taught in Australian schools following the increasing migration to 
Australia from these countries over the last two decades. As a result of this 
migration intake from the.countries of the Asian Pacific .rim. there has been an 
increase in the emphasis of L.O.T.E in the public school sector on Asian 
languages, particularly Chinese. Japanese, Indonesian, and Vietnamese. 

In addition, as Australia's economic rationale changed by the early 1980s 
through deregulation, privatisation and corporatisation of the government and 
non-government sectors, with transactions increasing the Asian-Pacific 
dependency, so has the shift of L.O.T.E. teaching at government schools. This 
shift for example is evident in the amount 01. funds allocated by the 
Commonwealth Department of Employment Education and Training (DEET) to 
these four Asian languages in contrast to other European or other Mediterranean 
languages. 

DEET expresses Commonwealth Government's policy on languages through 
the allocation of funds to different states. Evidence also suggests that over the last 
decade there has been an obvious funding departure from L.O.T.E. (European), in 
favour of government interest for Asian languages. This funding is allocated 
through NALSAS (National Asian Languages and Studies in Australian Schools). 
NALSAS is. a strategy which involves the collaboration of states and the 
Commonwealth. For example, the government allocated approximately $8-10 
million dollars for the priority language programme i.n contrast to approximately 
$13 million dollars for NALSAS for the two financial years of 1994-1995. 
Ironically, while the teaching of priority languages programme includes the 
teaching often European languages, their funding has only been $4 million dollars 
per year combined. In contrast, the NALSAS includes the teaching of four Asian 
languages only, namely: Japanese, Korean, Indonesian and Chinese. The last four 
were separated from priority languages programme and were contextualised as 
NALSAS, receiving separate and additional funds and treatment with at least four 
times above the amount of funds provided for any European language other than 
English. 

At the same time, because there is a lack of adequately qualified educators to 
teach Asian languages, DEET allocates special funds for the retraining of existing 
teachers attended during evening classes in order to upgrade their qualifications 
and introduce teaching of a given Asian language at the schools. Teachers have 
to attend classes once a week, doing something like a crash course for two 
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semesters. Following completion of the course students receive their certificate, 
they are then regarded as qualified to teach an Asian language such as Japanese, 
Korean, Indonesian and Chinese. Subsequently, such teachers could go to their 
schools and introduce courses on one of the Asian languages in which they have 
been trained. Although according to a Japanese trained tertiary educator of 
Japanese language in Victoria, 

'the teaching by such staff takes place despite the fact thai Asian 
-languages are probably up to three times harder than European languages to 
learn. DEET has given for example large sums of money for many 
universities to this purpose, including: Swinburne, Monash, and Melbourne 
universities in the state of Victoria' (Japanese Lecturer, Interview, 13 August 
1996). 

There are beyond doubt immediate economic and cultural forces in operation 
encouraging governments to focus on Asia and the Pacific Rim. In the area of 
education, for example, 80-90 percent of all full fee-paying students are from Asia 
and these constituted 81,000 foreign students studying in Australian institutions, 
most of whom were from the nearby countries of the Asian-Pacific region. During 
1995 these students imported into the country approximately $2 billion dollars in 
export revenue to cover their expenses for courses fees, rent and so on. In addition, 
60 percent of all Australian manufactured goods goes to Asia. Likewise, in the 
services sector too, 60 percent of in-bound international tourism is from Asia 
(ABS, 1995). 

An increasing number of Australian universities establish university schools 
or such departments and run off shore courses in university centres in countries 
of South East Asia such as Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Hong Kong. 
Among such universities as RMIT, Monash, Victoria University of Technology, 
University of Western Sydney-Hawkesbury, and La Trobe. Similarly, an 
increasing number of courses and Asian Studies Centres are established 
throughout Australia. Again, an Asian studies review published in 1991 (Asian 
Studies Association of Victoria, 1991:133), shows the recent proliferation of 
Asian studies centres in Australian Universities in the last three years, rising 
from scarcity in 1987 to at least 20 by 1990. The Japanese language alone, 
according to the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies (ANU, 1996) is 
served in at least 30 out of 38 Australian'universities, while 33 offer some sort 
of Japan-related units. 

In line with the foregoing, before the beginning of the decline of the number 
of enrolments to study one or more of the South European languages.began in the 
early 1990s, there was an increase in the number of tertiary institutions teaching 
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such languages. For example, the number of tertiary institutions providing 
teaching in Modern Greek was I in 1968 increasing to 14 by the 1980s, either in 
departments per se or as courses run within such departments. Since the early 
1990s however, the number of these departments or Modem Greek and related 
courses taught within Australian universities are being challenged by a rapid 
decline in different universities. For example, in the State of Victoria three 
departments teaching Modem Greek courses are under threat of being closed 
down over the next few years. These include Deakin University, the University 
of Melbourne, and also Monash University. Similar trends have been observed in 
other Australian States. 

The increasing shift towards the teaching of Asian languages and Cultures 
within Australian universities is gaining a corporatist status rather than one which 
is' based on rights of inhabitants of this country who· have a European heritage. 
Everything seems to be calculated in terms of dollars, neo-political rhetoric of 
regional and international context than purely academically recognised and 
defined contexts based on Australia's past European cultural or ethnically and 
scholarly defined heritage, and above all on the grounds of living sizeable 
communities already established in Australia for many decades. 

Australia has obviously made a radical shift in its post-war language policy for 
two reasons. Firstly, because the nation's economic and geopolitical interest have 
been increasingly defined in global and more so in regional context. Secondly, 
because increasing migrations from the nearby countries of the Asia-pacific 
countries have inevitably brought this nation, for the first time since white 
European settlement into very close, cultural proximity with the country's real 
neighbours. 

Placing the debate in broader context, unlike the Asian e~perience, until today 
there is not even a single Mediterranean studies course centre in Australia. While 
there have been an increasing proliferation of Asian research and studies centres 
operating in the country over the last few years as a result of trade and business 
links with Asia, there is no evidence to suggest that something related is occurring 
in connection to countries or Australia's ethnic population groups from the 
Mediterranean region. Thus, questions arising from the experiences are many, 
especially in connection with the cultural and historic origin of Australia's 
Southern European settlers all of whom have without any serious consultation 
been forced to accept Australia's new economic order as the only way out for 
their survival. 

This means that until the present period of the 1990s, the experiences of 
Southern Europeans in Australia was the experience of a Southern European 
microcosm with different national origins in the context of one single nation state, 
namely Australia. Their efforts towards the creation of Mediterranean space has 
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been both a real and imaginary reflection of the social tensions, political conflict 
and economic antagonism found within single nation states of their European 
homeland prior to and after their migration and settlement in Australia. These 
tensions were transmitted both consciously and unconsciously across the other 
end of the world (but without the lUxury of the protection provided to them within 
their own nation state) by individual social actors, with analogous if not more 
difficulties associated with the efforts of single nation states of the South 
struggling for rights over the rather materially or industrially wealthier and 
dominant North within the European Union. The tensions of the debate about 
North and South or about Centre and Periphery in the EU with its economic and 
political ramifications, whether real or imaginary. has been central in Australian 
social sciences. It has remained a great divide in the debate amongst Australian 
academics and other sceptics throughout this century about the 'quality' 
difference between the Northern European over the Southern European and other 
Mediterranean migrants, as that quality is being defined by its critics! In other 
·words. Southern European migrants, whether Hellenes or Italians, Maltese, or 
Yugoslavs, faced the direct racial, cultural, economic, political and legal hurdles, 
and the implications which have been evident in European history of colonisation 
with contemporary implications of the nation-state, with lasting effects for 
migrants and their children in the future. 

Likewise, contemporary developments occurring in regional as well as in 
global trade and politics, with its regionalising ramifications as zones of trade such 
as EU or APEC (Asian Pacific Economic Co-Operation). have created new 
possil:iilities for nation-~tates as agents of civil society, especially in the area of 
labour economics and citizenship. That is, current economic and political 
developments coinciding as they have with the blurring of the boundaries of the 
nation-state. These factors are forcing the nation-state to search for new economic 
markets within and beyond their immediate boundaries within their regional 
zones, seeking co-operation more fiercely than ever before, with marketing 
competition 'increasingly eliminating (in principle) trade restrictions within given 
regional territories. This l.eads to increasing economic inter-dependency together 
with technological advancement which greatly facilitated communication, leading 
to new types of trans-national labour and business migrations. These otherwise 
new specialist migrations lead increasingly to new forms of dominance and 
control over the previous generation of labourers and their skilled or unskilled 
children, many of whom are of ethnic minority population groups of non-British 
origin in the case of Australia (who often are not offered employment even if they 
are well qualified. because first preference is usually given to British-Australians 
as in the era of White Australia (1901-1972). Today, immigrants and their 
chidlren are being retrenched or 'cannot find employment in the era of post-
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industrialisation. These developments in conjunction with the new ag~ of labour 
and fonns of mon,itored migr~tion between nation-states have never been 
experienced before. They raise questions about the capacity .or ability of the 
nation-state to function as the rational representative of civil society, responsible 
for providing ntinal education and training for children of diverse ethnic languages 
and cultures. whether from the countries of the European periphery of the 
Mediterranean or from any other part of the world for that matter, outside the 
British Isles. 

Notes 

* This paper was presented at the 17th CESE Conference, held in Athens October 13-18, 1996. 
The conference theme was 'Education and Restructuring of the European space: Centre-Periphery, 
North-South, Identity-Otherness'. 

1 To calculate the number of Southern Europeans in Austmlia or the popul~tion of any et.hnic 
group, one needs to take into account the numbers of each ethnic group who came to Australia from 
different nation states. For example, the Austmlian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures of 1981 show 
324,000 of first and second generation Greeks. Such calculations, unless added, do not include 
approximately 35-60,000 Cypriots, 14-20,000 from Egypt. and many others from Turkey, the 
ex-Soviet Union, Romania, the Middle East and other parts of Europe and the World. In addition, if 
the third and subsequent genemtions are taken into account, the number of Australia's Hellenism may 
well exceed the 500,000 figure. In contrast to such approxi.mate estimates, demographer Charles Price 
in on article on ethnic strength titled 'The Ethnic Character of the Australian Population' (1988), shows 
only 360,000 Greeks based on 1986 CenSUS. This figure is justified according to the author (in a 
telephone communication I had with him in 1993), in the light of the number of Greeks who have 
returned to Greece since the initiation of post-war migration which is approximately 70,000 people. 
Ifhowever, Hugo's figures above are taken as a base for a pilot calculation, then the number of Greeks 
in Australia is much higher than the figures provided by Price based on ethnic origin. This may well 
mean that Southern Europeans and their descendants now living in Australia may in fact be a fairly 
substantial part of the Australian population above that of the ordinary ABS calculation for one country 
of origin. 'Similarly, the figures for Italians and other ethnic origins may be substantially higher. 

2 At this rather early stage of change, as in the case of this conference, the participants did not use 
the term 'ethnic languages' but 'community languages', that is, actually spoken languages within the 
Australian social space by immigrants and their offspring. Additionally, as argued earlier, different 
population communities, were called migrant communities. The term ethnic communities 
became prevalent after the term ethnic groups became well known in Australia sometime after this 
conference was held. 

Yiannis Dimitreas can be contacted at the Victoria University of Technology, 
Department of Social and Cultural Studies, McKecnie Street, St Albans Campus, 
PO Box 14428, M.C.M.C. Melbourne. Victoria 8001, Australia. Tel. 0393652136; 
Fax: 0393652242. 
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LES REPRESENTATIONS SOCIALES DE LA VILLE 
CHEZ LES ECOLIERS DE DEUX VILLES 
EUROPEENNES, D'ARLES ET DE SPARTE: UNE 
APPROCHE COMPARATIVE 

AIiGLI ZAFEIRAKOU 

Resume - Dans le cadre d'un programme educatif realise en 1994 relatif au 
d-eveloppement historique de deux villes med.i!erra1'!eenneS, Aries (France) et 
Sparte (Grece), nous avons effecti une analyse des representations sodales de la 
vUle chez deux groupe4 d'tLeves, ages de douze ans, qui se sond rencontres, 
durant une semaine, respectivement aArles et a Sparte. L' emergence des elements 
centraux des representations sodales chez chaqu'un des deux groujJes d'eleves 
est mise en rapport avec leurs appartenances culturelles differentes. 
L'interpretation s'elabore a partir des dessins du plan de deux villes realises 
individuellement par les eleves de chaque groupe. Il s'agit id d'une reflexion 
exploratrice dans le cadre d'un~ recherche en cours. 

Introduction 

momparer la fac;on dont des jeunes eleves de deux pays europeens voient ce que 
I'on nomme le patrimoine culturel de la ville peut nous aider a eclaircir certains 
aspects de la coexistance de multiples identites culturelles ai' interieur de l' espace 
europeen. Par le tenne de patrimoine culturel de la ville nous entendons ici nori 
seulement tout ce qui implique dans la ville une valeur historiqu'e et archeogique, 
mais aussi les constructions et creations contemporaines.1 Comme nous alIons le 
voir, la sensibilisation de jeunes eleves de deux pays differents a leurs patrinoines 
culturels mutuels permet de ereer un espaee pour un mode original de dialogue 
entre ces jeunes sur tout ce qui a trait aux particularites et elements communs de 
leurs heritages culturels. 

Le choix de faire se rencontrer precisement des eleves d' Aries et de Sparte n'a 
pas ete aleatoire. Ces deux villes ont en effet des caracteristiques communes. 
Petites villes mediterraneennes -leur population est respectivement de 60.000 et 
20.000 habitants - elles sont, toutes deux, situees 11 quelques dizaines de 
kilometres de la mer et construites sur les rives de fleuves historiques, bien que de 
taille inegale.le Rhone et l'Eurotas. Les deux villes ont un riche passe historique. 
sur lequel nous ne revenons pas ici. Il suffit de rappeler que le tissu urbain d' ArIes 
remonte 11 I'epoque de sa fondation en 46 av. JC, par Julius Cesar. A partir de ses 
origines romaines, la transformation spatiale de la ville se poursuit a travers le 
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Moyen-Age, la Renaissance et les temps modernes dans une continuite 
remarquable, qui lui donne son aspect fortement organique, en fin de compte peu 
affect<! par des constructions modemes. La genese de la ville de Sparte est beaucoup 
plus fracturee, meme dans sa topographie. A partir la periode mycenienne jusqu' aux 
annees romaines, Sparte aurait. connu une implantation continue aux abords 
d'Eurotas. n s'en suit une periode d'obscurit<! (IV-VII siec1e) avant que la ville ne 
reapparalt durant la periode franque et byzantine sous la forme de la cite de Mystra, 
qui est par contre situee aux pieds desmontagnes de Taygetos, it une dizaine de 
kilometres de la Sparte antique. Progressivement abandonnee et tombee en ruine 
sous l'occupation ottomane, Sparte meme a ete refonde en 1834, au bord de 
l'Eurotas, sur le site meme de la Sparte antique. L'Etat grec venait alors de se 
constituer en Etat':'Nation autonome et avait besoin de quelques symboles forts. 
Cette Sparte nouvelle a evolue sur et a travers meme les restes antiques, tandis que 
des immeubles de beton dominent maintenant l'aspect de la ville. 

Si Sparte et ArIes se rejoignent donc sur le plan de la richesse de leur patrimoine 
culturel,l'histoire de leurs formes spatiales a et<! rythmee d'une fagon tres differente. 
Dans le cas d' ArIes on remarque une readaptation continue de ses constructions, 
sans coupures, ni deplacements de I'espace d'habitation depuis sa fondationjusqu'a 
aujourd'h~i, qui aboutit au visage actueI de la ville Oll cohabitent et s'entrechoquent 
des biltiments et des elements architecturaux de toutes les epoques. A Sparte, on note 
le jeu d'apparition-disparition, rupture-substitution qui se realise surtout dans le tres 
large espace d'habitation qui comporte la partie haute de la vallee de l'Eurotas avec 
le Menelaion, la ville actuelle de Sparte et Mystra. Dans la Sparte d'aujourd'hui, 
teUe qu'elle se presente tout au moins aux yeux d'un visiteur,les traces de ce passe 
n' apparaissent que difficilement. 

Dans les deux cas, la ville integre des epoques diverses, des rythmes architec
turaux plus ou mains hannonieux, des techniques de constructions et des inten!ts· 
sou vent contradictoires et antagonistes. C~pendant, en depit de ces contradictions et 
de ces heurts, la ville fonne le champ de la materialisation des orientations de la plus 
large communaute. Ce sontjustement ces 'consentements' de la communaute sur la 
ville, anciennes et recentes, pacifiques et violentes que des eleves fran'tais et grecs 
de deux ecoles des villes de Sparte et ArIes, ont etudies en mars et mai 1994. 

Rencontre et recherche 

Les reflexions que nous elaborons ici, sont fonnutees a partir d'une experience 
d'echange entre eleves frangais et grecs dans le cadre d'un programme d'echange 
a caractere educatif et culturel entre des ecoles des pays de l'Union Europeenne. 
Les eleves des classes de la sixieme de la Premiere Ecole primaire de Sparte 
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(11-12 ans) et les eJi;ves de la premiere classe du college Frederic Mistral d' Aries 
(11-12 aos) se sont rencontres a deux occasions pendant une semaine. a savoir a 
Sparte en mars 1994 et a Aries en mai1994. Pour I'elaboration et la mise en oeuvre . 
de chacun des programmes, les Mucateurs des deux classes collaborerent avec des 
archeolog\les, des architectes, des historiens de la ville et autres professionnels 
ainsi qU'avec des artistes de chacune des villes.2 

Notre recherche a ete realisee a Aries comme a Sparte pendant le programme 
Mucatif cite precMemment.3 Le but de la recherche etait d'etudier, dans les deux 
groupes d' 6leves grecs et fran\=ais la genese et le contenu de lenrs representations 
de leur propre ville et de celle des autres. La recherche profitait de conditions 
pedagogiques remarquablement propjees, ou justement I'intervention educative 
avait pour theme principal l'evolution historlque de deux villes. La recherche 
faisait partie integrante du programme dans la mesure ou Ies dessins des 6leves ici 
analyses, ant 6te elabores au cours du programme educatif. 

L'interet d'une semblable recherche est double. D'une part, sur un .plan 
theorique et a I"issue d'autres enquetes de la Psychologie Sociale s"ur les 
representations de la ville, explorer comment les jeunes se representent chacune 
des deux vill~s et en plus dans queUe mesure les deux groupes les representent 
differemmetit. L'hypothese est que,avec i'emergence des representations de deux 
groupes, certains aspects de leur maniere de concevoir un patrimoine culturel 
soient ec1aires, sans qu'il soit necessairement possible de ramener de 
particuliarites ou de differences locales a des traits generalises. D'autre part, sur 
un plan plus pedagogique, reflechir sur des perceptions et des representations des 
eleves (mais aussi des autres membres de la-communaute educative), sur leur 
environnement social, cultureI et urbain, peut contribuer a encourager les 
programmes educatifs transculturels communs entre Ies pays europeens. En ce 
sens Ies resultats de notre recherche peuvent 8tre utHes a la formation 
comp16mentaire des educateurs pour l' elaboration et la materialisation de 
programmes educatifs europeens communs. 

Notions theoriques et methodologiques 

Plusieurs recherches ont pour but I'etude des perceptions. des images, des 
representations, ou des mental maps que les habitants se construisent de Ieur ville. 
Ce genre d' etudes a notamment connu un certain essor durant Ies annres 60, avec 
des contributions a partir de la Psychologie de l'Environnement. Les reflexions et 
notions que K. Lynch (1960) formula dans son livre L'Image de la Ville, 
main tenant considere comme un classique, donna lieu a tout un programme de 
recherche dans ce champ- Geographes et sociologues de la ville produisirent 
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egalement, a partir les annees 60, des approches ou on prenait compte des 
rapports physiques et imaginaires des habitants avec l'environnement (Jacobs 
1996). Ces approches connaissent actueIlement un nouvel essor, mais ceUe 
fois-ci plutot en relation avec la crise de la ville conc;ue comme une jungle 
urbaine ou beaucoup n'arrivent plus a se retrouver ou a construire des liens 
emotionels avec leur environnement (de Certeau 1990). Dans le domaine de la 
psychologie sociale, I'etude de S. MiIgram et de D. Jodelet (1976) sur Ies cartes 
psychologiques de Paris, prend compte de I 'attachement affectif des habitants a 
la ville globale en relation, entre autre; avec _le quartier ou ils habitent. Plus 
recemment, des recherches ont encore porte sur les representations de la ville 
chez des groupes sociaux determines. K. Noschis (1987) se refere it un quartier 
de Venise pour etudier la signification sentimentale du voisinage. P. Amphoux 
(1994) se concentre sur I'imagination topographique des espaces verts a 
Lausanne. En Grece, nous disposons notamment d'une recherche de P. 
Kosmopoulos (1994), sur la perception du centre urbain de Thessalonique par 
ses habitants. 

Deux elements, I'un theorique et I'autre methodologique, qui peuvent etre 
compris comme faisant l'unite de ces travaux, inspirent aussi I'analyse de 
I'experience que nous presentons ici. Ces dessins, sontrealises en deux phases, au 
debut et a la fin de chaque programme Mucatif dans Ies deux villes. 

Pour etudier la perception des hommes de Jeur milieu environnant, la methode 
de faire elaborer des croquis de la ville4 pour Ies analyser ensuite, a ete amplement 
utilisee par Ies psychologues de I'environnement, Ies urbanistes et les geographes, 
notamment a la suite de la recherche de K. Lynch (1960). D'un point de vue· 
cognitif, son utilisatiori ne va toutefois pas de soi. Il convient en effet de distinguer 
entre ce que les gens disent, ecrivent ou dessinent sur la ville et ce que sont leurs 
images mentales ou leurs representations de ceUe viIle. n existe un probleme 
quand on veut etudier les representations ou les images mentales que les gens se 
font d'un espace, d'un lieu ou d'une ville par le biais d'une demande d'un recit 
ou d'une representation g~phique. On ne saurait en effet confondre ce que les 
gens disent ou dessinent avec leurs images ou representations, c'est a dire 
supposer qu'il y a un lien direct entre Ies deux. Car ce qu'ils disent est deja Ieur 
propre interpretation de }'objet exterieur, et c'est ainsi qu'ils la connaissent. En 
plus,les gens peuvent etre mal a I' aise avec les dessins ou I' ecriture. Ce ne sont donc 
que des reflets partiels de Ieur image. On suppose toutefois une correspondance 
dans la mesure ou si ce n'est pas le reflet, c'est au moins une elaboration mentale, 
quelque chose interne et non pas exterieur a celui qui les elabore. 

Surun premier niveau, de la figuration ou du discours, i1 s'agit de l'expression 
d'une signification,. alors· que sur un deuxieme, l'image mentale ou la 
representation exprime la signification attribuee par une personne a un objet 
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culturellement defini. Les deux niveaux s'influencent mutuelleinent et a partir 
de ce point on peut donc s'imaginer que des etudes relatives a. l'un et l'autre 
soient entreprises. 

Dans notre recherche a ainsi surgi le probleme de la correspondance du 
croquis avec les representations memes. Toutefois, comme l'explique Canter 
(1977), meme s'il y a un transfert insuffisant des representations interieures sur 
le dessin, cela ne signifie pas que ce dernier perd son sens en tant qu'outil de 
recherche. Nous ajouterions, au contraire, .qu'i} s'agit d'une methode qui 
fournit du materiel riche et des indications pour sonder les representations d'un 

. groupe defini. 
Sur un plan theorique, ce qui peut unir les analyses, c'est bien la notion de 

representation sociale, teUe qu' elle a eM definie par Serge Moscovici et I' equipe 
de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, en France. La representation 
sociale peut etre definie comme l'elaboration d'un objet social par une 
communaute ou un groupe avec l'objectif d'agir et de communiquer. Les 
representations sont sociales puisqu'elles portent sur un objet social et surtout 
puisqu'elles se forment en vertu de la communication entre les membres d'un 
groupe. Cette definition de la representation sociale est toutefois saisie par des 
courants tres differents de la psychologie sociale en fonction des objets de 
recherches specifiques et de la methodologie adoptee. La mMhodologie qui 
consiste a saisir les rep~esentations sociales est tantot plus experimentale et 
quantitative, tantot plus anthropologique et ethnographique (Jahoda 1988). 

C'est aussi par rapport a la notion de representation sociale que s'inscrit la 
presente etude, qui se veut une monographie ii double ~olet (Ades et Sparte). Dans 
notre recherche, a partir des des sins et ecrits des eleves fran~ais et grecs, les 
representations sociales sont etudit'!es comme un systeme de perceptions des idees, 
des logiques et des images qu'ont l'un et l'autre groupe d'eleves pour un objet 
socialement defini, a l'occasion"le patrimoine culturel des villes d'ArIes et de 
Sparte. Dans la mesure ou il s'agit d'une recherche de terrain, eUe est qualitative 
et pour ceUe raisoD justement exploratoire. 

Plus concretement, notre etude sur les representations sociales de la ville teUes 
qu'elles se fonnent chez des eleves grecs et fran~ais est focalisee sur les points 
suivants: 

a) La procedure de. structuration et d' orga~isation des represe~tations des jeunes 
sur la ville. 

b) La 'presence ou I'absence d'elements de la ville ayant une signification 
symbolique particuliere. 

c) La place des elements exprimant la di11l:ension actuelle et moderne des villes. 
d) L'ensemble de ces questions est aborde sous un angle comparatif. 
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Interpreter des dessins 

La presente etude est en COUfS et comporte plusieurs niveaux d'analyse tant des 
textes n!diges sur le thome 'Ma viIIe', que des dessins des eloves. L'analyse des 
croquis des villes des 6leves franc;ais et grecs faurnit une masse d'infonnations a 
propos du contenu, le noyau central, les fanctions ainsi que la dynamique des 
representations sociales que forment les deux groupes d'eloves pour les deux 
viIles, la leur et cene de l'autre. Les donnees de I'analyse serout soumises a un 
traitement comparatif. Au demeurant nous avons ci:Ioisi de presenter Ies resultats 
des analyses des dessins des eloves qui ant ete realises au debut et it la fin du 
programme pedagogique et qui concerneDt seulement la viUe de l' autre groupe. Ce 
sont done a present les resultats des analyses des croquis urbains que les !SIeves 
fran~ais ant fait sur Sparte et les eloves grecs sur ArIes. 

Deux autres types de materiels recueillis ne sont qu'accesoirement pris 'en 
compte ici. D'abord,l'analyse de courts textes sur le theme 'ma ville' rediges par 
les eleves fral1:~ais et grecs avant que les uns ne visitent'la ville de l'autre. Plus 
preeisement, on a demande aux deux groupes d'ecrire une lettre aux eleves qui 
allaient leur rend~e visite et d'y decrire leur ville. ~nsuite,j'ai fait usage des notes 
de genre ethnographique durant les deux programmes educatifs qui revetaient 
souvent le caraetere d'interviews ouverts. Dans ce cas-Hi, ant ete aussi mobilisees 
"des infonnations. qui aident a la comprehension des croquis. 

Les.ereves Grecs dessinent Aries 

Le premier jour de la visite des eleves grecs a ArIes, la ville a ete presentee 
a tous les eleves a travers une vue panoramique a partir d'un haut lieu d' ArIes, 
le monument archeologique 'les Arenes'. Les eloves de deux pays ant ete 
inities a I 'orientation et au mode d'organisation du plan de la ville. A eette fin 
fut aussi utilisee une copie du plan urbain de la ville. Ensuite, les eleves ont 
fait un tour de la ville en autocar pour avoir une premiere impression de la 
ville et de son patrimoine culturel. Apres ces deux activites il a ete demande 
aux eleves grees et fran~ais de dessiner individuellement un plan en couleur 
de la ville, tel qu'ils"l'imaginaient. Aucune precision n'a ete donne sur le genre 
de dessin it faire, si ce n'est qu'iI devrait s'agir d'un plan de la viIIe. II leur 
a ete demande egalement de nommer par ordre de priorite tout ce qu'ils 
dessinaient. 

Les seuls croquis qui sont ici pris en compte sont ceux des eleves grecs. Leurs 
27 dessins representent done leur image d' ArIes apres une journee dans une ville 
qu'its n'avaient, sans exception, jainais visite auparavant. 
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A premiere vue, on constate que les croquis se concentrent soit sur les dessins 
des batiments, soit les reseaux routiers, soit un mode mixte de presentation. Avec 
cette mise 11 pial de la ville, ils s'inspirenl tros clairemenl de I'image vue d'un poinl 
panaronamique, situe 3UX 'Arenes' ainsi que de celui montre avec le plan de la ville. 

L'analyse des dessins des enfants a eu lieu suivant deux parametres, ou deux 
guides de lecture. Le premier se refere au genre et a l'investissement symbolique 
des batiments et des espaces exterieurs qui s'inserent dans le tissu urbain. Le 
deuxieme concerne le plan morphologique de la ville, c'est a dire l'agencement 
des routes, la separation des quartiers, le degre d' integration et d' orientation donnt.~ 
au plan el plus gIobalemenl la maniere suivanl IaqueUe a ele represenle le lissu 
urbain. Pour les deux niveaux de lecture, il s'agit aussi de constater et d'interpreter 
l'absence d'elemenls. La relative frequence de menlion d'elemenls a ele ici 
consideree comme une trame d'analyse et d'exploration prioritaire. 

Pour l'analyse du genre et de la signification symbol~que des batiments et 
autres elements essentiels de I'architecture de la ville, nous avons effectue un 
recensemenl des bftlimenls, des espaces publics de la ville ainsi que des eMmenls 
natureIs dessines par Ies eloves. Quatre categories ont ete definies: (1) Les 
elements IraditionneIs el archeologiques, en bref ce qu'on appelle 
tradilionnelemenl palrimoine cuItureI; (2) Les eMmenls religieux; (3) Les 
elements quotidiens et actueIs, y compris Ies eMments de la fonction publique; 
(4) Les eMments natureIs, le paysage. 

En ce qui concerne Ies Mlimenls et Ies Iieux qui rappeUenl le passe hislorique 
de la ville et auxquels ses habitants attribuent une certaine valeur, it ressort de 
I'analyse de cette premiere serie de croquis, que les eleves grecs les reperent 
aisement et mentionnent souvent en priorite des batiments dotes d' une teUe valeur 
symbolique. Les Arenes et le Theatre Romain apparaissent le plus sou vent, sans 
doute parce qu'iIs sont le plus impressionnant (les Arones)ou le plus familier (le 
theatre antique). Mais en mSme temps it n'existe pas une senle reference sur les 
croquis a la Route Romaine. A premiere vue peut-Stre puisque eUe est peu 
spectaculaire, ou encore trop difficile a integrer dans un plan de la ville, de par sa 
localisation a la peripherie de la ville. Peu d'eloves dessinent le Musee Reattu qui 
est un musee d' art moderne, pourtant explicitement designe lors de la presentation 
panoramique de la ville et pendant la visite en car de la ville. Dne' mention 
particuliere y avait egalement ete fait Iors de l'excursion de lajaurnee. Ce premier 
dessin ils le font d'ailleurs dans la salle educative de ce Musee. 

En ce qui concerne les elements religieux, les eleves grecs semblent les reperer 
aussi aisement que les elements precedents. Des eglises, marquees du croix 
comme la Cathedrale SI. Trophime et le Clo!tre St Trophime, sont reperables dans 
la majorite des croquis. On remarque que le nambre de representation des eglises 
est superieur a celui de la Mairie. 
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En eIements architecturaux actuels tie la ville figurent dans les dessins 
notamment les batiments deja visites par les eleves g~ecs, comme le college-lycee 
Frederic Mistral, leur hotel, ou encore des maisons et des rues limitrophes a' 
ceux-ci. A deux reprises les eleves ont dessine avec humour une cab,ine 
teIephonique d'ou ils communiquent avec leurs familIes. Entin, a deux cas ont 
represente un MacDonald et un immeuble de plus de dix etages. n s'agit la 
d'eIements qui peuvent en effet particulierement impressionner les eleves d'une 
petite ville grecque de province, ou ni l'un ni l'autre n'existent. Reste a 
comprendre pourquoi on ne les retrouve que dans deux des vingt-sept dessins. 

Le Rh6ne est represente comme un element dominant dans le plan de la viIIe 
elabore par Ies eleves; ce qui correspond assez bien it la realite. Sa topographie par 
rapport a la vilIe est souvent saisi avec beaucoup de verite. Mais on peut aussi dire 
que la riviere impressionne les eleves. Eurotas est par rapport au Rhone une toute 
petite riviere et on ne retrouve, par ailIeurs, nulle part en Grece une riviere'd'une 
telle largeur. La pIu part des eleyes la depeignent avec de vives couleurs. Certains 
eleves notent son nom en fran~ais. On eonstate d'ailIeurs plus generalement que 
nombre d'eleves s'efforcent, avee sueees, d'eerire les noms des lieux, monuments 
ou sites en fran~ais. . 

Hors d'une deuxieme phase, qui se deroule le dernier jour de leur rencontre a 
ArIes, it a ete demande aux eleves, fran~ais et grees, de dessiner de nouveau la vilIe 
d'Arles et d'indiquer une promenade qu'ils proposeraient a un(e) ami(e) pour lui 
faire eonnaitre la ville et de marquer par ordre de priorite les lieux a visiter. Avec 
ce deuxieme seri~ de dessins nous visions a relever l~l!r degre d'attaeheme~t 
affectif avee les espaees et les batiments de la ville, qu'ils eonnaissaient 
maintenant depuis une semaine. Il devait aussi permettre d' etablir une 
comparaison avee la premiere serie de eroquls et ainsi de faire des interpretations 
sur la genese de la representation de la viIIe. 

Vingt eleves grecs sur les vingt-sept proposent comme point de depart de leur 
promenade imaginaire le Rhone, qui reste done omnipresent dans les dessins. Le 
deuxieme lieu de depart le plus frequemment choisi, est le Musee Reattu. Les 
eleves de Sparte n'avaient en principe jamais visite de musee d' Art Moderne, ils 
se sont, donc, familiarises avec le lieu, puisque nombre des activites educatives de 
la semaine y ont ete realisees. 

Les autres lieux indiques sur les croquis des ,eleves grecs concernent 
notamment et presque excIusivement les monuments qu'its ont visite et etudie, 
notarnment le Theatre Antique, Ies Arenes,I'Eglise St Trophime et I'Hippodrome. 
Ceux-ei .apparaissent dans un ardre relativement aIeataire. De~ preferences 
individuelIes dominent. 

Les choix quant a la fin de la promenade imaginee sont aussi relativement 
differencies. Quelques eleves choisissent comme point final de la promenade' le 
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point de depart, donc notamment la Rhone ou le Musee Reattu. Les autres choix 
sont disparates. Dans deux cas la promenade s'acheve au Super Marche. 

L'analyse des croquis prete a deux autres constats. Premierement, 10rs de 
l'analyse tant des dessins de la 2eme phase que ceux de la Iere phase, on observe 
le phenomene de la transposition, nOlamment au sujet du plan de la ville. Avec ce 
tenne nous designons la transposition des elements cognitifs de Ieurs ville • une . 
autre ville. Ainsi, si ArIes est caracterisee par un tissu urbain labyrinthique, 
dans bien des cas Ies eloves grecs ont dessine ArIes selon le mode-archetype 
ippodamien de Sparte. Deuxiemement, dans toutes les descriptions des 61eves 
grecs transparatt nettement leur tentative d'utiliser la langue fran~aise pour 
indiquer les noms des lieux et des momuments (ou meme leur propre nom) et ils 
y parviennent pratiquement dans tous les cas. Ce phenomene peut etre interprete 
comme une familiarisation des 6leves grecs avec un autre alphabet en dehors du 
grec, le latin, qui se presente comme une tendance du groupe des eleves grecs a 
etendre leurs connaissances. 

Les eleves Fran~ais dissinent Sparte 

La collecte des dessins des eleves franc;ais, lors de leur visite d'une semaine 
a Sparte deux mois apres la rencontre a ArIes, a ete effectuee selon les memes 
criteres que celles des eleves grecs. Pour leur jnterpretation nous avons eu recours 
aux categories d'analyse deja indiquees. 

Lors du premier jour de leur visite, les eleves franc;ais ant ete conduits all 
demier etage du plus haut immeuble de Sparte. Avec des plans de la ville it la main, 
ils ont ete confrontes avec le panorama de la ville et ses environs. On leur a indique 
divers points de repere d'ordre culturel (batiments, eglises, mairie, place centrale) 
et naturel (montagnes, riviere, direction de la mer) afin qu'its s'orientent. Avant 
de faire leurs dessins, ils ont encore eu I'occasion de faire un tour de la ville. 

Dans ceUe premiere serie de dessins, les eleves fran\=ais representent Sparte 
quasi exclusivement a travers des elements modernes et actuels. lis ne 'voient' a 
premiere vue dans la ville presque rien d'autre que des rues (avec des taxis 
rouges), des immeubles d'habitations (les polikatikia, qui dominent en effet 
l'architecture urbaine), des paImiers. Il y a une tendance a integrer dans le dessin 
des elements dont ils imaginent I'existence a Sparte oll dans ses environs directs, 
mais qui n'existent pas en realite: aeroport, port, terrain de golf, piscine, 
hippodrome. De ceUe maniere iIs renforcent leur idee d'une ville plutot moderne 
et fonctionnelle. On peut aussi penser que Ies ecoliers franc;ais identifient Sparte 
et son environnement avec une ambiance de vacance, d'autant plus qu'il fait un 
temps splendide. 
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Cinq petits franc;ais integrent dans leur plan de Sparte un ~imetiere et dans un cas 
deux cimitieres. Par contre, its n 'incorporent que tres rarement des eglises dans leurs 
dessins, quatre eleves sur vingt-cinq. Un eleve dessine un mosque, qui pourtant 
n'existe pas a Sparte. Les eglises orthodoxes, de par leur hauteur modeste, sont-its 
des points de reperes visuels peu evidents? Existe-il une difficulte a saisir leurfonne 
architecturale? Enfin, tandis que des elements archeologiques apparaissent peu, on 
retrouve dans presque tous les dessins une integration des e16ments naturels, 
notamment des montagnes, des arbres, palmiers, orangers, et des rivieres. Quatorze 
eloves fran<;ais donnent dans leur dessin une place importante i\ la Mairie, sans 
qu'une mention speciale y ait ete faite au cours de la premiore joumee. 

A la fin de leur visite i\ Sparte, il a ete demande egalement aux eloves fran<;ais 
de dessiner une promenade imaginaire dans cette ville. De i' analyse de ceUe 
deuxieme serie de dessins, ressortent, en bref, les e16ments suivants: 

1. La representation de la ville s'enrichit encore d'avantage d'e16ments du 
paysage environnant, comme si les eleves lisaient la ville a travers notamment 
ses environs. 

2. Le point de depart de la proinenade imaginee est le plus souvent fixe soit sur 
la place centrale, ou se trouve la Mairie, soit a l'hotel ou its ont ete loge et qui 
est donc pour eux un des lieux les plus familiers de la ville, l'autre etant les 
classes de l'ecole primaire la ou ils ont eu des sessions de travail. 

3. Le nombre de lieux que les ecoliers proposent de visiter est singulierement 
plus rOduit que celui propose par les eloves grecs i\ ArIes. 

11 Y a ici aussi liell a deux remarques plus synthetiques. Premierement, la 
presence du phenomene de transposition, deja observe dans les dessins des eleves 
grecs concernant ArIes, se repete ici. Pour donner un exemple, meme lorsque 
quelques eleves franc;ais reprennent dans leurs dessins les principes essentiels du 
strict quadrillage qui marque la morphologie de Sparte depuis sa rOfondation en 
1834, ils n'y ajoutent pas moins, a l'interieur des quartiers, des reflets d'.une ville 
organique, avec des rueIles et sentiers plus sinueux, comme a ArIes. 
Deuxiemement, aucun elove fran<;ais n' a integre des leUres de I' alphabet grec dans 
ses dessins et Us n'ont pas non plus ecrit leur nom en grec. 

Quelques reflexions 

1. La representation sociale qu'un groupe de personnes fonne sur une ville 
qu'it visite pour la premiere fois, est influencee par la representation qu'il porte 
avec lui de sa propre ville. Les 6leves' grecs et franc;ais. en voyant et en dessinant 
la ville de l'aut~e, la lisent aussi, en partie, a travers leur propre ville. Autrement 
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dit, ils tentent de saisir le nouveau en ayant recours a certains elements centraux 
ou principes organisateurs du deja Connu. Cela nous a aussi permis de relever la 
presence d'elements. absents de leur propre ville, .aussi longtemps qu'ils 
s'imposent d'une maniere visuellement forte (le Rhone a Aries; la place centrale 
ou i' Avenue centraie it Sparte). 

2. Dans les deux cas, les ecoHers integrent, a des degres divers, des elements 
du passe historique des deux villes dans leurs representations de la ville 
conteI1).poraine. Cela est notamment vrai pour les grecs dans leurs dessins d' Aries, 
mais on les retrouve aussi dans la deuxieme serie de dessins des franc;ais, une fois 
qu'ils ont decouvert par promenades, visites et travaux pratiques les raeines de la 
ville, qui restaient, au premier regard, largement inaperc;ues. Rappelons que le 
programme educatif qui encadrait les deux rencontres portait essentiellement sur 
l'evoiution historique de deux villes, ce qui impiiquaitdonc un travaii d'influence 
directe, du moins a court terme, sur leurs representations. 'Neanmoins, il parait 
hien que les enfants ontaussi un 'hesoin' plus general de trouver ou d'invente~des 
eiements historiques de ia ville qui permeltent de ia comprendre dans sa genese. 
Que ce 'besoin' de vouloir encrer la representation de fac;on historique soit plus 
fortement senti face a des villes ou I'heritage cultureI est plus manifeste Oll plus 
direct nous semble evident. 

3. Dne difference apparait entre Ies deux groupes d'61eves en ce qui concerne 
ie reperage et ie piacement des batiments charges symboliquement et pius 
precisement de caractere religieux. Les eleves grecs 'voient', 'se rappellent' plus 
faciiement ies eglises romanes d' Aries, que ieurs collegues frangais ies egiises 
orthodoxes de Sparte, ou ies eglises byzantines de Mystra, etant donne que Mystra 
entre souvent dans Ieurs dessins sur Sparte. En revanche, les ecoHers franc;ais 
semblent tenir le cimetiere actuel de la ville comme un element incontournable. 
dans leur representation de la ville, il apparait en effet dans nombre de leurs 
dessins. Or, its ne l' ontjamais visi"te. Les grecs, par contre, ne semblent pas porter 
un interet particulier aux cimetieres. Dans leurs dessins d' Aries, ils n'en font 
me'ntion qu'apres la visite du eimetiere paleo-chretien d' AIischamps. A la suite 
d'interviews nous avons meme appris qu'un grand nombre d·eleves grecs ignore 
le lieu ou se trouve le eimetiere de leur propre ville. Comment peut-on interpreter 
ce genre d'elements? Le reperage facile des eglises, traduit-il one presence plus 
forte d'une instruction religieuse chez les grecs? Le fait qu'ils ne reperent pas les 
cimetieres peut-il etre interpreter comme l'expression d'un souei de la famille 
grecque de 'proteger' l'enfant de la confrontation avec la mort? Le regard 
indifferent ou surpris des eleves franc;ais devant les eglises orthodoxes en Grece, 
et en meme temps la representation minutieuse d'un eimetiere a Sparte qu'ils n' ont 
jamais visite expriment-ils une instruction civique que religieuse qui integre les 
elements 'utHes' pour le ~onctionnement de la ville et de la communaute? 
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4. Dans le meme sens va la comparaison: concemant la presence de la Mairie 
dans les dessins de deux groupes. Pour les frangais, la Mairie semble etre un 
batiment central et dominant de la ville. Tandis que chez Ies eleves grecs la Mairie 
d' ArIes ne regoit pas une telle attention. 

5. Vne differenciation .s'observe egal~ment au sujet de I'integration des 
elements contemporains de la ville dans les representations des eleves . .Les eleves 
frangais integrent d'avantage d'elements quotidiens actuels dans leurs ~essins que 
les grecs. Tant dans les dessins des eleves grecs sur ArIes comme dans leurs 
dessins sur leur propre ville, dominent des references aux monument historiques 
et religieux aloes que des elements actuels apparaissent rarement dans leurs 
dessins. Les eleves grecs sembient done particulierement sensibles aux eIemeJ.lts 
de I'heritage cultureI, Ies "valeurs sOres', comme elles sont imposees par la 
societe, par I' education et par la famille. Les fran,ais constatent que Sparte 
actueHe est une ville modeme Oll la riche histoire est certes pres~nte, mais eUe se 
trouve soit sous la ville, soit loin (Mystra, Menelaion) oU'moins loin de la ville 
(theatre ancien), mais toujours hors morphologie contemporaine. Dans leurs 
dessins ifs renvoient a la ville, l'image d'une fracture historique bien reelle. Les 
spartiates, avec Ieur rapport complique avec le passe, trouvent iI ArIes une ville . 
qui, au mains dans le present, garde apparemment plus de trace du passe. 
L'integration des eJements entierement t:teufs caracterise particulierement les 
tentatives des eleves grecs qui se servent de l'alphabet frangais pour noter les 
denominations sur le pl~.n imaginaire d' ArIes. 

Le present texte ne pretend pas a donner plus qu'un brefbilan d'une recherche 
en cours. Ainsi, ne sont pas pris en compte dans cette p~6sentation, les autres 
materiels d'enquete, recuperes durant ces deux rencontres et qui peuvent 
singulierement enrichir les interpretations, a savoir les dessins des eleves frangais 
sur ArIes, les dessins des eleves grecs sur Sparte, les textes ecrits par les deux 
groupes sur les deux villes et les infonnations obtenues grace a des entretiens 
ponctuels avec les eleves sur leurs dessins. Mais avec les materiaux traites ici, 
nous disposons deja d'elements suffisants pour montrer la richesse potentielle de 
ce genre d'approche methodologique pour une interpretation systematique et une 
analyse comparee du processus de genese des representations sociales de la ville, 
ainsi que de leurs dimension symbolique et imaginaire. lIs nous permettent; enfin, 
de suivre le processus de genese des representations d'un groupe defini et 
d'aborder la question. de son identite culturel1e. 
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Notes 

C'est aussi la definition donnee par la Direction du Patrimoine Culturel. Ministere Fran~ais de la 
CuIt~ et de la Francophonie. 

2 Ce programme educatif etait finance par l'E.E., la Mairie de Sparte et d' ArIes. la Region de 
Laconie et la Direction du Patrimoine du Ministere de la Culture fran~ais. La 5eme Direction des 
Antiquites Byzantines (8 Sparte) lui a egalement apporte son sontien. 

3 Dans la mesure qu'it s'agit ici de presentec-quelques reflexions theoriques, le contenu du 
programme Mueatif ne sera pas plus analyse. Celui~ci a d'ailleurs fait l'objet d'une presentation 
lors du c;olloque de la Chambre Teclmique de Grece (TEE) en decembre 1993. sous le titre, 'Ville
Lieux de Memoire:'une experience pedagogique avec des 61eves de Sparte et d' Aries'. 

4 En Grece, le tennexartis-skitso s'est impose comme le_plus aproprie. Cf. P. Kosmopoulos, Op.cif. 
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FROM THE FIELD 

PEACE EDUCATION IN ISRAEL - ENCOUNTER 
AND DIALOGUE 

DOVDAROM 

Abstract - On the background of deep feelings of animosity, fear and distrust 
. between Jews and Arabs. a number of educational projects are sponsored in Israel 
aimed at furthering co-existence and peace. This paper is a report of one such 
project - Children Teaching Children (CTC). The CTC Project is based on a series 
offace-to-face encounters between two parallel junior high school classes - one 
from an Arab school, the other from a lewish school, stretching over a period of 
two years. The project is based on principles of humanistic education, stressing 
inter-personal dialogue. experiential learning on affective as well as cognitive 
levels,furthering values of empathy, acceptance, pluralism and democracy. Some 
of the outcomes of CTC are described, both on the basis of pre/post measurements, 
as well as participant observation methods. These outcomes point to considerable 
changes of attitude in both groups, such as a decrease in feelings of mutual 
strangeness, alienation and hatred, a better understanding of the Aral;-Israeli 
conflict and the paid it inflicts on both sides, an intensification of feelings of 
similarity between children and of optimism for the future. 

Introduction 

D ssues of peace and war are not determined in the arena of education. Poiitical, 
economic, military and even religious interests are far more powerful than 'mere 
education'. Nevertheless, education can have an impact on young people's ideas, 
views, beliefs and behavior vis-a.-vis questions such as stereotypic thinking, 
prejudice, delegitimisation and even dehumanisation of the 'enemy', violence, the 
sanctity of human life and others. These are prerequisites of conflict situations 
and, as such, exert paramount influence on the state of mind of the people 
involved. 

In Israel, some considerable experience has accumulated in the sphere of 
Peace Education. Ever since its foundation almost 50 years ago - and for 
many decades before that - Israel has been involved in a severe conflict with its 
Arab neighbors. This conflict is characterised not only by bloody military 
clashes and widespread terror, but also by frames of mind in which each side 
conceives the other as the enemy, as untrustworthy, treacherous, bent on 'our' 
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total destruction and conceives itself as the victim with ·the monopoly of truth 
and justice on its own side. . 

It is this polarised 'black and white' mentality that efforts ofPe.ce Education 
attempt to cope with. 

Let us go back in time a few years, before the courageous and wise leaders in 
our region - Rabin and Peres of Israel, King Huss~in of Jordan and Arafat of the 
Palestinians - began their dialogue and signed partial or total peace agreements. 
Before this new and hopeful era, the major contact between Arabs and Jews was 
inside the borders of the state of Israel. Both groups were citizens of Israel, but 
neverth~less the atmosphere that prevailed was one of mutual prejudice, 
suspicion, distrust and hostility. Jewish stereotypic thinking considered Arabs as 
blood-thirsty terrorists, whereas the major Arab stereotype of Jews was one of 
brutal soldiers and settlers, denying the Palestinian people their land and 
independence. These stigmas are closely linked with the double role of Israeli 
Arabs - that of members of the Palestinian nation and that of citizens of the 
state of Israel. 

Much has been written in Israel on the potentials and diffi~ulties of direct 
. J.ewish-Arab encounters. Here are some of the major considerations proposed: 

1. Inter-group tension breeds negative psychological frames of mind. Some of 
th~ir direct expressions are stereotypic thinking, prejudices, attitudes (and 
behaviors) of discrimination, de-legitimisation of the 'other', hatred (Bar 
and Bargal, 1995). In an inter-group meeting, Shalvi (1996) said: 'One of the 
great challenges for education now, for both peoples, is to create a human 
version of each other to replace those stereotypes: This brings me back to the 
need for direct encounter, because there is no other way to break down 
stereotypes.' In the same meeting Landau (1996) said: 'After decades of 
dehumanisation, the challenge before parents and teachers today, in both 
Israel and Palestine, is to "find ways to re-humanise the former enemy. We 
need to develop effective pedagogical methods of confronting the negative 
stereotypes that have developed because of distance and estrangement 
between the two peoples,' .... 'Simulation exerdses and (in mixed 
encounters) role reversals can be helpful, if facilitated by trained, sensitive 
group leaders.' 

2. Bargal (1992) describes workshops 'for improvement of inter-group relations 
and minimising prejudice and discrimination'. These are based on theoretical 
and applied models in fields such as group dynamics, attitude changes in small 
groups, group therapy, and problem-solving groups (Lewin, 1946; Lippett, 
1949; Rogers, 1983). 
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3. Bar and Idi (1995) wrote as follows: 'The encounter is one of the channels of 
political education, by m~ans of an inter-group process, that focuses on 
personal 'and educational growth of the individual in confrontation with the 
Jewish-Arab conflict which involves two peoples (in contrast to the erroneous 
conception, widespread among Jews, that this is a 'Palestinian problem'.' 

'The aim of the encounter is often described as dealing with the inter-cultural 
and inter-ethnic conflict towards the development of a pluralistic culture, 
based on the legitimisation of the Other and on respect for his culture'. 
(Director General of the Ministry of Education, 1.3.1984.) 

4. Bar and Idi (1995) sum up their experiences of many years in the field of 
Arab-Jewish encounters: 

The encounter is the means not merely to talk about the conflictual issues but 
to 'live' them directly and concretely. 
In the live encounter, it is possible to learn (i.e. experience and get to know) 
what we do not know about ourselves and about the Other, including emotions, 
attitudes, prejudices, stereotypes (of ourselves and of the other). 
By means of the various structured and unstructured activities, the participants 
are exposed to meaningful experiences vis-a.-vis concrete individuals in the 
other group. These confront the individual participant with hislher ability to 
internalise complex reality. 
The encounter enables individuals to confront the gap between good intentions, 
statements and headlines in which they believe and their ability to experience 
the direct implications (on feelings, behaviour and attitudes) of the complex 
reality on themselves, their group and the other group. The participant 
experiences the tension of polarity, which is part and parcel ofthe ability to live 
with the conflict: thoughts and attitudes/emotions and behaviour; closing 
oneself/opening up; similarities/differences; uniformity/pluralism; one
dimensional perception/complex multi-dimensional perception; specific/ 
universal; one-sid~dness/mutuality; hannony/conflict; empathic/judgemental; 
near/far; victim/aggressor; violence/dialogue; powerlessness and despairlhope. 

Against such a background, who are the agents for peace education in Israel? 

1. The Ministry of Education established the 'Unit for Democracy and Co
existence'. This unit is active in producing curricular material dealing 
with relevant issues of democracy, peace and co-existence. It should be noted 
that the Ministry's initiative came after some public opinion research found 
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considerable correlation among Jewish high-school pupils between high 
hostility to Arabs and low commitment to principles of democracy. 

2. Principals and teachers in high schools in general- and in the more progressive 
Kibbutz schools in particular - who are inspired by their own commitment to 
peace and education for peace. ' 

3. A number of special institutions, such as the Van Leer Institute, the Adam 
Institute for Peace and Democracy, the Jewi~h-Arab 'Oasis for Peace' school 
and the 'Kibbutz Artzi' Kibbutz-Movement's Jewish-Arab Centre for Peace at 
Givat Haviva, whose programme 'Children Teaching Children' I am about 
to describe. 

I became acquainted with this programme in the summer of 1993, when I was 
invited to facilitate a workshop at the summer meeting of Jewish and Arab 
teachers active in eTC. We worked together for 8 hours and for me this was a 
meaningful' experience. I met a group of highly motivated people, profoundly 
committed to Arab-Jewish peace and co-existence, most of them beginning their 
second or third year in the project. 

Ever since, I have been following their work, talking in depth to the project's 
leaders and recently attending a series of class room-encounters as a participant 
observer: I am writing this paper as.an outside observer ofeTe, appreciating their 
work but not actively involved in the project in any way. 

'Children Teaching Children' - or CTC - began in 1987 with two classes. In 
1996, it encompassed 28 schools, 38 classes, 80 teachers and 1500 pupils, mainly 
from junior high schools. This is a two-year programme, based on a series of 
regular encounters between two parallel classes - one from an Arab school and 
one from a Jewish school - pupils as well as teachers. These encounters are run 
on he following lines: 

Meetings of the teachers - once a fortnight for a complete school year (in the 
wake of an intensive joint learning experience during the summer); 
A short period of work in the original uni-national homerooms - in preparation 
for the real encounter; 
During most of the school year, the two parallel groups meet each other one 
week and meet in their separate home rooms the other week, each meeting 
lasting for two school lessons. 

One of the unique features of the programme is the importance it attaches 
not only to the bi-national encoUnters but to the processing of the encounter 
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experience in the children's original homerooms. The present director of CTC 
thinks that 'the most important ~teps in reinforcing the lessons of CTC occur in 
the subsequent homeroom sessions, where the children process "their impressions 
fro~ the bi-national encounter, explore the complexity of their own identity and 
learn about the other side, while beginning better to understand themselves 
(Dichter, 1996). Bar and Idi (1995) add that the uni-national home-room sessions 
enable the children 'to release pressure, to express more freely their feelings of 
disapp,?~ntment, anger, and confusion in a climate of support and reinforcement'. 
I was told by the coordinator of one of the mixed groups, that their joint teachers' 
group has decided to have bi-national encounters only once a month, which act as 
a stimulus for the in-depth processing taking place in the three subsequent 
homeroom activities (Feldesh, 1996). 

The objectives of the CTC programme focus on creating personal 
acquaintance among pupils as well as teachers, promoting deeper awareness of the 
complexities 'ofthe Arab Israeli conflict as well as of each other's daily existence, 
internalisation of pluralistic values, and deepening the commitment to democratic 
principles. 

It should be stressed that special attention is paid to the educational climate 
of the meetings. CTC stresses : 

• the promotion of an educational environment conducive to openness and 
personal growth of both teachers and pupils; 
the development of an inter-personal4ialogue within the context of an ongoing 
conflict; 
the exploration of the two different group identities - one's own as well as the 
other's - and discovering similarities and differences in a supportive climate. 
This type of climate enables the participants to have meaningful insights of a 
personal, inter-personal and inter-group nature. 

The programme is based on priciples of Humanistic Education {Rogers, 1983; 
Combs, 1974). It is process-orientated and founded on Dialogue furthering 
experiential learning, combining personal and inter-personal emotional 
experiences, cognitive learning experiences as regards the cultural, social and 
political aspects of the conflict, confrontation with values dilemmas, dealing with 
values of empathy, acceptance, pluralism and democracy. Fig.1 represents such 
holistic learning processes, integrating cognitive, affective, values and 
behavioural domains (Darom, 1988). 

The 'curriculum' of the programme is an on-going joint creation. 'The 
particular curriculum in CTC is to be tailored to the particular schools, teachers 
and pupils involved. In other words, beyond general guidelines and a given, rather 
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FIGURE 1: Holistic learning - Imerdependence of processes 

The value of holistic educational processes is derived directly from their humanistic 
nature. If education is to focus on human beings, then educators must relate to learners 
in their totality. Humans are not divided into separate compartments; rather. cognitive 
learning, emotional experiences, values and day-ta-day behaviour are deeply 
intertwined in each learner. These factors mutually influence one another. Any educator 
who decides to relate selectively to portions of these spheres of humanness is likely to 
render the educational process less effective. 

flexible. framework the programme is created locally in the team-meetings, in 
response to the needs of the pupils and to incidents within or between the classes. 
The essence of CTC is the on-going creation of an educational programme based 
on dialogue between its participants' (Hartman, 1994). 

The teachers' meetings are in fact an ongoing workshop, processing the issues, . 
needs and difficulties experienced in the previous childrens' encounters, and 
planning future meetings accordingly. CTC has resource handbbooks but has no 
'textbook' (Hartman, 1994). Needless to say, not all teachers can adapt themselves 
to this open approach to classroom activities. At all stages of the planning process, 
special emphasis is devoted to issues such as stereotypes and stereotypic thinking, 
conflict resolution, fears and anxieties on personal and group ~evels, self image. 

What then are the guidelines of the programme? 

1. Teachers adopt the role of group-faciIitators. This is not always an easy 
process. It means finding new balances between democracy and hierarchy, 
between pupils' initiative and those of teachers, between openness allowing 
freer expression of emotions as opposed to traditional, primarily cognitive 
studying. (Many teachers - but not all - express their satisfaction at learning 
new methods and attitudes, which have a positive influence on their teaching 
far beyond CTC. 
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2. The on-going teachers' workshop, processing the encounters, planning future 
activities and deepening their own inter-personal trust and cooperation 
are the core of the programme. 

3. Dni-national and bi-national activities play equally important roles in the 
total process. 

4. The encounters take place in groups smaller than total classrooms. Usually 
the two parallel classes are each divided into three sub-groups (approximately 
12 to 15 pupils) and the actual encounter takes place in the framework of 
two ,sub-groups - one from each national group. 

5. The programme goes through a number of stages: 

Introduction to the CTC programme 
Beginning of acquaintance 
Deepening of acquaintance 
Group dynamics 
Image of Self and Other; stereoyypic thinking 
Emotional barriers - prejudice and fear 
Conflict resolution 
Summing up 

6. Most meetings are based op. structured, experiential activities and their verbal 
processing. These are complemented by texts, films, as well as games, 'fun' 
activities and visiting each others schools and homes. 

7. Much of the work is done in small groups of 2, 3, or 4 individuals. 

There are a number of dilemmas continually facing CTC: 

To what extent should political issues of the conflict be dealt with explicitly? 
The balance of integrating between the two extremes - emphasis on personal 
and inter-personal matters as opposed to a study-course in political aspects of 
the conflict - is not always easy to find. 
Should participation be voluntary or'should the meetings take place with 
classes jn their entirety? The first has obvious short-tenn advantages but what 
is the point of addressing only the previously convinced. The second alternative 
is more difficult, but it would bring the message of peace to wider populations 
in their organic class-rooms. 
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How can the language difficulty be overcome? Most Arabs have a considerable 
knowledge of Hebrew, but only few Jews speak Arabic. If the language of the 
encounter is Hebrew. all participants understand what is said. but the lack of 
symmetry between Arab minority and Jewish majority is reinforced. 

Finally, let us consider some of the outcomes of these encounters (Bar and 
Bargal, 1995; Bar and Idi, 1995). In pre- and post-programme measurements as 
well as comparisons with control groups. the results were as fonows: 

1. Both sides report an increase in inter-personal acquaintance. knowledge and 
awareness of relevant issues, and a decrease in feelings of mutual strangeness 
and alienation. On the other hand there was no significant increase in 
interaction outside the programme. 

2. Both sides gain a more realistic conception of the conflict in its complexity. 
They report a better understanding of the severity of the conflict, which is 
painful to both. national groups; a significant rise in the legitimation that each 
side grants to the national aspirations of the other; a growing awareness that 
each group not only suffers pain but also inflicts pain on the other; a better 
realisation in the Jewish group that they themselves play an active part in the 
conflict. 

3. A significant decrease was measured in feelings of personal and group hatred 
towards the other national group. 

4. In addition. there was a rise in feelings of optimism towards finding positive 
solutions to the conflict, a rise in feelings of similarity with the other group and 
a decrease in misgivings and anxiety as to future encounters between Arabs 
and Jews. 

5. The ongoing CTC programme is more effective in bringing about positive 
change than programmes conducting one-time encounter workshops, usually 
lasting for about three days. 

These are some of the outcomes on the macro-research level. I should like 
to add some of my observations on the micro level representing one particular 
CTC unit. 

8th grade children, at the conclusion of the programme were asked 'What 
did you learn about yourself? What did you learn about others?' Here are some of 
their answers: 
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_ ... 
'Not to reach hasty conclusions 

before examining all aspects.' 

'To be open to different points of 
view.' 

'That 1 am able to associate with 
children from diverse cultural 
background. ' 

'That 1 can freely express my 
thoughts, as well as understand and 
even agree with the other side.' 

'Not to hate human beings.' 

'To listen to opinions different 
from my own.' 

'Some of my prejudices have 
disappeared.' 

'To break stigmas on others.' 

'1 have met Arabs with whom 1 
found a common language.' 

'Not only Jews suffer pain inflicted 
by Arabs, but Jews also inflict pain 
on Arabs.' 

'All in all, they are quite similar 
to us.' 

'They_ are eager for good relations 
with us Gust as we are).' 

'They have fears just like us. It is 
a good feeling that 'we are not alone 
in this boat'.' 

'I learned about Jewish women: 
they are not as free as 1 had thought 
previously.' 

Some children summed up their learnings in a more poetic style. One girl 
wrote 'CTC is a flower, and we watered it' . One of the boys oame to a very realistic 
conclusion: 'There is a crack in the wall. but the wall still exists'. One kid said: 
'This encounter should only be a beginning. Now 1 want to meet other groups, 
such as new immigrants from Ethiopia and Russia, religious youth, and other 
sectors of Israeli society, that I have - as yet - not encountered,' Some children 
related to two specially meaningful encounters, both in extremely painful 
circumstances - one after Prime Minister Rabin was murdered and one after a 
particularly severe Palestinian terrorist massacre, 

At an end-of-the-year summing up meeting, the teachers also asked 
themselves: 'What did we learn about our pupils? What did we learn about 
ourselves? What did we learn about our partners?' Here are some of the points 
that were made: 
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The kids are open, eager for new experiences, motivated to meet children 
'from the other group'. 
They learned to listen to each other, ~o accept people different from themselves. 
The personal and inter-personal issues were more meaningful to them than 
the political issues. 

• Relating to stereotypes gave way to relating to human beings. Our own 
team-work - our creating a real support group - was highly important to us. 
The key to positive relationships - in education and otherwise - is openness 
and sincerity. 

One of the Jewish teachers made this poignant COmment. 'Some of our 
emphases, concepts and norms of behaviour are different from theirs. But then we 
somehow expect them to be similar to us. For instance at one of the joint meetings 
at the Arab school, the rooms were not ready, the crayons were not prepared -
things that we call 'bad organisation'. On the other hand, the meal they prepared 
for us, their warm hospitalit were just wonderful. At the time I was angry, but 
in time I have processed my anger and become more accepting. I am learning 
~o accept differences and rid myself of unrealistic expectations for similarity 
('they should be more like us')'. 

This expresses a higher level of encounter and dialogue. The present 
director of CTC, Dichler, told me that the coordinators of CTC are at present 
working intensively on problems such as these. How can we turn the encounters 
into in-depth processes of accepting diversity - even· antagonism - without 
which real partnership is quite impossible? How much leadership am I prepared 
to share? In other words - our aim is no longer mere 'co existence' but real 
'co-living' . 

There can be two diametrically opposed approaches to peace education. One 
would be - as one of the CTC activists told me after a visit to North Ireland -
along the lines of 'Good fences make good neighbours'. The other is furthering 
encounter and dialogue, aimed at 'rehumanising' the other side of the conflict. 
This second direction may be meaningful not only in Israel but in many of the 
other warring areas on our troubled globe. 

Let me conclude with an anecdote quoted by Landau (1996). 'Shuki told a 
story about his experience in the Lebanon war in 1982, when his unit was 
ordered to clear a Palestinian refugee. camp of PLO fighters. Shuki and his 
comrades fought their way into the camp, shooting as they went, taking care not 
to harm civilians. Suddenly two refugees came in their direction carrying an 
object and yelling at the soldiers. Shuki and his buddies screamed back at them, 
urging them to get out of the way. Since the two men were only about 20 yards 
distant, the soldiers could quickly make out that they were carrying a crate of 
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Pepsi Cola and could decipher their screams as invitations to have a drink. Shuki 
later reflected: 'If they had been 200 yards away, we would have shot at them 
and been glad to hit them.' And he asked: 'How far away does a human being 
have to be before he becomes a target? How close must he be before we see he 
is human?" 

Dov Daromfounded the Social Education programme at Oranim and directed itfor 
many years. He taught, coordinated workshops, and wrote on topics such as social 
education, humanistic education, kibbutz education, classroom climate, interpersonal 
communication, values education. He was a member of Kibbutz Yassur, the father of 
five children and grandfather of ten children. Shortly before this article went to press, 
the editor received a note from Dov Darom 's wife with the sad news that her husband 
had passed away. Shalom, Dov! 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Nawal El Saadawi, The Nawal El Saadawi Reader. London, Zed Books, 
1997, 286 pp., ISBN 1 85649 513 2 bb, 1 854649 0 pb 

Nawal El Saadawi has been a very controversial person for most of her life, 
not only in her native Egypt but also in the West. This book will not change her 
reputation, but it should make her views available to a far greater audience than 
she usually reaches. ,The book consists of an autobiographical introduction and 
twenty-two essays arranged in six sections: Gendering North-South Politics; 
Women and Health; Women, Islam, and Fundamentalisms; Orientalizing 
Women; Decolonizing the Imagination; and Women Organizing for Change. 
Many of these essays are speeches given all over the world which have not been 
~reviously published. Some essays are articles previously published in 
newspapers, women's magazines, and academic journals. Some have been 
abridged, others have been revised, updated and even lengthened. More than half 
of them were written during the 1990's, and all butane of the others written quring 
the 1980's. 

A unifying theme across these essays is the author's call for a New World 
Order, one which is based on peace. justice. freedom, equa1ity~ and democracy for 
all the states and for all the people in the world. It is a call for and end to all forms 
of injustice. El Saadawi demonstrates a deep understanding of the international 
stratification of states and the political hegemony of the United States as well as 
of the international patriarchal capitalist global economic system controlled by 
multinational corporations in the North. She also provides great insight into how 
political and economic exploitation of the South by privileged elites in the North 
have affected the everyday life of people in the South, particularly. in the Middle 
East and Africa. Structural adjustment programs imposed on poor countries by the 
World Bank are called "potential economic genocide" by El Saadawi because 
they are " ... breaking down everything that protects the weaker' and providing 
"protection when necessary for the stronger ... Double standards have always been 
used to defend privilege" (pI20). 

El Saadawi provides a socialist feminist theoretical analysis which is grounded 
in the praxis of her everyday life. Her words speak to us as individuals and make 
sense to us as individuals. She is candid, frank, honest, and scathingly sarcastic at 
times in her unravelling of many paradoxes to unveil the political and economic 
interests behind them. She speaks about the need to unveil the minds of people in 
the North, not just the faces of women in the South. As a psychiatrist and a feminist 
social activist, she demonstrates command of understanding social reality which 
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defies the artificial division of it in the disciplines of academia. "The International 
Information Order is working together with the International Economic Order to 
veil the minds of men and women in the South as well as in the North" (p138). The 
examples she uses are 'simple but powerful, such as her recounting of an incident 
in which her wise but illiterate grandmother was mistreated by an ignorant but 
supposedly' well-educated intellectual; and the paradox of Americans being 
fiercely patriotic and nationalistic but puzzled that others feel the same way 
about their own countries - do Americans believe that their country is the only 
country worth being proud of! She also reminds us that "women are [portrayed 
as] bodies without a mind" in the North as well as in the South because «veiling 
and nakedness are two sides of the same coin" (p140). 

Nawal El Saadawi is exceedingly insightful in her debunking of postmodernist 
intellectualism. She is scathing in her criticism of intellectuals who use 
post-modernist identity politics to deflect the focus of analysis of conflicts, 
particularly in the Middle East, from political and economic exploitation to 
culture, particularly religion: « ... as often happens, this eco.no.inic and po.liiical 
co.nflict remains hidden under the guise o.f a religious or cultural co.nflict between 
the North and the South" (p140). "Swords and words are used to divide the people 
[of the world] in the nam" of diversity, while the neocolonialists globalize in 
NATO or in transnational co.rporations" (pI68). She characterizes such activity 
as "a form of cultural fundamentalism" (p166) and constitutes "intellectual 
terrorism" (p 140) and she reminds us that these strategies serve to unify those who 
are privileged at the top while fragmenting others at the bottom (p121). She 
reminds us that « ... individual identity or individual respo.nsibility is inseparable 
from social identity or social responsibility ... " (p166). 
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A philosopher who. is no.t an activist in a struggle ends up as an empty shell: 
as a shelf of baaks in academia. Slhe struggles in closed raams, using wards 
to. fence with other users of words. Slhe has a love-hate relatianship with poar 
oppressed wOmen and men who. are struggling to. live. Slhe worships them, 
calls them the "subaltern ", glorifies their authentiC identity ar culture, but at 
the same time looks down upon them, considers them as dacile or struggling 
bodies unable to praduce philasophy or as local activists but nat as global 
thinkers. Slhe abolisIJes subaltern philosophies and replaces them an the 
global intellectual scene; slhe becomes the philosapher or the subaltern who. 
knows more about them than they know about themselves. (p169) 

Both po.stmademists and tourists cansume the o.ther or use the other as 
a taol far consumptian. Ta them, everything (including the subaltern) 
becames a cammodity to be used materially, culturally, or intellectually: 
Multiculturalism, diversity, cultural difference, religio.us difference, ethnic 



difference, 'authenticity, specificity are the new commodities. The 
postmodernists even go back to glorifying blood relations,feudal patriarchal 
family ties and tribal societies. Like pagans, they worship the gods or statues 
which they have created out of stone or words or images ... We Egyptian 
women are considered ignorant of our culture. We have to be guided by 
American experts. (pJ70) 

While in exile teaching at Duke University, El Saadawi felt silenced and 
marginalized, though in a different way than she had been in Egypt. She writes 
about the alienation and difficulty of trying to teach creativity and dissidence, 
which she believes cannot be-learned from books or other media. "The relation 
between self and others becomes simple and clear when we struggle, but it 
becomes very complex, very vague, very difficult to understand when we read 
books or listen to lectures, especially by so·called postmodem philosophers ... We 
are drown in these words; we are suffocated by them. It is a zero sum game of 
words in which you lose your power to understan<f' (p163). "Thinking that is 
isolated from real life is not part of the struggle" (p169). Rather, "[w]e need to 
discover new ways of exposing the paradoxes or double meanings in the many new 
and old words that are endlessly repeated ... [which] veil our brains with one myth 
after another" (p160). According to El Saadawi, this can only be done through 
questioning our experie!1ces in everyday life, " ... in the daily struggle against those 
[exploitative] powers globally, locally, and in the family" (pI60). Declaring that 
she has been a dissident since childhood, El Saadawi explains that being creative 
means becoming innovative, "[dJiscovering new way"s a/thinking and acting, of 
creating a system based on more and more justice, freedom, love, and 
compassion ... discover[ingJ what others have not yet discoveretf' (p160). For El 
Saadawi, "struggle" is dissident when it refers to action, but not when it is just a 
word, because "". words do not change the systems of oppression and exploitation 
at any level" (p164). She challenges us all to " ... direct a critical gaze at the self 
as well as at the other' in this endeavor to liberate ourselves individually and 
collectively from oppression and exploitation (p165). El Saadawi believes that: 

Dissidence is a natural phenomenon in human life. We are all born 
dissident and creative. But we lose our creativity and dissidence partially or 
wholly through education and the fear that we shall be punished here or in 
the hereafter. We live in fear. and we die in fear. Dissident people liberate 
themselves fromfear, and they pay a price for this process of liberation. The 
price may be high or low but there is a price to be paid. Non·dissident people 
pay a price, too: the price of subordination. So if we have to pay a price 
anyway, why not pay the price and be liberated? (pl72-173) 
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Adult educators will find ample food for thought here in reflecting on their 
own professional practice as well as on the dialectic between their own privileged 
positions in academia and the everyday life of most people in their local 
corrununities. El Saadawi takes us far beyond the postmodernist critique of critical 
adult.education posited by Elizabeth Ellsworth, Freire's criticism of the ideology 
of individualism inherent in self-directed learning of modernist critical adult 
education which idealizes "self-liberation", and Habennas' naive concept of 
corrununicative action in the lifeworld. E~ Saadawi warns us to look beyond the 
self-serving ideologies of dominant and subordinated groups alike to recognize, 
understand, and challenge the exploitative social relations each of us experience 
in the concreteness of our everyday life and to recognize how we are all linked 
by global hegemonic forces centered in the privileged North. 

Thus, education as a social institution is deeply entrenched in hegemonic 
practices. From kindergarten through post-graduate education, in public as well as 
private schools, educators are key players in the shaping of students' subjectivities 
but how many of these educators address the basic unfairness of the complex 
hierarchical organization of society, let alone their relative privilege in it? El 
Saadawi chal1enges us all to confront ourselves. 

There is almost no subject left untouched in this collection of essays. El 
Saadawi is gifted at linking the personal with the public, the individual with the 
col1ectivity, the local with the national and the international, and the South 
with the North. She demonstrates intellectual rigor of analysis without sacrificing 
the affective understanding of human behavior rooted in real life experiences. 
In doing so, El Saadawi is able to reach all of us, regardless of our nationality, 
race, ethnicity, sex, class, religion, education, and occupation. This is, indeed, a· 
book for all of us. 
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Sandra Chistolini, I Sistemi Educativi nel Sud del Mondo. Mediterraneo 
e Medio Oriente (Educational Systems iu the South, the 
Mediterranean and the Middle East), Roma, Editrice Universitaria di 
Roma - La Goliardica, Roma, 180 pp, 1997, ISBN 88·8066·163·9 (pbk) 

Handling this skinny book, I am reminded of the book review section of a 
cultural journal that has been quite influential in Italy during the sixties and 
seventies, Quaderni Piacentini. It carried the head~ine Da leggere; da non leggere 
(To be read, to be avoided). 

If the title raises expectations: Educational Systems in the South of the World, 
petplexities begin to develop when looking at the size (180 pages, just slightly 
bigger than those of this journal). Here comes the second line of the title to limit 
the scope to Mediterranean and the Middle East. Going through the introduction, 
we learn that the current volume is one of a series that will later cover: "Africa, 
Asia, Centra! and Southern Americas, Australia and' Oceania". 

Let me remark that "South of the World" is first of all a geographical 
notion. As such it can only refer to the Southern hemisphere. Not a single . 
country l<?cated South of the Equator is examined here. The title is therefore 
inapproprjate. 

The expression is often used, however - and indeed mostly - as a metaphor' 
opposed to ~ "North" that means "developed" countries (industrialised, well off, 
rich ... ). To be clear and synthetic: the OECD countries, the list of which includes 
Australia and New Zealand: all but "Northern", belonging to Oceania as much as 
Fiji, Tuvalu, Vanuatu.;: The list includes Japan, that I've always known to be an 
Asian country. 

Let's leave it now, and focus on the subtitle. Around the Mediterranean proper 
there are 23 states (political units that are internationally recogn~sed), plus two 
micro-states not bordering it but very close to it, plus one that is not internationally 
recognised. (Why should we not include in the Mediterranean area its 
protuberance, the Black Sea? This would add another half a dozen states bordering 
its waters). Confining ourselves to the Mediterranean proper, we find that less than 
half the countries are examined. Why? The author infonns the reader that two 
previous books have dealt with the 12 (at the time) ED countries and another with 
20 other countries ofthe "North of the World" i.e. (quote) "EFT A, Canada, USA, 
CMEA". By using acronyms the author clearly shows she is not referring to 
geographical notions. Why not use UNESCO criteria, then, to divide the world 
into regions? Does she know that the European regions would include the US, 
Canada and Israel? Does she know that there is no "Middle East" region? Has she 
heard of the Arab League, and of ALECSO? 
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The very notion of "Middle East" is all but clear cut (starting from the name 
itself, that often takes the fonn of "Near East" to refer more or less to the same area). 

Looking at the list of countries chosen, the expression "Arab States" would 
have been less inappropriate, though Iran does not belong, however Islamic it is. 
(It is also true that the Berbers of Maghreb would be entitled to object to the habit 
of calling their countries "Arab". All conventions are conventional, after all). 

Let's now go deeper into the book. 
Among the 21 countries considered, four are presented with a closer look 

under 'the bombastic title Four countries under the microscope. (If the 
"microscopic" scrutiny can only produce an average of 20 pages per country, 
biblio-references included, what sort of tool a decent analysis would require?) A 
shared multiethnic educational tradition. Given that the author is here referring 
to Egyp~ Israel, Tunisia and Turkey, the subtitle is puzzling, to say the least. 
Provided the same tradition is shared by the four countries (an assumption that 
would be hard to prove), why not include Cyprus, Malta, Morocco, Lebanon, 
Yemen ... in the same set? 

The presentation of each country begins with a "Historical sketch". From 
these notes I've learned a lot! I have learnt, among other things, that during the 
Gulf war of 1991 Syria wa., along with Egypt, a stronghold of the anti-Saddam 
coalition (p. 27, line 9). That the same year 1991 saw (p. 41, line 2 of the 3rd 
paragraph) "the recognition of the State of Israel by the United Nations " (who was 
Mr Netanyahu representing on 42nd street New York, in the eighties, then?) and 
later (September 1993): "the mutual and official recognition of the State of Israel 
and the State of Palestine confederated with Jordan" (sic!!!). Further on (p. 41, 
lines 4, 5, 6 of the 3rd paragraph) the reader can learn that "During the 30 years 
of the British mandate the Jewish community organizes its own educational 
system, side by side with the Arab school system, as' an answer to the partition of 
Palestine into two independent states." (Can anybody help me? So far, naive as 
I am, I had always regarded the notion of "independent state" as conflicting 
with that of "mandate" - remember Namibia before the independence, among 
others? - ). I also thought I had understood that Palestinian "unrest" (to put it 
mildly) started with the Arab refusal to accept the partition into two independent 
states proposed by the UN half a century ago (November 1947). About Turkey I 
learned (p 86, 1st paragraph) that "The attempt of Sultan Selim III (1789-1807) 
and Mahmoud Il (1808-1839) did not succeed in restraining the crash of the 
Empire (1738-1914)" . Did anybody ever hear of a crash lasting almost 70,000 
days? No doubt there would be excellent reasons to sketch the history of the 
Ottoman empire as a background to contemporary Turkey. Yet the country as 
such has only been in existence since the end of World War I, and as a Republic 
since October 1923. 
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There would be no point in wasting further energy and time to list the 
pleasantries galore that we meet in this small book. Academe likes talking about 
scholarship. Scholarship? Should a student submit a report of this kind, sthe would 
face a clear rejection (or, in case of examination, a neat F). The ambition of the 
book being that of belonging to the field of Comparative Education (of which the 
author is lecturer), a question arises: what is Comparative Education?Bhould it not 
show at least the attempt of understanding the reasons behind the differences 
among things compared, a little bit beyond bare "descriptionU ? 

Going back to my starting point and remembering Quaderni Piacentini the 
veJ;'dict is clear: To be avoided. 

MaTeo TodesehilZi 
Universita' degli Stftdi, Milan 
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Paolo Freire (ed) with James W. Fraser, Donaldo Macedo, Tanya 
Mckinnon and William T. Stokes, Mentoring the Mentor: A Critical 
Dialogue with Paulo Freire, New York, Peter Lang Publishing, 
334 pp, 1997, ISBN (pbk) 0-8204-3798-0. 

We all know publication dates can be misleading, but this is probably one of 
Paolo Freire's final books, albeit one he edited with others. I also suspect that 
most readers will understand it to be one of his final books. I begin with these 
comments because I think it is a pity that this is the case, even though the final 
chapter, Chapter 16, by Freire, is, in my opinion, one of th~ most important 
pieces he has written. I will return to this point and explain my main reasons 
later. 

I am not going to detail each chapter; I will make general comments about what 
I consider the 'unfortunate' chapters. I will be a bit more specific about the few 
excellent, very good orvery interesting chapters. Then I shall explain why I think 
Freire's chapter, 'A Response' ,.is so important. 

Chapter One, by Donaldo Macedo, is, in my opinion, very good, 
espeCially because he comes very close to saying explicitly that Freire's 
approach or philosophy (the terms I prefer) applies to all levels and sites of 
educational and political practice, ie. those practices which aim to serve 
the purpose of preparing people to collectively create a just and more 
humane world . 

. Chapter Two, by Marilyn Frankenstein, which is about learning and 
teaching mathematics in mutuality, is very interesting. I wish I had a copy of 
it long ago for learning colleagues (students) to read, at least those who felt 
there were just some abstract areas in which the educator could not engage in 
critical pedagogy. Of course, I tried to share my thoughts that I did not think 
this was right; I wish I had my Marilyn Frankenstein to help my support my 
thoughts. 

Michelle Fine's letter to Freire, Chapter Five, is very moving. It is so very 
intellectually and emotionally sincere. In the future, I would like to see a more in 
depth article from her, especially one which deals with the educator's and the 
learners', i.e. the learning/teaching groups', response to 'reading the world'. 

Chapter Ten, by William Stokes, on teacher education, was better than many 
of the chapters, but it did not go far enough or deep enough to indicate what was 
his actual understanding of Freire's philosophy is. 

James W. Fraser's Chapter, 'Love and History in the Work of Paulo Freire', 
Chapter Nine, is ,in my opinion, excellent. I thought he was the only contributor 
(except Freire, of course) who expressed himself in a manner that indicated to 
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someone like me that here was another person who fully embraced intellectually, 
philosophically, and emotionally or spiritually Freire's philosophical approach 
to education! politics! life. 

I also think Asgedet Stefanos' chapter on 'African Woman and Revolutionary 
Change ... ', Chapter Twelve, is excellent. The chapter is extremely interesting and 
indicates how Freire' s philosophy can be embraced by researcher, the scholar, 
who seeks to educate. 

The other chapters, I found in" general, disappointing. A few did contain useful 
infonnatidn on multiculturalism, anti-racism and feminism. But these nine 
chapters indicated little or no understanding ofF:reire. In fact, and I shall not name 
the authors, I thought some of the attempts to discuss Freire indicated a total lack 
of understanding. I was so shocked by this tendency that I turned to my Oxford 
English Dictionary to look up the meaning of mentor. I had to be certain my 
understanding was correct and it was. 

Being a citizen of the U.S.A. (absent from there since 1973 ), I feel I can 
make the observation that Americans, i.e. those from the U.S.A., frequ~ntly 
alter the· meaning of a word to suit the purpose of some current trend or 
practice. 

According to my dictionary, a mentor is an 'experienced and trusted adviser' . 
Of course, Freire always has listened carefully and with humility to any criticism. 
When he 'problematizes' these, he does so very gently and with great care and 
love for the person to whom he is responding . .I often have thought his' challenge' 
has not been heard. What I am getting at here is that this book is mis-titled. With 
the exceptions I have noted, few of these authors have expressed themselves in 
such a way that indicates an understanding of Freire which would place: them in 
a position to 'mentor the mentor'; a dialogue with Freire, of course, but you 
cannot mentor someone whose ideas you do not understand. This is my 
un~erstanding. Basically many of the authors of the 'unfortunate' chapters do 
not understand Freire's meaning of oppression in either ontological or 
epistemological tenns. Perhaps they do understand Freire; however this is not 
indicated in these chapters. 

So, why do I think Freire's 'A Response', Chapter Sixteen,-is so excellent and 
important? Space does not permit me to engage in a full discussion of explanation; 
you will just have to read .the chapter. However, I shall state my main reason. For 
years, I have wondered why Freire is more direct or explict in his problematising 
or challenging; I know tlrrough my own experience that one can be, without 
sacrificing care, commitment and love. I realise that my concern often arose from 
his 'dialogue books', often edited by the other person after hours of taping. 
Perhaps the challenge was there but never made it into print. I loved Freire's 
response because it was as direct and explict as I think. he could ever be. I read 
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his response first, i.e. before the other chapters, in October 1997, and honestly, I 
wept with joy: At long last, he had written the type of response I had wished for 
- for so long. Then I read the rest of the book. As I have said, with the exceptions 
I have cited, I now see what drove him to write Chapter Sixteen in the way he did. 
The motivation does not matter; Ijust am very happy he finally did. itllnd so much 
more in response. 
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Sophia Avgetidou, Social Relationships and Children's Friendship at 
Preschool Age. Theory, Research and Didactic Methodology at Nursery 
School, Thessa\oniki, Kyriakides brothers, Pedagogy and Education, 
No. 36, pp.238., 1997. 

In this book the author describes and analyses the environment and the 
procedures through which young children develop social relationships and 
friendship. The impact of specific educational and cultural contexts on the 
development of. the social relationships is investigated and concrete educational 
premises and teaching s:tages are proposed. 

Avgetidou moves beyond the description of children's behaviour to the 
investigation and understanding of the dynamic interaction between the structure 
and the content of the educational experience and the gradually developed social ~ 
relationships of the nursery school's young children. 

The fact that the book is based on an eight-month ethnographic study of Greek 
young chi1dren's behaviour in two different classrooms of the nursery school 
makes its discussion meaningful and convincing. The most important finding of 
the study and the whole book is that the priorities and the values prevailing in the 
classroom and underlying the everyday interaction during the school work affect 
the extent and the quality of young children's social relationships. From that 
standpoint, the emphasis on socialization. autonomy and self-respect in the "open" 
classroom promoted the development of finn relationships and open interactions 
among the group's members without any limitations concerning the participation 
of new members. The cooperatiVe atmosphere of the classroom with its emphasis 
on the values of justice, sharing, and democratic conflict resolution, affected the 
quality of the relationships among young children. The relationships were based 
on consensus, respect and mutual acceptance. On the contrary, in the "traditional" 
classroom. the emphasis on the development of academic skills and the 
comparative evaluation of children created a competitive atmosphere which 
promoted the sense of individuality and the fonnation of exclusive groups. The 
limited interaction among children due to the structure of the daily program and 
the lack of any attempt on the teacher's part to resolve the problems which 
appeared between children, affected the quality of the social relationships among 
young children. The children's relationships in the "traditional" classroom were 
based on the predominance of the strongest and the most powerful children, a fact 
that led to repeated tension and conflict. 

The study's strength. lies in the importance given to the perceptions of the 
young children and the descriptions they provide for the definition of the 
criteria for the classification of young children's relationships. In addition, the 
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observation of children's behaviour in their physical environment (their nursery) 
allowed the conclusions to be drawn from particular facts in a concrete context and 
not to be imposed as theoretical general laws, independent of the educational and 
cultural climate and practices. 

In the second part, the author highlights the theoretical background and 
critically revises the literature about the social relationships and childhood 
friendship, concluding that there is no any agreed upon definition of friendship 
because the characteristics and the criteria of friendship depend on the theoretical 
and methodological model used by the researchers. 

The book's third part describes the author's eight-month ethnographic case 
studies in two Greek nurseries. The study included observation and interviews 
with children, teachers and children's mothers. The final aim of the study and the 
book, according to the author (p. 14), was two-fold: 

(I) to provide detailed information about the development of the social 
relationships and the friendship among the Greek young children and to stress 
their importance for their cognitive, social and emotional development; 

(2) to propose concrete educational strateg~es and activities for observation, 
understanding, and teacher's intervention in the classroom. 

The results of the study are presented in the [ann of a comparison, between the 
"open" and the "traditional" classroom and stress the importance of the 
educational experience for the development and the quality of young children's 
social relationships. The author defines the "open" classroom as one where 
children participat~ actively in the decision-making process, reach a consensus in 
case of disagreement and work cooperatively in non structured groups. Teacher's 
intervention concerns the process of problem solving. Interaction is encouraged 
during play and the values of justice, respect and acceptance are cultivated. 

In the "traditional" classroom, the teacher preferred the structured and 
predefined activities. She emphasized the practice of memorization and skills in 
preparation for work in the primary ~chool. For the most of the time, children were 
seated at their tables dealing·"with predefined activities. Positive reinforcement 
was provided for "successful" work, a fact that enhanced competition among 
children. Communication developed between children and -teacher and not 
among children. 

The study shows that the experience of friendship, fostering finn and positive 
relationships in an open learning setting, in contrast with friendship as negotiable 
relationship in the traditional learning setting, is closely connected with the 
educational experiences in the classroom. 

The fourth part of the book carries important implications for curriculum 
development. The author believes that in order to promote teachers' reflective 
action and ensure their pedagogical autonomy, researchers must help them reach 
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their own conclusions concerning teaching practice and everyday interaction with 
children. For this purpose, she advocates action research in the classroom based 
on seven steps which lead to the definition of the appropriate activities for the 
social development of young children: a) recognition and understanding of social 
relationships, b) understanding of the factors affecting social relationships with 
emphasis on the educational factors, c) definition of objectives and expectations 
concerning children's social relationships, d) the teacher as model, e) selection 
of activities, f) cultivation of social skills according to the needs of children, 
g), control and evaluation of children's developm~nt. 

This book raises critical new concerns about children's development and it 
will be appreciated by researchers, teachers and parents in te:rested in young 
children's social relationships. The author's attempt to bring research to bear on 
classroom practice is a valuable experience to be shared with teachers in the 
nursery school. 

Mary Koutselini, 
U"iversity of Cyprus 
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Ivor Goodson, The Changing Curriculum. Studies in Social 
Construction, New York, Peter Lang Publishing, Inc., 211 pp., 1997, 
ISBN 0-8204-2609-1. 

The book comprises ten chapters and a long introduction (30 pages) by Ioe 
L.Kincheloe. All ten chapters are papers auihored by Goodson (three in 
cooperation with others) which appeared in various journals and publications from 
1988 to 1997. This is why we find a repetition of ideas, arguments and examples 
in the book. . 

The first chapter "By way of Introduction" is an interview by lvor Goodson 
with Don Santor which sets the leit -motif of the book, that the curriculum is not 
the product of a detached exercise and "a dispassionate and rational decision" but 
"an eminently political exercise." 

In the second chapter, "Investigating Schooling: From the Personal to the 
Programmatic", the author explains the personal experience which urged hjrn to 
study the origins of the !iocial construction of curriculum and schooling. In the 
third chapter, "Chariots of Fire. Etymologies, Epistemologies and the Emergence 
of Curriculum", he express his disagreement with philosophers (mainly Phenix 
and Hirst) whose understanding of knowledge as "fait accompli" leads to a 
prescriptive curriculum. He also stresses the need for the study of the social 
context in which knowledge is conceived and produced and the manner in .which 
it is translated for use. 

In the fourth chapter, "Basil Bernstein and Aspects of the Sociology of the 
Curriculum", he refers to the influence Brian Davies, Michael Young and Basil 
Bemstein had on his, understanding of knowledge during his graduate studies at 
the University of London's Institute of Education (circa 1969). He rejects the 
Thatcherite view that the "national curriculum is a new and compelling revolution 
in educational provision" and he underlines the need f9r the study of the historical 
facts which led to the national curriculum. 

In the fifth chapter, "Curriculum History, Professionalization, and the Social 
Organization of knowledge: An Extended Paradigm for the History of Education" , 
he points out, from the histories of the secondary school subjects of biology and 
western psychiatry, a tendency of the professions to move beyond utilitarian and 
practical aims toward an academic and scholarly fonn that reflects a high-status 
and hegemonic definition of knowledge. 

In the sixth chapter, "Docile Bodies: Commonalities in the History of 
Psychiatry and Schooling", he concludes, following a comparison of the 
development of knowledge in the case of French psychiatry with that of 
Geography as a secondary school subject, that both passed through three stages: 
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a) concern with clients / pupils, 
b) a period where a body of professional I curricula knowledge is developed 

which substantially influences the nature of professional relationships with 
clients I pupils, and " 

c) a" period where the knowledge becomes abstract and the subject 
institutionalized. 

In the seventh chapter, "Curriculum Contests: Environmental Studies versus 
Geography", he analyses the "border 'war" between Geography and 
Environmental Studies and the failure of the latter to acquire the university base 
which would ensure it the high-.status as an academic subject and the 
accompanying advantages (departmental territories, graded posts, capitation 
allowances). 

In the eighth chapter, "Beyond the Subject Monolith: Traditions and 
Subcultures", he distinguishes three knowledge traditions: the academic, the 
utilitarian and the pedagogic, and he explains how knowledge shapes not only 
the pupils and clients but also the professionals themselves. 

In the ninth chapter, "Distinction and Destiny: The Importance of Curriculum 
Form in Elite American Private Schools", he exposes the falsity of the argument 
of those .who think of the classical curriculum as something "above social conflict 
and historically inevitable" and he explains in some detail how the "super 
elaborated code" ofthis curriculum shapes the social consciousness of the socially 
elite students attending prestigious private schools in the USA. 

Finally, in the tenth chapter, "On Curriculum Form: NOtes Toward'a Theory 
of Curriculum", he refers to the three long existing dichotomies of "mentalities" 
between the people oflower and higher orders (sensual against abstract, s~mplicity 
against complexity and sophistication, and passive against active) and explains 
how these polarised. mentalities were built into the deep structures of the 
curriculum. 

The whole book is a concerted effort to answer the central question which the 
author asked himself when serving as a teacher in a comprehensive school in 
Leicestershire. Utterly frustrated by the irrelevance and pedantry of the 
examination curriculum, he asked himself again and again: "where the hell, where 
on earth did this thing come from? " (p.10). To answer this question, he authored 
the book School Subjects and Curriculum Change in 19&3 and since then 
many other publications. 

The conclusion of the book, which recurs throughout, is that the curriculum is 
not "a timeless given", as is usually considered by those who are only interested 
in curriculum development. but a social construction which. in many cases, serves 
not the interests of the students but those of the teachers. The secondary school 
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teachers struggle to attain a university base for their subjec·t in order to ensure for 
themselves the relevant advantages. This, however, results in an abstract form of 
knowledge which alienates lower social class students and undenriines their 
chances for success at school. 

The book is a penetrating and fascinating analysis of the evolution of 
secondary school subjects. The author's style of writing is consonant with his view 
about knowledge. Not only does he not hesitate to use personal notes twice and 
provide his own biographical background, but when he has to move the personal 
'I' to the more conventional style, he calls it "the disembodied voice of 
scholasticism" (p.47) . 

. The book is very useful and challenging for teachers, administrators and 
university professors of curriculum and pedagogy, especially in countries where 
the curriculum is "enshrined" by parliamentary legislation and what is. to be learnt 
is presented as "a sacred body of knowledge". It not only makes possible a new 
understanding of curriculum and knowledge but it also opens up extensive 
possibilities for new research. One presumes that politics played a much more 
important role in these countries than the one played in U.K. 
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Helen Phtiaka, Special Kidsfor Special Treatment: How special do you 
have to be to find yourself in a special school? London, The Falmer 
Press, 339 pp, 1997, ISBN 07507 0618 X. 

The literature on pupil behaviour is enonnOllS and stands testimony to the 
enduring interest in and concern with this issue. It is not uncommon for authors 
and researchers in this field to base their work upon assumptions about the 
meaning of such terms as I e_motional and behavioural difficulties', 
'maladjustment'. 'disturbed behaviour'. etc. that are cast about as if their 
meanings are self-evident and beyond dispute. This lack of critical thinking has 
produced a 'fix-it' literature which focuses heavily upon supposed child deficits 
and mechanisms for remediating those deficits. 

Helen Phtiaka's book comes as a refreshing alternative view to the banality of 
so much that has been written on the theme of behaviour. The account she has 
written is based upon her doctoral thesis and captures the depth of engagement 
with data that is characteristic of good work at this level. The book concentrates 
on the experiences of pupils in mainstream and special schools and in this respect 
it is quite remarkable because so rarely do researchers allow these voices "to be 
heard in their work. 

Phtiaka presents us with two in-depth case studies. She argues that behaviour 
differences between pupils are not in themselves sufficient to justify placement 
in a special unit. 

A more important factor is the degree to which pupils exert control over their 
situation through their own decision-making. Drawing on a mixture of 
classroom observation and pupil interviews she identifies two types of 'deviant' 
behaviour which cut across the mainstream school and the special unit. For one 
group, it is the pupils' own choices that are important in determining either their 
transfer to a special unit or their continuation in the mainstream school. For 
another group of pupils their school careers are more likely to be decided by 
their schools. The argument that is put forward is derived from an attempt to 
connect sociological and psychological explanations of classroom behaviour. 
Whereas the former account for the deliberate use of deviant behaviour as a form 
of school resistan~e the latter are considered more appropriate where failure to 
remain in school is apparently due to a lack of good judgement or self-control. 

Phtiaka describes her research as an exploratory study and there are certainly 
some unanswered questions thrown up. For instance, much more work needs to 
be done to investigate how schools facilitate or restrict pupil decision-making and 
thus turn resistance into deviance. The book's conclusion that the most important 
factor at the end ofthe day is the pupil's 'intelligence' in managing their situation 
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is not altogether convincing, not least because it de-emphasizes the power of 
teachers and schools to apply lab~ls and detennine outcomes in ways that address 
their own needs. 

Despite some questions and reservations this is a book that is evocative in 
its representation of childryn's 'voices' and it is a book that certainly deserves 
to be read. 
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Anthony M. Schembri and J. Godwin Agius (eds.), Education/or the 
Elderly: A Right or Obligation?, University of the Third Age (Malta), 
Malta, pp. 82, 1997. 

This volume consists of papers read at an international conference organised 
by the University of the Third Age in Malta. The aim of the conference was to 
'jocus attention on whether the education of the older person was in itself a 
fundamental right, and consequently to be provided by society, or whether the 
onus fell more on the older person himself(sic)" (p.vii). 

Three of the first four papers, the ones by Peter Laslett, Kenneth Wain and 
Alfred Cuschieri, are of a very high calibre. Every adult educator would 
acknowledge that they constitute a very positive step in responding to the 
void which is apparent in the literature on philosophical and pragmatic 
issues regarding older adult education (Lawson, 1992). I am referring here in 
particular to literature which focuses on the Universities of the Third Age. Peter 
Lasslett, Peter Laslett, being the keynote speaker, builds on a previous 
publication (1996: Chap. 10) to project the U3A movement as an effort to 
address inequality in educational opportunities and as representing an important 
contribution to the restructuring of education. Lasslet provides a useful 
account of the major differences between French and British U3As, assesses the 
benefit that older persons could get from joining the U3E, and gives an extensive 
overview of what are the philosophical and pedagogical aims of these 
universities. 

The articles by Kenneth Wain and Alfred Cuschieri are very important when 
keeping in mind the sparse literature on the U3E in· Malta. Both papers outline 
the genesis of the U3E movement locally and detail the first few days of the 
University of the Third Age. They describe how the U3E, building on 20 years 
experience of U3As in Europe, was successful in offering the same level of 
commitment to the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, through lectures anq 
debates led by a natural and legitimate sense of inquiry. It is also interesting to 
observe that Cuschieri, in noting that 99% of the elderlydo not attend the classes 
provided by the U3E, asked whether the U3E was providing the right type of 
education. It is in this light that one must highlight the importance ofCuschieri's 
affirmative answer to the,question "should education for the e.lderly be made 
more accessible to those elderly who have a limited educational background?" 
Cuschieri's comments surely echo Morris' (1984: 136) assertions, expressed 
more than a decade earlier, that affirmed that most pander to "the cultural 
pretentious of an aged bourgeoisie who had already learnt to play the system", 
and thus alienating even further a significant proportion of older people. Wain's 
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philosophical" academic background was highly influential in his explorations of 
the philosophical basis underpinning U3Es. Wain's paper is also excellent 
because it is the paper that best attempt.s to fall within the purview of the 
conference. 

Midway through the proceedings, Alan Roger's paper provides great insight 
into the potential and limitations of education for older adults. Emphasising that 
he speaks from the vantage point of someone who is an 'older person', Rogers 
comments on two. major areas, that of 'education with older adults' and the 
'modern understanding of adult learning.' In discussing these two concepts, 
Rogers focused on current ed!Jcational provision for older persons, with 
special emphasis on. the U3A approach, the dangers of such educational 
provision, negativism and marginalisation of older persons. These are the 
barriers to older adult learning that he encountered when researching these 
two areas. 

Unfortunately, as I read through the rest of the proceedings, I noticed that the 
conference's aim was largely overlooked. I was dismayed by the fact that the 
papers by Martin O'Fathaigh (summarised in a mere five points), Antonietta 
Arioti, Nurit Stavy, the late J.Aquilina, Jean Thornpson and Renato P. Verras, 
albeit providing interesting reflections on education for older adults, failed to 
address the conference's main question. Arioti spoke about the characteristics, 
purposes and objectiv.es of the University of the Third Age project in Turin 
(Italy) where importance is given to 'being' and not only to 'knowledge.' 
Stavy's paper, which one finds only in the form of an abstract, was an 
impromptu speech, focusing on the 'Neat Yishai' Cominlmity Centre in Israel. 
This centre aims to crea~e· communication channels between different age 
groups. Thompson commences her paper by presenting an international 
perspective on U3As and then focuses on the British contribution to 'later life' 
education. 

I was pleased to read, towards the end of the proceedings, Joseph Troisi's 
remarks on the structured disadvantages that older women have and still are 
experiencing in education. Troisi showed clearly how, in educational settings, 
.older women suffer from the double oppressions of ageism and sexism, and 
showed how older women differ from older men in their experiences and should 
be considered as a distinct category of older adults. It is unfortunate, however, that 
he stopped short of placing his comments within a more general socio-political 
framework - failing to note the unequal income distribution between men and 
women (Stone, 1997), and, perhaps most importantly, the sexual division of 
labour which leave~ women with the primary responsibility for informal care 
(Qureshi and Walker, 1988). I do go along with Troisi in arguing that society has 
a responsibility to contribute towards the emancipation of women by providing 
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opportunities for them to study in a structured manner. Troisi's paper is followed 
by Julian Mama's report which essentially presented a well-informed 
socio-demographic picture of the changing levels of education in he later years of 
life. The paper clearly highlighted Mamo's research abilities in demographic 
issues. I would nevertheless point out that such a paper should have been placed 
at the beginning of the publication rather than at the end. Prospective readers are 
advised to read Mama's essay first. 

The last paper is by Renato P. Verras who discussed the aims and objectives 
of the Open University for Studies on the Elderly (UnAti) situated in Brazil. 
Verras asserted that the main purpose of UnAti is to develop cultural and 
intellectual opportunities for older persons through Teaching, Extension and 
Research. 

In conclusion, I cannot but comment that this volume does partly confirm my 
long standing suspicion of conference proceedings. I have often felt uneasy 
about books consisting of the proceedings of international or local conferences. 
While I do not, in any way, underestimate the efforts and professional aims that 
the hosts have in wanting to publish the proceedings, J am, on the other hand, 
too well aware that, in most instances, this decision is taken before the edi.tors 
have the papers in hand. Unfortunately, this tends to result in numerous 
substandard papers being published due to the fact that the editors lower the 
standard in order to include as many papers as possible or even to have enough 
papers for publication. 

First of all, I believe that many of the authors are capable of higher level 
academic papers than the ones included. Moreover, authors (speakers?) often 
tend not to include references, base their arguments on anecdotal evidence and 
utter sweeping statements. One other problem is that the papers contain only 
slight and, in the majority of cases, no references to the charges of elitism and 
the middle class 'cultural arbitrary', to use Pierre Bourdieu's term (1977), of 
much U3A provision. We come across gratuitous assertions such as the one by 
Peter Lasslet who states that older learners "do not educate themselves for 
rewards, power or promotion" (p.7) These are general assumptions. Moreover, 
the book does not address the potential of U3As in promoting educational 
activities in residential homes, .sheltered housing and day care centres, reaching 
out to housebound older persons, the immense d~fficulties that the 
implementation of the self-help philosophy of older adult education is facing; or 
else assisting the elderly in forming a political agenda and becoming critically 
aware of their surrounding environment. However, despite these limitations, the 
proceedings on the whole, paint the U3As as a dynamic, flexible, accessible 
adult education movement that is meeting the wants and needs of growing 
percentage of older adults. 
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KIitos Symeonides and Godfrey Baldacchino (eds.), Cyprus-Malta 
on the Threshold of Accession to the European Union. Challenges to 
Workers and Trade Unions, Nicosia, Cyprns Adnlt Edncation 
AssociationIWorkers' Participation Development Centre (University 
of Malta), pp.45, 1996, ISBN 9963-0-4245-7. 

Internationally, trade unions face the complex and multiple challenges posed 
by rapid globalising tendencies. In the Mediterranean, such tendencies are given 
an added impulse by the development of the European Union. Whether or not 
Malta joins Cyprus in the next group of new entrants, all social groups face the 
consequences of decisions taken by the ED and its institutions; nor can they 
escape the wider processes of global economic integration in which the EU is 
both player and victim. This publication, which brings together papers presented 
at trade union education programmes in Malta and Cyprus, is therefore both 
timely and relevant. 

The ED exercises a real influence over education and training, particularly in 
the small member states. As well as its action programmes for human resource 
development (SOCRATES, covering education, and LEONARDO, covering 
training), the EU directly controls much training spending in the member states 
through the Euorpean Social Fund, and there are significant education and training 
elements within the EU's research and technology development programme and 
in a range of other policy areas. And although the concept of social dialogue nas 
lost ground since the retirement as President of the French socialists Jacques 
Delors, the EU continues to emphasise the ~ntegral role of trade unions in 
vocational training policy. 

This collection includes a careful and detailed description by Theopholis 
Theophilou of the Cypriot government's negotiation with the EU following its 
1990 application for membership. Two trade union leaders outline their reasons 
for supporting Cyprus' application, despite misgivings over the impact of 
deregulation and the opening up of homemarkets to EU competitors. By contrast, 
two Maltese union leaders take opposing views. While both Angelo Fenech of the 
General Workers' Union and Charles Magro of the Confederation of Maltese 
Trade Unions acknowledge the benefits (including access to the EU's education 
and training programmes), they also identify potential costs. Fenech, moreover, is 
sharply critical of the then government's secretive conduct of the negotiations. 
Leonardo Mizzi outlines the role of the small and medium sized enterprises in 
Malta and Cyprus, outlining possible strategies for successful competition within 
a single European market. 

In a critical summary of issues raised during the seminars, Godfrey 
Baldacchino, from the Workers' Participation Development Centre, draws a 
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number of conclusions which, he argues, might apply to trade unions and workers 
in other small island states. Baldacchino emphasises the need for a broad and 
critical approach to worker education. Given the EU's narrow focus in its own 
programmes upon the contribution of training and education to economic 
competitivity, Baldacchino's emphasis upon openness and breadth is highly 
welcome. It is also important to note that worker educators have created their own 
transnational networks within the EU, and indeed have received some limited 
support for their activities from both the SOCRATES and LEONARDO 
programmes. 

Clearly, I found this a useful and stimulating collection, but I have two 
quibbles. In his otherwise masterly analysis, Baldacchino asserts that Malta and 
Cyprus will be "the first ex-colonial territories to join the European Union". 
Wrong. That honour belongs to Ireland; other ex-colonial states queuing alongside 
Cyprus for EU membership include Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic. 
Secondly, the volume does not acknowledge that Cyprus is a profoundly divided 
society; the Cypriot participants were all ethnic Greeks, a_nd the only recognition 
of the division is in the final joint declaration of the Cypriot and Maltese unions, 
which protests at the Turkish ocupation; yet ethnic division and conflict would 
remain if the Turks withdrew tomorrow. 

Nevertheless, the fundamental message of this volume should not be obscured. 
It is that (in the words of the joint deClaration), worker and trade union education 
are of "crucial importance" in ensuring effective participation "in programmes 
which promote both enterprise efficiency and competitivenllss as well as sen'e as 
opportunities for developing 8kills and knowledge for workers." This message 
should resonate among exisiting EU members, as well as among other applicant 
nations where trade unions are, sadly. rather weaker than in the two nations 
represented here. 
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EDUCATION IN THE MEDITERRANEAN 

CYPRUS 

The most important recent educational development on the island of Cyprus 
is the evaluation study conducted by UNESCO experts. The evaluation 
touched upon three major issues: pedagogical and methodological concerns, 
structure of the educational system and personnel administration, and research 
and evaluation. The evaluation study nurtured heated discussion concerning 
the effectiveness of the system. In response, the Ministry of Education set up 
working groups to suggest corrective measures. The Council of Ministers, 
acting as the island's highest educational authority, is expected shortly to 
identify and prioritise action towards meeting the needs identified by the 
report. 

Christos Theophilides 

GREECE 

The most significant recent developments in education in Greece follow the 
signing of the Treaty of Maastricht, and reached a climax in 1995. The major 
developments address all levels of education and could be summarised as 
follows. 

a. Modernisation of curricula, textbooks and media. 
b. New technologies and classroom innovations for the support of the 

educational process. 
c. Teachers' in-service training. 
d. Educational evaluation - internal and external 
e. Improvement of infrastructure (libraries, audio-visual media, 

reconstruction of buildings. etc.) 

Primary level 

A major development at this level is the 'all day' kindergarten and 
elementary school which gives the opportunity to those students who need it, 
to stay in school for about eight hours, engage with creative activities, take 
optional subjects and receive remedial instruction; other developments include 
renewal of the curricula in educational practices as well as introduction of new 
subjects. New subjects have been introduced either permanently as in the case 
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of foreign language in the primary school or optionally as in the case of 
consumer education, health education and several other subjects or programs 
allowing innovative and experimental practices to occur (SEPPE). 
Concurrently, specialised teachers have been appointed to te-ach subjects such 
as music, physical education which were taught in the past by the general 
classroom teacher. Furthennore, certain laboratories were established for 
subjects such as physics, aesthetic education (theatre, art, etc.) which, 
however, do not meet the needs of all schools in each district. The above 
innovative trends and prospects of the schools. in Greece were enhanced by 
other programmes. Among these is MELINA (the subject took its name from 
the fonner Minister of Culture, Melina Mercury) which aims at cultivating the 
cultural dimension in education especially through art anq culture. Since 1992, 
the goals of European dimension in education were promoted both via 
classroom practice as well as through participation in various European 
programmes, such as Comenius, Lingua, Helios, and so on. 

In addjtion, various programmes were implemented to deal with 
educational inequalities and school failure via compensatory strategies. These 
include the remedial instruction programme which seeks to combat school 
failure. tne special needs programme (entitled SMEA). which seeks to remedy 
students' needs cognitively, psychologically and socially, special programmes 
were also created since 1995 to cater to the needs of gypsy students as well as 
those of repatriated Greeks. 

Secondary level 

At this level, one could single out developments such as the creation of the 
unitary Lyceum, which will gradually absorb all present fonns of Lyceum, the 
evaluation system of education effectiveness (including teacher 'and school 
effectiveness), the writing of new textbooks, the reconstruction of the 
classroom space via the use of new technologies. (i.e. computers, multimedia, 
SEPPE. etc.). as well as the abolishing of the national examinations 
establishing thus and 'open' access to the tertiary level, the creation of the 
schools of 'second chance', the institutionalisation of the national centre for 
counselling and career guidance. 

In addition to the above, other developments include the introduction of 
several subjects such as: Infonnation Technology, two foreign languages, 
Career Guidance,' Envir,onmental Education, the programmes 
ALEXANDROS and TELEMACHUS. Health Education. Consumer 
Education, school network/partnership, and participation in European 
programmes (Comenius, Lingua: etc.). 
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Not all these initiatives have equally flourished. Among the main causes 
are considered to be the lack o.f infrastructure, the heavy bureaucracy, the lack 
of economic and oth.er forms of incentives for teachers, without whose support 
educational innovation cannot be carried out successfully. 

Tertiary level 

At the tertiary level some of the most important developments include the 
renewal and improvement of undergraduate and graduate programmes of 
study, the creation of the open university, investment in infrastructural 
development. and the increase of student numbers. Starting from the academic 
year 1997-98 onwards, thirty undergraduate and graduate programmes of 
study were formally set up as part of the distance education efforts of the open 
university. In the conventional programme of studies, 70 new university 
departments will be created of which 17'are already established. Up to the year 
2000 the secondary school graduates who hold a unitary Lyceum diploma will 
have access to all the schools and departments they wish to attend at the tertiary 
level; similar developments have occurred at the post secondary institutes for 
education and training (IEK) such as the renewal and modernisation of the 
programme of studies, of textbooks, media and infrastructure. 

Last but not least, the teacher appointment system has been abolished and 
the institutionalisation of the pedagogical and teaching certificate came into 
effect in 1998 for all teachers (primary and secondary) who were not already 
appointed. -

Finally, it should be noted that in addition to the various developments at the 
aforementioned levels there are those addressing the modernisation of admi
nistration, of organisation and function of some of the educational agencies of 
the Ministry of Education; these developments are geared towards the direction 
of educational decentralisation by transferring some of the responsibilities from 
the centre (i.e. Ministry of Education) to the periphery and local level. 

George Flouris 

ISRAEL 

The educational system is Israel is undergoing far-reaching changes. The 
highly centralised system established by parliamentary legislation in 1949 
(Law of Compulsory Education) and 1953 (Law of State Education) is rapidly 
being transformed into a highly diverse assortment of schools at the primary, 
secondary and tertiary levels. For over forty years, diversification at the 
primary level was signalled at most by different kinds of religious commitment. 
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The laws cited established a system in which there are State schools for people 
who do not declare for religious education. Tl)ese schools include the schools in 
which Hebrew is the language of instruction and schools for those who preferred 
a (Jewish) religious education were established, and the 'independent' system of 
schools was founded by religious groups who were not satisfied with the 
commitments of the State system. Among the schools in which Arabic is the 
language of instruction, religious schools are private and supported by various 
Christian orders. On the secondary level these affiliations were perpetuated, but 
courses of study were diversified to suit the different ability levels of students 
and to cater to their vocational or academic interests. On the tertiary level, the 
laws provided for six state-supported universities and about thirty teachers 
colleges. The picture has changed drastically in the nineties. 

On the twofold assumption that children are likely to disclose particular 
talents at early ages and that it is worthwhile to cultivate those talents, there have 
been many initi~tives for diversifying primary schools. There are now schools 
which emphasise studies in the arts and others which emphasise scientific 
subjects. In addition there are frameworks for fostering interest in Jewish studies 
from a non-religious standpoint and schools which place training for sports as 
their priority. This tendency is strengthened in the secondary schools which are 
usually multi-tracked. Courses in the humanities and in the sciences enable 
students to continue with studies at a university of at a polytechnic. In addition, 
there are opportunities for vocational training, in courses which prepare students 
for the job market. The most wide-ranging changes, however, are on the tertiary 
level. Within the state system, many of the teachers" colleges have been 
accredited to distribute B.Ed. Degrees to their graduates. In addition, there have 
appeared many private "institutions, most of which are associated with 
recognised institutions of higher education in Europe and the D.S.A .. They 
award Bachelors' and Masters' degrees to students who fulfil the requirements 
set by their sponsor institutions. This development is of major importance, first 
of all, because the branches of foreign universities provide avenues of study for 
students who are seeking effiCient (shorter) paths to an academic degree. Some 
of them would not normally qualify for study at the Stare universities under the 
current requirements. Secondly, the degrees which are allotted by these 
institutions are recognised for purposes of professional grading, the basis for 
determining salaries in the public sector. 

The wide-ranging changes noted above have been introduced piecemeal, in 
every case for reasons considered legitimate on the local and on the national 
level. It will be of interest to trace the social and political consequences which 
undoubtedly will follow in their wake. 

Devorah Kalekin-Fishman 
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MALTA 

The educational situation in Malta is currently marked by a- number of 
initiatives that focus mainly on the compulsory school attendance age, namely 
for pupils between the age of 5 and 16 years. At the primary school level, the 
campaign to encourage literacy has led to the declaration of 1998 as the Year 
of the Book. The most recent Census has shown that an unexpectedly large 
number of students is leaving the primary and secondary school levels illiterate 
or semi-literate, despite the overall improvement in provision. Another 
campaign has focused on bullying in schools; with fora being organised among 
teachers, parents and students to deal with such anti-social and negative 
behaviour. A major development is the submission of a draft revision of the 
1988 National Minimum Curriculum to the Minister of Education and 
National Culture. This draft will now be discussed by educational partners, 
who should react positively to the attempt that has been made to give more 
importance to mastery than to coverage, to provide more opportunities for· 
creative work, and to stress the value of different learning strategies and 
on-going review. Finally, the movement towards de-centralisation has 
accelerated through the directive issued to all educational communities to 
come up with their own School Development Plan. This identifies educational 
priorities that should· be achieved over a three year period, as well as the 
strategies and structures that must be put into place in order to reach these 
goals. While teachers and school administrators were the main participants in 
the development of their school plan, in some cases parents were also invited 
to contribute their ideas and suggestions to the discussion. 

Ronald G. Sultana 

PALESTINE 

The Palestinians took over authority in education from the. Israeli occupation 
authorities in the West Bank and Gaza in late August 1994. A Palestinian 
Ministry of Education (MOE) was set up at that time to manage and develop 
the educational system. The Ministry of Education is still facing the challenge 
of providing access to formal education for all new incoming children while 
improving quality of teaching and learning. The student population is around 
800,00 students and growing at a yearly rate of more than 6%. Some Gaza 
schools have already slipped into triple shifts, while 80% of the schools there 
operate on a double shift basis. While there are no schools in the West Bank 
operation triple shifts, more schools have started operating double-shift basis 
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(20% of the total). Although the issue of population growth and the need for 
family planning are not in its dornain of work, the MOE believes that these are 
important issues to be raised in the curriculum and in school activities. 

Related to its policy of Education for All and to equity in access to 
schooling, priority in school construction has been given to females, especially 
in remote areas. Furthennore, the Minister at the beginning of the school year 
1997/98 inaugurated two makeshift schools for the Bedouin. This is the first 
school year in which schools for the Bedouin have been established in their 
areas of residence. 

To improve quality and relevance of school education, work is still 
underway on a number of fronts within the MOE. The Ministry has embarked 
on an important process of drafting its first five-year plan for the development 
of the educational system. A good first draft outlining the principles directing 
its work, its educational vision, its strategic objectives, the five major areas of 
work and the proposed projects has already been finished. Further elaboration 
of the plan is taking place and it is expected that it needs six more months to 
be put in detailed form for discussion with stakeholders' and donors. It is hoped 
that, through a project with lIEP at UNESCO funded by Italy, consensus 
building among Palestinians on the educational vision and the five-year plan 
will be' achieved leading to the drafting of a Master Plan for Palestinian 
education and an Education Act. 

The Palestinian Curriculum Development Centre (PCDC) has finished and 
published a proposed comprehensive plan for the first-ever Palestinian 
curriculum. The MOE translated this proposed plan into a detailed plan of 
action whose implementation is due to start at the beginning of 1998. It is 
expected that the first Palestinian textbooks for grades one and six will be used 
in schools in the yearl99912000. Textbooks for the rest of the grades will be 
produced in phases and are expected to be completed by the year 2004. 

In-service training of teachers, administrators and educational supervisors 
has received a lot of attention during 1997. The focus is on encouraging a 
student-centred approach in schooling and on empowerment of teachers. It is 
planned that in-service training will be decentralised. Directorates in the 
various districts should be able to satisfy their training needs with very little 
technical and organisational help from the central Ministry. But since the need 
for training during the coming years will increase, due to the introduction of 
the Palestinian curriculum, it is envisaged that local universities, NOG's and 
other institutions will play an important role in pre- and.in-service training 
programs. 

The MOE has made good progress in developing its EMIS and its capacity 
for planning. With support from' a number of donors, and in co-operation with 
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the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, it has now detailed and reliable 
educational statistics in published form and on computer for internal use. It is 
now using the avai1!lble data for creating educational indicators and for policy 
analysis and fonnulation. The MOE still needs to develop its capacity in these 
areas fo~ the purposes of producing the five-year plan, its implementation and 
longer-term planning. 

Maher Hashweh 

SLOVENIA 

The most recent educational reforms in Slovenia have been prepared by 
experts of different political provenance, and are regarded by some 
educationalists and politicians not as a national project which had passed the 
parliamentary procedure but rather as an arbitrary project of the current 
minister of education and his liberal democratic party. With 200213 as the 
target year for completion of reforms, it i.s felt that many important issues have 
been neglected and the focus of the heated debate is again and again 
concentrated on topics like religious education, moral values, and the 
importance of the 'non-liberal' orientation of the school system. 

During the last year a lot of work has been done by different boards which 
have to produce new curricula for subjects at all levels and for all types of 
schools. First drafts were evaluated by teachers and by selected schools, and 
after that the boards revised the programmes.of study according to comments 
and suggestions received. Second drafts will be evaluated in 1999. 

Mirjam Milharcic-Hladnik 

SPAIN 

At the end of this century, the Spanish education system continues to be 
affected by factors originating in society itself. The most important of these are 
demographic evolution, the degree of importance given to democratisation and 
participation, and the change from a centralist state to a federal one. In any 
case, it is important that the system remains open to these influences but also 
that its reactions to them be moderate, without forgetting its own interests and 
values. An ambitious refonn has been set in motion since the beginning of 
the 80s, under Social-Democratic governments and now managed by the 
Conservative Party, unable to change it by its lack of majority at the 
Parliament. However, there is doubt as to whether the reform, which affects 
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the whole educational system, will be completed, for it depends on specific, 
detailed financing. Without sufficient resources the changes will be merely 
cosmetic or terminological or rhetorical, and may indeed even be. 
counterproductive. 

Comprehensive education has been broadened and intensified, including 
two more compulsory years of schooling. However, it seems that not enough 
importance has been given to social inequality and the ~egree to which it is 
present in Spanish society. Comprehensive schooling will be severely limited 
by this and a minimum guarantee of correct operation is only possible if school 
are given more human resources and infrastructure. 

Dualism in compulsory education is being consolidated in the Spanish 
educational system between the public education and the so-called 
'concertada' schooling (mostly formed by former private anc;l religious 
schools, which now belong to the public school network since the State takes 
care of the salaries of teachers in these schools); this is producing at the present 
a major source of social exclusion established by the own.system itself, in spite 
of other sources of this kind such as race, gender and so on. As a general 
thought, the 'concertadas' (maintained) schools are providing better education 
according to the parent's social mentality, although there is no substantial 
research done which proves the better quality of their instruction and teachers. 

Overall, education in Spain is insufficiently financed (the percentage of 
GNP spent on education sti11 fails to reach the European.Union average). The 
historical backwardness of Spanish education has only been corrected 
regarding rates of school attendance. Financing must be increased if we are to 
achieve the quality of education corresponding to the rate of development of 
the country. Fourteen years of Socialist government failed to solve this 
problem and now it seems that once again policies of reduction in social 
spending are coming into force .. Finance in education should therefore be 
carefully studied and investment selected with care. 

The renovatiqn of Vocational-Technical Education (Formaci6n 
Profesional) is a priority, for the first time perceived as a national issue. The 
faults common to the whole system are most noticeable· here: excessively 
theoretical teaching, low quality through lack of finance, scant connection 
with social needs. Improvement of this sector would lead to Bachillerato and 
university being streamlined, a reduction in youth unemployment and a 
solution to the traditional lack of specialised labour and medium-level 
technicians. This can only be attained by involving the relevant sectors of 
society, in particular, the world of business and industries. 

Insufficient attention has been paid to the teaching staff. Their initial 
teacher education has not been adequately modified and continuous training.is 
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not contemplated with decision. However, the attitude and mentality of 
teaching staff and its working conditions (under the 'working structures' of 
Spanish schools) are key factors in the success of any refonn· and· for the 
quality of the education system as a whole. 

Miguel A •. Pereyra and Diego Sevilla 

TUNISIA 

Educational research in Tunisia is quite recent: the first department in 
educational science was established in 1991 at the University of Tunis 1. The 
Tunisian Review of Educational Science, published bi-annually, provides a 
good overview of developments in this field . 

. Educational research is mainly dealt with at the Institut Superieur de 
['Education et de la Fonnation Continue (ISEFC), a college that is concerned 
with educational and continual training, and at the Association Tunisienne des 
Recherches Didactiques (ATRD), a non-governmental organisation . 

. The ISEPC, which is based at Tunis I University, delivers a master degree 
and a post graduate-diploma in educational science, with a specialisation in 
subject methodology (,didactiques des disciplines'). It has a laboratory of 
experimental pedagogy that has five groups of researchers. 

The ATRD is a knowledgeable association that works with researchers in 
education offering them an opportunity to organise seminars, colloquia and 
symposia. These activities are. generally organised with ·the co-operation of 
Tunisians academic authorities as well as foreign universities. ATRD 
organises a great assembly once a year. In November 1998, for instance, it will 
organise, together with Tunis 1 University and Sherbrooke University 
(Quebec), an international symposium on didactics. 

Ahmed Chabchoub 

TURKEY 

Many internal and external observers would agree that the most important 
educational development in Turkey in .] 997 was the extension of basic 
education from 5 years to 8 years. Although the Basic Education L.aw was 
legislated by parliament in 1973, subsequent governments for the past 25 years 
have simply overlooked the law because of somewhat political but mostly 
financial reasons. For the time being, the Turkish Government is in the process 
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of loan negotiations with the World Bank to finance the reform. The bulk of 
this money will be spent primarily for infrastructural needs (constructing new 

. school buildings) and the remaining for cunicular changes, technology and 
training needs. Of course, such a reform in the educational system has direct 
implications for teacher training institutions, which are under the aegis of the 
Higher Education Council. Considering the fact that the reform created a 
considerable shortage of teachers (it is estimated that 190,000 teachers will be 
needed in the year 2000) for the grades 1 through 8, the Ministry of Education 
and the Higher Education Council have coUaborated to restructure the 
pre-service teacher training institutions to satisfy this pressing need. The new 
teacher training system will be effective as of SeptemheJ;', when radical 
structural and curricular changes in teacher education institutions will be put 
into place. For example, some departments have been eliminated, new 
departments have been created, the training of teachers for the grades 9 
through II (what was called the senior high school in the former system) has 
been shift~d to the graduate level. and the entire curriculum for each 
department has been revised on the basis of the needs of the country as well 
as in response to recent developments in each field. 

Hasan Simsek 
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CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

'L'Histoire et l'Avenir de l'Education Comparee en Langue Fram;aise 
en Europe et dans le Monde' 

The international symposium is being organised by the Association 
Francophone d'Education Comparee (A,F.E.C.) to celebrate its 25th 

anniversary and to commemorate the 150th year since the death of Marc
Antoine Julien. The symposium will be held between the 27th and 29th May 
1998, at the Carre des Sciences, I Rue Descartes, 75000, Paris. Further 
infonnation can be obtained from the AFEC Secretariat, C.l.E.P., I Avenue 
Leon Journault, 92311 Sevres Cedex, France. Te!. 01.45.07.60.12; Fax: 
01.45.07.60.01. 

'Universities in a Digital Era - Transformation, Innovation and Tradition: 
Roles and Perspectives of Open and Distance Learning' 

The EDEN (European Distance Education Network) annual conference will be 
held at the University of Bologna, Italy, between the 24 and 26 June 1998. 
Further infonnation can be obtained from the EDEN Secretariat, Technical 
University of Budapest, H-IIII Budapest, Egry J.u.!. Hungary. Te!. +36 I 
4631628; Fax: + 36 I 4631858; e-mail <eden@khmk.bme.hu> 

'On the Threshold' 
The 4th International Symposium on Technology Education & Training will 
·be held in Cape Town, South Africa, between 27 June and 1 July 1998. Further 
information can be obtained from the WFTO Symposium Secretariat, Cape 
Technikon, P.O. Box 652, Cape Town, 8000 South Africa. Fax: +27(21) 45-
4940; E-mail: nbeute@norton.ctech.3c.za 

'State-Market-Civil Society: Models of Social Order and the Future of 
European Education' 

Eighteenth CESE (Comparative Education Society in Europe) Conference, 5-
10 July 1998, Groningen, The Netherlands. Please address all correspondence 
to: Secretariat, cIa Vangroep Sociologie. Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. 
Faculteit der Psychologische, Pedagogische en Sociologie Wetenschappen, 
Grote Rozenstraat 31, 9712 TG Groningen, the Netherlands. Te!. 
+31.50.363.6283; Fax. +31.50.363.6226; E-mail: cese-org@icce.rug.nl 
Internet site: http://www.icce.rug.nll-cese. 
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.Higher Education Close Up' 
An international conference will be organised between the 6th and 8th July 
1998, at the University of Central Lancashire, Preston, England, by 
the SRHE. Further enquiries can be addressed to Helen Taylor, 
Centralan Consultants Ltd., University of Central Lancashire, Prston PRl 
2HE. Te!. 01772 892251; Fax: 01772 892938; e-mail <h.m.taylor2@ 
uclan.ac.uk> 

'Education, Equity and Transformation' 
Xth World Congress of the World Council of Comparative Education 
Societies, hosted by the South African Comparative and History of 
Education Society, at the University of Cape Town and University of 
Western Cape Town in Cape Town, South Africa, from 13-17 July 1998. 
Conference chairperson: Dr. Crain A. Soudien. Please address all 
correspondence to: The WCCES 1998 Congress Co-Ordinator, School of 
Education, University of Cape Town, Private Bag Rondebosch 7700, Cape 
Town, South Africa. Te!. +27.21.650.2768; Fax. +27.21.650.3489. E-mail: 
cs@education.uct.ac.za 

'Celebrating Similarities and Managing Differences' 
The 3rd BUTEX (British Universities Transatlantic Exchange 
Association) International Conference will be held at the University 
of Plymouth, England, 21-23 July 1998. Further information can be 
obtained from Annette Kratz, Head. of International Office, Keele 
University, Staffordshire, ST5 5BG, U.K. Te!. +44.1782.584008; Fax: 
+44.1782.632343; E-mail <aaa07@admin.keele.ac.uk> Guidelines for 
submission of papers can also be found on the BUTEX website at http!! 
www:niss.ac.ukleducation/butex 

'Africa at the Millennium: Challenges and Opportunities in the 
Development of Human Capital' 

An international conference will be organised by the Africa Institute of 
Management and Educatioh (AIME), between the 29th and 31 st July 1998, in 
Johannesburg, South Africa. Queries should be directed to the Conference 
Secretariat, Mamphono Khaketla or Hendrik Botha, Private Bag X 3335, 
Cresta, 2118, South Africa. Fax: 011-782-3757; e-mail <educate@ 
azaliah.co.za>; Website: http://www.azaliah.co.za 
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'Imagine, all the Education ... The Visual in the Making of the 
Educational Space through History' 

Twentieth Session of the International Standing Conference for the History of 
Education, 15-18 August 1998, at the Catholic University of Louvain, 
Belgium. Further infonnation can be obtained from Professor Dr. M. Depaepe, 
Chairman ISCHE XX, KU Leuven, Vesaliusstraat 2, B - 3000 Leuven, 
Belgium. Te!. +32.16.326202; Fax: +32.16.326200; E-mail: marc.depaepe@ 
ped.kuleuven.ac.be 

'Teacher Education in the 21st Century' 
The 23rd Annuai Conference of the Association for Teacher Education in 
Europe (ATEE) will be held between the 24th and 30th August 1998 at Mary 
Immaculate College, Limerick, Ireland. Further enquiries should be addressed 
to the Ms. Sheyla Ryan, Secretary to the Organising Committee, ATEE - 1998 
Conference, Mary Immaculate College, Limerick, Ireland. 
Te!.+353.61.314588; Fax.+353.61.313632; e-mail <sheyla.ryan@mic.u!.ie> 

'British Educatiomil·Research Association Annual Conference' (BERA 98) 
27-30 August, 1998 at the Queen's University of Belfast. All abstract 
submissions, booking forms and other enquiries about the meeting should be 
addressed to: BERA 98, IFAB Communications, Department of Biology, 
University of York, PO Box 373, York YOl 5YW, U.K. Te!. +44(0)1904 
432940; Fax: +44(0)1904 433029. E-mail: <biocomms@yorkac.uk> Up to 
date information can be accessed on the world wide web at: http:// 
www.york.ac.ukldeptsibiollweb/symposiaibera.htm 

'The Fourth European Conference on Educational Research' 
The 4th ECER conference will take place in Ljubljana from the 17 - 20 
September 1998. Further details can be obtained from EERA Academic 
Secretary, CiD SCRE, 15 St John Street, Edinburgh EH8 8JR. Te!. 
+44.131.557.2944; Fax: +44.131.556.9454; E-mail: <eera@scre.ac.uk> Up 
to date information can be accessed on the world wide web at: http:// 
www.ecer98.com 

'Doing Comparative Education Research: Issues and Problems' 
The Inaugural Conference of the British Association of International and 
Comparative Education (BAICE) will take place between the 11th and 13th 

September 1998 at the University of Reading, England. Enquiries should be 
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addressed to Professor Keith Wats:on, Department of Education Studies 
and Management, The University of Reading, Bulmershe Court, Earley, 
Reading RG6 1HY. Te!. 0118 9318866; Fax: 0118 9352080; E-mail 
<J.K.P.Watson@reading.ac.uk> 

'Postures epistemoiogiques des chercheurs et/ou formateurs en 
didactiques des disciplines' 
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The International Symposium is being organised by the Association 
Tunisienne de Recherches Didactiques in Tunis, between the 3rd and 5th 

November 1998. Further information can be obtained from Professor Ahmed 
Chabchoub, 43 Rue de la Liberte, 2019 Le Bardo, Tunisia. Te!. 
(216)(1)564.727; Fax: (216)(1) 568.954. 
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ABSTRACTS 

ANCIENT GREEK LOGOS: AN INVITATION 
TO mSTORICAL-COMPARATlVE DISCOURSE 
ON EDUCATION 

PELLA CALOGIANNAKIS 

Cette etude a pour but la presentation de certains aspects concernant la rencontre 
m€thodologique et epistemologique entre le discours historico-comparatif 
moderne sur l'€ducation et le discours historico-comparatif grec ancien, le logos. 
Cette rencontre va ouvrir une voie nouvelle dans le domaine de l'education 
comparee concern ant "surtout son historicite, sa methodoiogie et son 
epistemologi~. Dne telIe approche essaie de mantrer que le discours historique 
moderne sur I'education compan~e n'est pas loin du concept de}' ancien logos en 
tant que processus de raisonnement et de recherche. 

rrtp(l--t(IJI'1 
H napoucra ,.U::AETIJ O"K01W EX£l vU .su::pEuvllm:.t. JlEPlKt~ O\jlEtr; ,,(DU m'>YXPOVOU 
tGroPIKO-o-UYKPtTtKOU nat()ayroYlKOU AOYOU cr€ crXE01l !lE tOY apxaio dJ',llvlKO 
l<ITOplKO-c:ruYKPtttKO ;.Ol'O cr€ €1ltO'tTJJlOAOYIKO Kat J.1€BOOOAOYIKO €nlndio. 0 
cruaX€tlO'llo~ auto.; iou apxaiou Kat cruyxpOVOU HTIOpUCO-cruYKPltlKOU 
naloaywYIKoU AOY01) BE(opOU~lE Otl UnOtEA£t Ilia YEa np0eJEyyt<JT}/npOKAllO'll am 
xropo t11'; LUYKPltUCllS EK1taioEuO'llS. l()laitEpa O'E o,n a<popa TIJv EnlaTTJJ.1oAoyia 
Kal TTJ lleBoooAoyia tllS· A 1)tTt 11 npocrtYYlOTJ <rTIlV npaYllatlKOTIJta' €1llX€lpd va 
()€ll;,El on ° cruyxpOVOS lO'tOPlKO-cruYKPltlKOS nat()ayroyucoC; I~oyo~ ()EV an£X€l ro~ 
anOOElK'tlKOS Kat E:P€1)V111lKOS AOYOS ano tOY apxaio lO'tOPlKO-m.. YKPltlKO 
<IToXa WI6. 
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JOB SATISFACTION, STRESS AND COPING 
STRATEGIES AMONG MOROCCAN IDGH SCHOOL 
TEACHERS 

NAIMA BENMANSOUR 

Cette etude explore le stress, la satisfaction dans le travail et les strategies de lutte 
contre le stress panni un groupe de 153 enseignant(e)s marocains qui ant repondu 
a un questionnaire. Les resuttats onl indiqul que 45% des enseignants sont 
satisfaits de leur metier. L'examen des facettes de satisfaction dans le travail ot:lt 
mantee que les enseignant(e)s sont plus satisfait(e)s des relations avec les 61eves 
et les collegues et sont le mains satisfait(e)s de leur statut social. Les resultalS ont 
aussi rev6ie que plus de la moitie des enseignants rapportent un niveau de stress 
6leve. et qu'it existe une relation negative entre le stress et la satisfaction dans le 
travail. Les enseignant(e)s ant evalue l'intensite et la frequence de 18 sources de 
stress, et ces deux mesures ont donne des resultats similaires. L'analyse de 
facteurs des sources de stress a reveIe quatre facteurs: problemes relies au 
programme, problemes relies aux eleves, problemes relies Cl la classe. et 
surcharge de travail. L'analyse de facteurs des 16 strategies de·lutte contre le 
stress a rev6Ie quatre facteurs: action directe, action mentale, action emotionnelle 
et action physique. . 
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WHAT INFLUENCES STUDENTS TO CHOOSE 
THE ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR: 
THE CASE OF CYPRUS 

CONSTANTINOS PAPANASTASIOU 

ELENA PAPANASTASIOU 

Le but de cette etude 6tait d'identifier et de comparer les facteurs qui ant motive 
des etudiants de troisieme et quatrieme annee de l'Universite de Chypre dans leuT 
choix de la profession d'enseignant d'ecole elementaire. L'echantillon etait 
compose de 176 etudiants en education elementaire pendant l'automne 1995. Ce 
questionnaire a ete distribue a taus les etudiants qui faisaient partie de certaines 
classes d'education 6lementaire choisies all hasard. Les reponses aUK points du 
questionnaire,ont ete divisees en categories en utilisant l'analyse des principaux 
composants acec 'rotation varimax'. Six facteurs ant ete retenus, qui 
correspondaient a 63.3% de la variance. Le premier facteur prenait en compte 
18.3% de la variance dans le groupe des six facteurs. Les points, ill'interieur de 
ce facteur, dont les resultats etaient superieurs a 0,50 concernaient les idees 
suivantes des etudiants: aimer enseigner, aimer l~ processus enseignementl 
apprentissage, aimer travailler avec de jeunes enfants, et avoir un talent inne pour 
l'enseignement. On a appeIe ce facteur 'motifs internes', Le second facteur 
representant 15.3% de la variance .regroupait des points decrivant les vacances, 
l'emploi immediat,les possibilites d'emploi, la securite du travail et les avantages 
accessoires, qu }'on a appeles 'avantages lies au metier'. Le troisieme facteur 
representait 9,7% de la variance et on }'a intituIe 'le statut de la profession'. Le 
quatrieme facteur, avec 8.3%, s'appelle 'l'influence familiale'. Les 5e et 6e 

facteurs, 6.4% et 5.3% respectivement, sont 'les motifs externes' et 'l'influence 
du professeur' . 

o OKOTlO<; OUTr'[<; TT]<; tpeuvo<; r'[TOV vo j3pel TOU<; TlOpuyoVTe<; 
TlOU eTlT]peul;ouv TOU<; TplToeTei<; KOI TeTopToeTei<; <pOlTT]Tt<; TOU 
noveTllOTT]lJiou KUTlpoU vo eTllAt!;ouV TO OIOOOKOAIKO 
eTluyyeAlJo. To oeiYlJo OTlOTeAeiTo OTlO 176 <pOlTT]Tt<; TlOU 
<pOlTOUOOV OTO TIJr'[lJo ETlIOTT]IJWV TT]<; Aywyr'[<; TO xellJeplVO 
el;ulJT]vo TOU 1995. To epwTT]IJOTOAOYIO 008T]Ke TlpO<; OUIJTlAr'[PWOT] 
oe OAOU<; TOU<; <POlTT]Tt<; TlOU eixov eyypo<pei oe oUYKeKpllJtve<; 
Tu!;el<; Kat eixov eTllAeyei lJe TUxoio OeIYIJOTOAT]lpio. Te 
oeOOlJevo TlOU exouv oUAAeyei OVOAu8T]KOV lJe TT] OTOTlOTIKr'[ 
TeXVIKr'[ TlOPOyOVTIKr'[ OVUAUOT]. 01 j3oOlKoTepOl TlOpuYOVTe<; 
r'[TOV el;l Kat eplJT]veUOUV To 63.3% TT]<; oloanopu<;. 0 TlPWTO<; 
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tIapo.YOVTa<; epJ.lf]VeUel TO 18.3% Tf]<; 1ilOarrOpo.<;. EpwT!'icrel<; J.Ie 
napaYOVTlKo. l3o.pf] J.IeyaAuTepa TOU 0.50 ava<ptpOVTat: CITf]V 
ayo.nf] ylO Tf] 1il1iacrKaAia, CITf] 1ila1ilKacria Tf]<; 1il1iacrKaAia<;/ 
J.Io.8f]crf]<;, CITf]V ayo.nf] ylO Tf]V epyaaia J.Ie J.IlKPo. nat1ilo. Kat CITO 
tJ.l<PUTO TaAtVTo Yla 1il1iacrKaAia. 0 napo. YOVTa<; aUTO<; 

·OVOJ.lo.CITf]Ke "ecrWTePlKo. Kivf]Tpa". 0 1ieuTepo<; napo.YOVTa<; nou 
epJ.lf]VeUel TO 15.3% Tf]<; 1ilOarrOpo.<; nePlAaJ.ll3o.vel epwT!'im;l<; 

. nou ava<ptpOVTat CITl<; 1iIOKont<; TWV 1iacrKo.Awv, CITf]Vo.J.lecrf] 
epyo1ioTf]crf], CITl<; 1iuvaTOTf]Te<; nou txel TO eno.yyeAJ.la, CITO 
e!;acr<paAlcrJ.ltvo eno.yyeAJ.la Kat o.AAa napeJ.l<pep!'i w<peA!'iJ.la'ra. 0 
TpiTO<; napo.YOVTa<; epJ.lf]VeUel TO 9.7% Kat OVOJ.lo.CITf]Ke "a!;ia 
TOU enayytAJ.laTo<;". 0 TtTapTO<; napo.YOVTa<; epJ.lf]Veuel TO 8.3% 
Kat OVOJ.lo.CITf]Ke "eni1ipacrf] cruyyevwv". 0 ntJ.lnTO<; Kat tKTO<; 
napo.YOVTa<; epJ.lf]veUOUV aVTiCITOlxa 6.4% Kat 5.3% Tf]<; 
1ilaarrOPo.<; Kat OVOJ.lo.CITf]KaV "e!;WTeplKo. Kivf]Tpa" Kat "eni1ipacrf] 
1iacrKo.AWV" . 
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THE IMPACT OF MEASURES TO PROMOTE EQUITY 
IN THE SECONDARY EDUCATION CERTIFICATE EX
AMINATIONS IN MALTA: AN EVALUATION 

FRANK VENTURA 
ROGER MURPHY 

Quand le systeme d'examens national 'Certificat d'education secondaire' (SEC) 
a ete etabli a Malte en 1994 pour replacer le Certificat General d'Education de 
niveau ordinaire (aCE - '0' Level) affert par les commissio'ns d'examens 
anglaises, on a saisi }' occasion pour promouvoir l' equite panni des candidats aux 
niveaux cl'acquisition, sexe et milieux sociaux differents. Les mesures 
comprenaient I'organisation d'epreuves d'examens a differents niveaux, 
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I'introduction d'un eh~mentd'evaluation fait a l'ecole dans plusieurs matieres, des 
droits d'inscription aux examens relativement faibles, la decision d'eviter les 
partis pris lies a la culture du sexe dans les epreuves d'examens, et une restriction 
d'inscription pour les candidats qui etaient dans leur derniere. annee de 
scolaris"ation obligatoire ou ages de 16 ans ou plus. Ces mesures devaient attirer 
des candidats ayant une plus grande etendue de capacites det de milieux sociaux 
que ceux qui passaient les examens GCE, et devaient eviter les partis pris lies a 
la culture et au sexe, On a dO. atteindre ces buts avec en toile de fond du scepticisme 
au sujet de la valeur, la credibilte et la viabilite d'examens etablis par une 
commission d'examen locale comparee aux prestigieux examens GCE etablis par 
les commissions d'examens anglaises solidement etablies. Cette etude evalue les 
resuItats des trois premieres·annees du fonctionnement de l'examen SEC afin de 
jauger son impact sur l'equite. L'analyse est basee sur des statistiques d'examens, 
des rapports d'examinateurs et des commentaires sur chacune de <:es mesures. 
L'acces et la performance dans six matieres par sexe et type d'ecole. Quelques 
conclusions seront offertes au sujet de l'influence des examens dans la promotion 
de l'equite ~ans un systeme d'education intrinsequement inequitable. 

Meta f'Malta twaqqfet is-sistema ta'l-ezamijiet goac-Certifikat ta'l-Edukazzjoni 
Sekondarja (CES) ft-1994 boala altemattiva goall-ezami tal-General Certificate of 
Education (GCE) ta' bordijiet Inglizi, instabu mezzi biex titrawwem l-ekwita ma' 
kandidati ta' kapacit(.)jiet, sess u klassi socjali differenti. Fost il-mizuri 1i ttiehdu 
kien hemm l-issettjar ta' karti ta' livelli differenti, l-introduzzjoni ta' marki ghal 
xogholli jsir fl-iskola f'diversi suggetti, rati aktarx baxxi ta' hIas ghall-ezamijiet, 
it-twarrib ta' xaqIib jew dislqiminazzjoni kulturali jew fuq bazi ta' sess fil-karti 
ta'l-ezami, u !-fatt li tOallew jersqu goall-ezami dawk il-kandidati li kienu ft-aooar 
sena ta' l-iskoIa obbligatorja jew li ghalqu sittax-il sena biss. Minhabba dawn 
il-mizuri wiehed kien jistenna 1i jersqu ghall-ezami kandidati b'firxa ikbar ta' 
abbiltajiet u minn wesgoa ikbar ta' ambjenti socjali meta mqabbla ma' dawk li 
kienu jersqu ghall-ezamijiet tal-GCE. Dawn il-miri riedu jintlahqu fost xetticizmu 
dwar is-siwi, il-kredibbilta u I-prattiCita ta' ezamijiet lokali meta mqabbla ma' 
l-ezamijiet prestigjuzi tal-GCE ta' bordijiet Inglizi stabbiliti. Dan l-istudjujevalwa 
r-rizultati ta' l-ewwel tliet snin ta' "I-ezamijiet ghac-CES biex jizen I-impatt li 

, kellhom f'dik li hi ekwit •. Goal dan il-ghan sar analizi ta' statistiCi ta' l-ezamijiet, 
ta' rapporti ta' I-ezaminaturi u ta' kummenti dwar il-mizuri li ttiehdu. Ghalhekk 
sar studju tan-numru ta' registrazzjonijiet ghall-e±ami u r-ri±ultati tal-kandidati 
ft-ikbar sitt suggetti (il-Malti, l-Ingliz, il-Matematika, il-Fizika, ir-Religjon u t
Taljan) sew mil-Iat tas-sessi u sew mit-tipi ta' skejjelli minnhom gew il-kandidati. 
Fl-aooar, l-istudju joffri xi konkluzjonijiet dwar l-effett ta' l-ezamijiet biex 
irawmu l-ekwita f'sistema ta' l-edukazzjoni li minnha nifisha mhix ekwitabbli. 
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POLICY AND MODEL ANALYSIS: THE CASE OF 
SOVIET IMMIGRANT TEACHER RE-TRAINING 
IN ISRAEL 

IRIS GEV A-MAY 

Cet article presente l'etude d'une evaluation des programmes de renouvellement 
de fonnation des professeurs de science ayant immigre de l'ancienne Union 
Sovi6tique. Ces programmes ont ete d6veloppes dans des universites israeliennes 
et dans des colleges d'education pour la premiere [ois en 1990-1991 apros la 
grande vague d'immigration de l'ex-Union Sovi6tique. Le critere principal de 
cette evaluation est de mesurer l'efficacite de ces programmes dans la realisation 
des objectifs de la politique de reinsertion, etant donnees certaines variantes 
decisives, comme les variantes professionnelles, sociales et culturelles. Cette 
recherche offre des recommendations qui peuvent etre adaptees et appliquees dans 
d'autres pays qui connaissent des bouleversements sociaux importants dus par 
exempIe a I'immigration ou au chomage: 
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THE STRUCTURING OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SPACE 
WITIDN THE EDUCATION SYSTEM IN AUSTRALIA 

YIANNIS DIMITREAS 

, Cette etude examine le sort des migrants sud-europeens et mediterraneens en 
Australie au cours du XXe siec1e, depuis le regime' Australie blanche', en passant 
par les gains obtenus grace au mouvement pour les droits ethniques des annees 
soixante, jusqu'a la tendance actuelle inspiree par l'economie qui s'occupe des 
migrants de la couronne Asie et Pacifique Sud, L'idee debattue est que les 
preoccupations neo-corporatistes du gouvernement australien, a une epoque ou le 
capital global dicte des relations privilegiees avec les entites supra-nationales au 
dela de la configuration traditionelle nation-etat, ont conduit a des budgets reduits 
pour les programmes educatifs qui avaient ete mis en place a partir des annees 
soixante-cinq pour s'occuper des droits linguistiques et culturels des groupes 
ethniques d'origine mediterraneenne, 
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LES REPRESENTATIONS SOCIALES DE LA VILLE 
CHEZ LES ECOLIERS DE DEUX VILLES 
EUROPEENNES, D'ARLES ET DE SPARTE: UNE 
APPROCHE COMPARATIVE 

AEGLI ZAFElRAKOU 

In 1994, an educational programme looking into the historical development of 
two Mediterranean towns, ArIes in France, and Sparta in Greece, was set up in 
order to anlayse the social representation of the urban space on the basis of the 
drawing of two groups of students aged twelve. These students met each other 
for a period of a week, first in ArIes and then in Sparta. In particular, the pupils 
were asked to make a drawing of the town plan of Aries and Sparta. The 
emergence of the central elements of the social representations by each of the 
groups has shown that the latter are linked to the pupils' own cultural heritages. 
The results presented here are initial and exploratory reflections of an on-going 
research project. 

MeUTIl ato 7r!..uimo eKnatoEUtlKOU npoypaJlJLQro~ aXEtlKa JlE nlv laropLK1l 

E~€J.l~1] ouo IleaoYElaKWV 1C6J.EWV ApJ.-raJ.J.ia. Ll((ipTl]-E),J.aoa. LT6xoC; 'imv 1] 

avuoEl~11 pumKwv al'OLxEiwv tWV KOLVWVtKclW avoorupumuaEwv oJLuBm; 

JLUOlltWV tll~ EKnl~ ~lULOttKOU yLa tllv nO!..ll tOU~ Kat tllV nO!..ll tOU UA!..OU. 

HavunupuatUall nou EXODV OL JtaOlltE~ tq~ JllU~ n6111~ mrotDnWVEtaL ZVTOVU Kat 

anIv avunupuatuaq not) otUJlOpq>W\,ouv YLU tqv UA1Il 
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PEACE EDUCATION IN ISRAEL - ENCOUNTER 
AND DIALOGUE 

DOVDAROM 

Alors qu'en toile de fond regnent des sentiments profonds d'animosite. de peur 
et de meriance entre les Juifs et les Arabes, un nambre de projects educatifs sant 
parainnes en Israel avec pour but la promotion de la co-existence et de la paix. 
Ce document est un rapport sur un de ces projets - les enfants enseignant aux 
enfants ('Children teaching Children' -CTC). Le prajet CTC est base sur une 
serie de rencontres face it face entre deux classes paralleIes de College - I'une 
cl'une ecolc arabe, I'autre d'une ecole juive, s'etendant sur une pe~iode de deux 
aos. Le projet est base sur des principes d'education humaniste, mettant l'accent 
sur'le dialogue entre les personnes, l'apprentissge experimental aux niveaux 
affectif aussi bien que cognitif, poussant en avant les valeurs d' empathie, 
d'acceptance, de pluralisme et de democratie. Certains des resultats du projet 
CTC sont decrits, a la fois sur des bases de mesures faites avant et apres le projet 
et sur des methodes d'observation des participants. Ces resultats denotent des 
changements d'attitude considerables dans les deux groupes, tel qu'une 
diminution des sentiments d'etrangete, d'alienation et de haine mutuelles, une 
meilleure comprehension du conflit israelo-arabe et de la peine qu'il inflige des 
deux cotes, une intensification des sentiments de similarite entre les enfants et 
d'optimisme pour l'avenir. 
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The Journal of Multilingual & Multicuitural Development (JMMD) has generally 
interpreted its mandate in a broad fashion - virtually all topics treating language 
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International Association for Intercultural Education 

The IAIE is an international network of professionals, aimed at the develop
ment and implementation of intercultural education. 

Intercultural education would include a critical understanding and awareness of: 

* intercultural and international understanding 
* the recognition of and respect for cultural differences 
* issues of human rights and citizenship 
* the provision of equal opportUnities (the educational system should be inclusive) 
* strategies for equal access to knowledge and the learning processes in order to 

achieve an equality of outcomes. 

Intercultural education is characterized by: 

* clear policy guidelines for schools 
* recognition of the value of the knowledge, skills and contributions of all 

students to the learning process 
* criteria for a broadly based and accessible curriculum 
* criteria for optimum interaction processes in the classroom 
* multilingualism . 

The main activities of the !AlE include: 

* Publication of the European Journal of lntercultural Studies 
* Publication of a Directory with infonnation about all members: addresses, 

professional interests, areas of expertise 
*. Organisation of conferences, workshops, seminars and the facilitation of re

search, trai.ning and development work. 
* Projects 

Membership includes subscription to the European Journal of Intercultural 
S~dies 

Membership fee for individual ntentbers: £,25,- (US $40,-; NLG 75,-; SEK 
300,-) 

Applications for ntembership should be sent to: 
Lars Stensborg, Kopmangatan 7; S-151 71 SodertiiIje, Sweden. 
Fax: + 46 8 55010081; E-ntail: iaie@llx.oxbacksskolan.se 



Mediterranean Journal of Educational Studies 
Editor Ronald G. Sultana, University of Malta 

The Mediterranean Journal of Educational Studies is a refereed journal reporting 
research carried out in Mediterranean countries, as well as studies related to the 
Diaspora of Mediterranean people world-wide. The journal offers a forum for 
theoretical debate, historical and comparative .studies, .research and project reports, 
thus facilitating dialogue and networking in a region which has vigorous and varied 
educational traditions. There is a strong international dimension to this dialogue, 
given the profile of the Mediterranean in the configuration of the new world order, 
and North-bound Mediterranean migratory movements. The journal is of interest to . 
scholars in comparative education, Mediterranean studies, cultural and post
colonial studies, Southern European studies, intercultural education, peace 
education, and migrant studies. 

Sample of Articles appearing in the first four issues 

'Is there a semi-peripheral type of schooling?' (Xavier Bonal & Xavier Rambla); 
'Recent trends in Portuguese higher education' (Maria M. Vieira da Fonseca); 
'European education and Algeria' (Mohammed Miliani); Religious diversity and 
the future of education in Lebanon' (Helen Tannous); 'Education and the 
Holocaust' (Yuval Dror); 'Teaching and learning in middle school social studies 
in Turkey' (AIi Yildirim); 'Science in Palestinian schools' (Khawla Sabri); 
'Teaching education in change: Issues for Albania' (Jenny Leach); 'Moroccan 
academic women' (M'hammed Sabour); 'Curriculum Reform in Cyprus' 
(Leonidas Kyriakides). 

ISSN 1024-5375 Volume 1 (1996) 
2 issues a year: Spring, Autumn 
Institutional US$84/GBP54 Personal US$421GBP28 
Sample copies available. Reduced rates for low-income countries. 

Payments can be made out to: The COI1l/UII"(Ilil'(, .. Educt/film Programme 
by cheque. ercdil card ur international money order. 

All ('orrcspolH..Icncc tu: The Editor. ,1IJE.\', Facult)" of Education, Uni\'cl'sity uf M'lltn, 
Msida MSD 06. Malta. 
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Notes for Contributors 

The MJES publishes original contributions in the field of education that focus on 
Mediterranean countries and the diaspora of Mediterranean people worldwide. To 
ensure the highest standards aU"submitted articles are scrutinised by at least two 
independent referees before being accepted for publication. Published papers 
become the copyright of the journal. 

The MJES features articles in English, though occasionally it will also publish 
> papers subntitted in French. Authors who are not fluent in English should have 

their manus~ripts checked by language specialists in their Universities or 
Institut~s. When this is not possible, the Editorial Board can offer its assistance. 
In exceptional cases, articles that make a particularly strong contribution to 
Mediterranean education studies will be translated to English, depending on the 
resources that the Editorial Board has at its disposal. A fee is normally charged for 
language editing assistance and translation. The Editorial Board is also willing to 
promote English versions of high quality articles that have already been published 
in any of the Mediterranean languages that do not have wide regional or inter
national currency. In such cases, however, responsibility for copyright clearance 
rests with the author!s, who carry all responsibilities for any infringement. 

All contributors should be aware they are addressing an international audience:. 
They should also use non-sexist, non-racist language, and a guide sheet is 
available in this regard. 

Manuscripts, preferably between 6,000 and 8,000 words in length, should be sent 
to the Editor MJES, Ronald G. Sultana, Faculty of Education, University of Malta, 
Msida MSD 06, Malta, accompanied by an abstract of between 100-150 words. 
The. abstract should be provided in English, the author's mother tongue, and 
possibly Arabic and French. Research Notes, Project Reports, and Comments. 
(1,500 to 3,000 words in length) are also welcome. . 

Three complete copies of the manuscript should be subntitted, typed double
spaced on one side of the paper. A diskette version of the article (preferably 
formatted on Word for Windows) should be included with the manuscript. It is 
essential that the full postal address, telephone, fax and email coordinates be given 
of the author who will receive editorial correspondence, proofs and offprints. 
Authors should include a brief autobiographic note. To enable the refereeing 
procedure to be anonymous, the name(s) and institution(s) of the author(s) shOliid 
not be included at the head of the article, but should be typed on a separate sheet. 
The surname of the author!s should be underlined. 



Figures and tables should have their positions clearly marked and be provided on 
separate sheets that can be detached from the main text. 

References should be indicated in the text by giving the author's name followed 
by the year of publication in parentheses, e.g .•... research in Mahmoudi & Patros 
(1992) indicated .. .', alternatively this could be shown as • .... research (Mahmoudi 
& Patros 1992) showed .. .'. The full references should be listed in alphabetical 
order at the end of the paper using the following fonnula: 

Book: Surname, Name initials (date of publication) Title of Book. Place of 
Publication: Publisher. 

Article in Journal: Surname, Name initials (date of publication) Title of article, 
Title of Journal, Volume(issue), pages. 

Chapter ill Book: Surname initial/s, Name initials (date of publication) Title of· 
chapter. In Nameinitials and Surname of (editor!s) Title of Book. Place of 
Publication: Publisher. 

Particular care in the presentation of references ensure earlier placement in the 
publication queue. 

Proofs will be sent to the author!s if there is sufficient time to do so, and should 
be corrected and returned immediately to the. Editor. 25 offprints of each article 
will be supplied free of charge together with a complete copy of the journal issue. 

The Editorial Board welcomes suggestions for special issues of the MJES 
dedicated to a special theme. 
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